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Chapter 1
Introduction
Control over stock is an extremely important aspect for any company whose revenue depends on
manufacturing and/or selling goods. A considerable proportion of its capital base may be
invested in its stock. The year-end stock valuation can make a huge difference to the reported
profits. Stock writes-off, whether due to obsolescence, damage or “shrinkage” (a euphemism for
theft!) can turn a good year into a bad one, and a bad one into a disaster.
However, stock control system requirements can differ widely from one company to another.
Whereas a general ledger (say) is similar from one company to the next — sets of accounts,
posting journals, striking a trial balance — two companies’ stock control operations can be
entirely different. One company may have multiple locations, another not; one company may
assemble final goods from sub-assemblies, themselves stocked as items, another may be a stockist
only of finished goods; one company may need to need to meet strict batch tracking conditions,
another may not; one company may wish to integrate their stock system fully with their sales and
purchase ordering procedures, another may require only simple invoicing procedures.
The Datafile Stock Control system is designed to meet a wide range of requirements whilst
retaining the ease of use to be found in the best systems. The key to successful use of stock
control is to analyse fully what is needed, and then to structure the Datafile Software Stock
Control system to match these needs.
The chapter called Configuring Stock Control describes how you use the Datafile Software
configuration facilities to tailor the system to your needs. Following this Introduction is a chapter
called User Instructions which describes how to use the stock control application, although the
options offered to you depend on how you configure your system.
Time spent in understanding the features and facilities available from the stock control program
will be amply repaid subsequently in speed and accuracy of use. In many cases your dealer may
configure the rest of the system to suit your specific requirements using the Application Manager
facilities. They are fully trained in the use of Datafile applications, and their expertise allied to
your knowledge of your own requirements will ensure the system is correctly set up.

Outline
Information about stock is primarily held in two files. The stock master file holds information
about the stock items as a whole, such as description, quantities on the shelf, reserved and on
order, prices to be charged, preferred supplier, lead times and the most economic order quantities,
and so on.
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A stock transactions file holds details about all the movements that you have applied to the stock
system. Stock transaction types include sales issues, purchase orders, purchase orders received,
other goods received (in other words, those which were not noted to the system as being on order)
stock adjustments, and stock transfers.
All files are designed around the DataFiler database, which is at the heart of all Datafile Software
systems. Whilst the files are fully managed by the stock control program, they can be tailored
individually to suit specific requirements, and you may prepare additional reports by using either
the DataFiler database program or ProFiler. Stock Control is also integrated with other Datafile
Software applications, such as sales and purchase order processing, the invoicer system, and job
costing.

Principal Features
General














Multi-company stock control
Stock levels for physical, reserved, on-order, and free-stock
Up to nine selling prices, at 2 or 4 decimal places (3 prices for Compact, 5 for
Professional)
Multiple locations (excluding Compact)
Assembled stock items with parts explosion (excluding Compact)
Transactions for sales issues, purchase orders, orders received, other goods in,
adjustments, sales reservations, and transfers
Comprehensive stock and transaction reports
Stock statement report
Powerful selection facilities for reports and statements
Demand for current period, year, and for individual periods
Automatic calculation of estimated usage
Retention of transactions over period end (excluding Compact)
Non-stock items supported (excluding Compact)

User Definable Features (General)








Stock reference up to 16 characters in length (up to 32 characters with Datafile Premier)
Cost price to 2 or 4 decimal places
Default values when adding new stock records (excluding Compact)
Two user-definable items for transactions; one at the header, one at analysis level
(excluding Compact)
Quantities to 2 or 4 decimal places
Average, latest (LIFO) or FIFO stock valuation (FIFO n/a for Compact)
Definable periods for slow moving stock and excess stock

User Definable Features (Diamond and Premier only)


User-definable stock and transaction files with up to 160 data items per file
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User-definable screens to maintain stock records
Pack quantities supported
User-definable stock reports, stock statement, and transaction reports
Sorted reports and statements

Stock Management Considerations
Stock control systems are a popular topic for academic study. Theories and books abound on the
best ways to manage and control your inventory. This short section gives you some background
on how the Datafile Software stock system works, and shows you ways in which you can make it
pay for you.

Stock Quantities
The Datafile Software stock system keeps track of stock movements by unit. It manages four
separate quantity fields


Physical Quantity. This is the quantity of stock which should physically be present on
your shelves or in your warehouse. In theory, if you went and counted your stock, the
quantity you counted should match the physical quantity.



On-Order Quantity. Keeping track of the quantity of stock on order prevents you from
over-ordering stock. The stock system allows you to record orders, and the Datafile
Software purchase order processing and bill of materials systems also maintains this value.



Reserved Quantity. Although you have the physical stock, it may be that some of it is
already spoken for, either to customers who have placed orders which you have yet to
fulfil, or because the item is a component of a larger unit which you plan to assemble. The
stock system allows you to record the quantity of stock reserved, and the Datafile Software
sales order processing and bill of materials also maintains this value.



Free Stock Quantity. This represents the stock available to sell. It differs from physical
stock because it takes account both of stock reserved (which reduces the physical stock
available to sell) and stock on order (which will be available to sell as soon as it arrives).
This field is a calculated item in the Datafile stock system:
Free Stock = Physical Stock – Reserved Stock + On-Order Stock

Notes
The Sales Order Processing system within a Diamond and Premier system has an
option to ignore on-order stock when recording orders. This helps you to determine
whether or not you can fulfil the order immediately, or must wait for new
deliveries.
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As you record stock movements through the various stock transaction options, separate
transaction records are written to the stock transactions file. These transactions can be vital when
trying to track stock movements. However, a stock system is not usually subject to such stringent
audit requirements as your accounting ledgers. At the end of the year though it is the physical
stock count which is used to determine a company’s reported profitability.

Stock Valuation and Cost Prices
On a period-by-period basis you are likely to use the system facilities to record cost of sales and
to give you gross margin figures (sale value less cost of goods) by the analysis categories you
need — product group, customer, salesperson, and so on. This gross margin is effectively
calculated for each transaction, and is very dependent, therefore, on the cost value recorded for
each stock item.
At the end of the year you will do a physical stock count, and the value of your stock is then
determined by the product of the physical stock counted and the cost price recorded for each item.
At this level, gross margin is determined by taking the opening stock valuation for the year,
adding the cost of all stock purchased during the year, and then deducting the year-end stock
valuation. This does not depend on the quantities recorded in the stock system, and so takes care
of errors such as stock being issued without it being recorded, and the perpetual problem of
pilferage.
There is a danger that if you put too high a valuation on your stock, then you will show too high a
profit for the year, whereas if you value your stock too low, you will undervalue the trading
strength of your company. Stock valuation again depends very much on the cost value recorded
for each item.
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Notes
If you have not encountered this issue before, it is worth trying out a few examples
to show how overvaluing the closing stock can increase dramatically the company
profit figure and vice versa. For example:
Valuation 1

Valuation 2

Valuation 3

Sales

850,000

850,000

850,000

Opening Stock
PLUS Purchases
LESS Closing Stock

180,000
510,000
170,000

180,000
510,000
140,000

180,000
510,000
200,000

Cost of Sales

520,000

550,000

490,000

Gross Margin

330,000

300,000

360,000

Overheads

300,000

300,000

300,000

Profit/Loss

30,000

nil

60,000

A swing of less than 20% in closing stock valuation either wipes out the profit
entirely, or doubles it!

The accountant’s definition of the cost price to use in stock valuation is “the lowest of actual cost
price or net realisable value”. In many cases you may not know the actual cost price because
you’ve bought several batches, all at different prices, and you can’t tell from which batch your
current stock came.
The standard ways to maintain the cost price of your stock items are:


LIFO. This is an acronym of Last-In-First-Out. It assumes that the cost price to use is the
cost price of the most recent batch. This is likely to overvalue your stock (under the
accountant’s definition) if prices are rising, and therefore report a higher profit. It gives,
however, the replacement value for your stock, which could be argued to be the most
practical valuation. If prices are generally falling (as in the computer industry, for
example) it effectively devalues your stock as prices fall, and so records a lower profit that
the strict accountant’s definition would give; this can be argued as the conservative option
in this case.



FIFO. This is an acronym for First-In-First-Out. To manage FIFO requires additional
fields to hold the quantities of each batch of goods as they are received, so that stock is
allocated from the oldest batch first. Whilst it satisfies the accountant’s definition
(assuming you can still sell at greater than cost) you can argue that it doesn’t represent the
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replacement value. If prices are falling, it is best not to use FIFO costing because it can
overstate the common-sense view of gross margin. See further comments on FIFO later.


Average Cost. This is the most widely used option, because it steers clear of the pitfalls
of LIFO, and gives a similar valuation to FIFO without the additional work which FIFO
causes. Each time stock is received, the cost value is recalculated using the formula:
(Old Physical Quantity x Cost Price) + (Purchase Quantity x Purchase Price)
_____________________________________________________________
(Old Physical Quantity + Purchased Quantity)

The costing options are defined for your stock system under the stock System Profiles though
note that both purchase order processing, bill of materials and invoicer all have separate controls
for updating the cost price.

Notes
As well as the cost price, a stock system option maintains a field for “Last Order
Price”. If defined, it is this field which is offered as the stock item price in purchase
order processing.

Units of Issue, Pack Sizes and Price Per
Stock is usually maintained in units. However, a unit to the stock system can itself have a
quantity attribute. We might stock, and wish to record stock, of packets of twenty cigarettes; 1lb
bags of flour; and six-packs of beer. The important factor is that the units in which we record
stock are not in themselves further divisible — although we can use decimal fractions.
For example, if we were to record our beer in units of six-packs, then one unit is one six-pack. If
we were then to split a six-pack, we would have to record a tin as 0.16 of a six-pack (or 0.1666 if
we are recording quantities to four decimal places).

Unit of Issue
The key is really to choose as your unit the smallest measure in which you would normally sell
the item. The Unit of Issue field in the stock file describes this unit — 1LB BAG, BOX-20, 6PACK in the examples above. It is only descriptive.

Pack Sizes
The unit of issue may not, however, be the unit in which you can buy — or indeed sell. For
example, you may well place an order for a crate of beer — 144 cans (say) or 24 six packs. For
convenience, therefore, the stock system (and the Datafile Software order processing system)
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allows you to enter quantities in terms of packs. The pack size — which can be different for
different items — is held as an item on the stock file. The syntax for describing packs as opposed
to units requires a separator (typically oblique “/”). For example, 5/ would be 5 crates in the
above example; 2/72 would be two crates and 72 cans; and 144 is 144 cans.

Price and Cost Per (Datafile Diamond and Premier only)
The system allows you up to nine prices, and maintains a cost price for each stock item. There
are occasions, however, where prices are quoted in multiples. For example, although you may be
selling felt-tip pens individually, the buying price quoted by your supplier might be per box of ten
— £5 per ten, say. It is more convenient to keep your cost price (and your last order price) at the
price break you buy at, rather than divide this down into units. A “Cost Per” option allows you to
record the quantity at which prices are held — in the above example, ten.
Similarly, you might quote prices for multiples of product too, even though you sell individual
units. For example, you may quote prices for beer in 6-packs rather than in individual tins. In
this case you would use the “Price Per” option to record six.

Note
The “Price Per” option usually refers to all selling prices defined. However, the
Datafile sales order processing system allows you to read one of the selling prices
as a unit price, and also to make a surcharge where a pack must be split to satisfy a
customer order.

Forecasting and Stock Replenishment
A stock system can pay for itself if it helps to avoid the “lost sale” — the situation where you
haven’t made a sale because you had not got the item in stock. An example of this is given in the
figure overleaf, which charts stock holding against time to show a typical cycle of events.
In some sectors you may be able to substitute a different item, which can reduce the effect of lost
sales. For example, if you stock two brands of cola and run out of one, then the other may be an
acceptable alternative.
The key to avoiding lost sales is to forecast the rate at which sales are made, and therefore to reorder new stock in time so that you do not run out. The Datafile Software stock system contains a
number of facilities and reports to help you manage stockholding to maximise sales. Typically a
stock controller would review stock on a weekly basis — not necessarily the whole stockholding,
but possibly a group of stock codes each week on a rolling basis.
A number of pieces of information are needed for these mechanisms:


Time Period Unit. You must specify (under the stock System Profiles) a time period that
represents the size of filter through which you will analyse your sales and stockholding.
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Typically this is a week, but could be days (a week might be too long for fast moving
stock) or a fortnight, or a month even. This is a global decision and everything else is
based on this time period


Lead Time. This is defined for each product, and represents the length of time, measured
in the time units just defined, which would elapse between ordering the item from your
supplier and you receiving it. You do not have to give a lead time for every item, only to
those which you want the system to monitor



Estimated Usage. This represents the number of units you expect to sell in the time
period unit defined above. Initially you might enter a guess here, but each month you can
ask the computer to calculate a replacement figure based on the experience of actual
demand over either the last month, or the year so far



Minimum Stock Level. For some stock items you may want to set a minimum level, to
act as a buffer for variations in demand — see later. For slower-moving items you might
set its value at one, so that every time you sell one you are prompted to order a
replacement

You now have enough information to make one of the first judgements on your stock items — is
it time to order more? A typical cycle of events is shown in the following diagram:

You can ask the computer whether or not you have enough stock to satisfy demand and still not
fall below the minimum stock level during the time it would take to order and receive more (this
is based on the estimated usage of this item and the lead time). If so, then you can relax for a
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week, say. If not, you should consider ordering more — see Potential Out-of-Stock Report
described in more detail in the User Instructions section and Buying Quantity below.
In the above example, the stock controller got it right the first and third time, but was a bit slow
re-ordering the second time round. Even the minimum buffer stock was not enough to prevent the
item becoming out of stock. Were sales lost because of it? We’ll never know for sure that some
customers didn’t buy elsewhere.

Ideal Buying Quantity
The next judgement is — how much to buy? Your supplier may have minimum quantities and
pricing breaks to encourage you to buy more at one drop. If you do not buy enough, you may
have to re-order quickly, and not get the best price break; if you order too much, it may fill your
warehouse and take months to sell.
This is another area on which much has been written. Small orders attract higher prices and cost
you in administration every time you place an order. Large orders attract better prices, but take
up warehouse space (you may have to take on more space), may attract higher insurance
premiums, and risk obsolescence and potential wastage. In other words, the real cost of an item to
you is not just its cost price from the supplier, but also should include all the other costs
associated with stocking it, expressed per unit.

The diagram on the right illustrates the issue.
One line shows the cost per unit of buying in
larger quantities, falling as the quantity gets
larger to the limiting point. Another line shows
the other costs of stocking the item, expressed as
a cost per unit for quantities purchased, and
starting to increase as the quantity goes up. The
third line shows the overall cost per unit,
combining the two lines.
The theories say there is a point somewhere in the cost curve where the cost per unit, taking
everything into consideration, is at its least. This is the ideal buying quantity, as illustrated in the
drawing above.
We do not attempt to do these calculations for you, but provide a field for each stock item in
which you can record the figure which you deem to be the ideal buying quantity. This may owe
more to practical realities and your suppliers’ terms than to abstruse calculation. We print this
value on the appropriate stock reports.

Over-Stocking and Slow Moving Stock
Where only manual methods of stock control are used it is common to find that fast-moving items
are under stocked (greater risk and frequency of out-of-stock situations) whereas slower-moving
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items are overstocked. The Datafile Software stock system tries to help you here too. But first
you must define what “overstocked” and “slow-moving” means to your organisation.
You must define two general parameters to the stock System Profiles:


Excess stock number of periods. If you have enough stock to meet demand for the next
two years, most people would suggest that you were overstocked — we assume for the
moment that supplies are still available! If you had stock only for the next two weeks,
then few would suggest you were overstocked. Somewhere in between these two extremes
is an arbitrary time period — measured in the time period units defined above — where
you probably have more stock than you need keep. Of course, this may depend also on the
average length of time that it takes you to obtain new stock in your industry. If supplies
are generally slow, then you may prefer to give a longer time period to report excess stock
than if stock can generally be obtained in days



Slow moving stock days. This is not so much a question that you have more stock than is
needed to meet demand over a pre-defined period, but that there has been no demand at all
over a certain period. The time period given here is measured in days, regardless of the
time period unit defined above

There are two reports which use these parameters, the Excess Stock report, and the Slow Moving
Stock report — both are described in more detail in the User Instructions later. These reports
show you where you can reduce your stockholding, either by taking some positive action to move
the items, or by returning stock to suppliers where sale-or-return facilities are offered (such as the
book trade).

Assemblies and Parts Explosion
Many companies not only stock complete units, but also the components which are used to make
complete units. A jam manufacturer, for example, would need to stock jam-making materials,
empty bottles, labels, bottle tops and packing cases, as well as the finished products.
The Datafile Software assembly facilities are designed to handle the stock movements which
occur when components are used to make complete units. The facilities offered give a single-tier
assembly definition capability, but the components of an assembly can be assemblies in their own
right.
Assembly are handled in two stages:


An assembly is defined, together with a list of constituent parts. For example, a bicycle
could be made up of a frame, a front wheel, a back wheel, two brakes, two brake levers,
brake cables, a saddle, some handlebars, and various nuts and bolts to keep them all
together. The wheels, frame and brakes could themselves be assemblies. An assembly is a
stock item in the stock file in its own right.



Assemblies are made. Components are purchased through purchase orders in the normal
way, but a stock of an assembly only occurs because they have been manufactured, and the
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net result of manufacture is to increase the quantity of assemblies, and to reduce the stock
of components.
When assemblies are made, you are warned if there is insufficient stock of a component to make
all the assemblies. If the out-of-stock component is itself an assembly, you can make some of that
too, repeating the process until all levels of the original product have been made. (See also
Standard Costing below.)
See ‘Maintain Assemblies’ in User Instructions for a full description of the assembly facilities.

Multiple Locations
The Datafile Software stock system caters for multiple location stock; whether this is just
different areas of the same plant (such as raw materials, work in progress, and finished goods
stores) or geographically different locations such as might occur with a chain of wholesale cashand-carry operations.
The multi-location facility is handled by prefixing the stock item code in the stock file with a
location code. The combined location and item code then becomes the key to the stock file. Each
stock item at each location represents a separate stock file record, although you only need to
define the stock items which are actually stocked at any particular location.
The location code is also held for look-up purposes in a separate location file, which is managed
by the stock system. The location code may be any number of characters in length, and the full
stock code key can, if you wish, include a separator character (an oblique”/” or hyphen “–” would
be typical).
Whenever a stock code is needed, the location code is asked first, although you can define a
default location code which is prompted to save time. You can use the <F4–Select> key to search
the location file. After the location code you are asked for the stock item code, and again the
<F4–Select> key can be used to find the stock item you want — only those defined for the
location code already entered are displayed.
Reports are printed by location, with totals per location and grand totals at the end.

Standard Costing
Standard costing is a technique used particularly in manufacturing industries whereby a cost is
calculated for each manufactured item to include parts, labour, and even the costs of the
machinery needed to produce it. The selling prices placed on such items may be based on the
calculation of the standard costs.
The advantages of this approach are twofold. Firstly, a cost of sales figure can immediately be
ascribed to sales made in any period because each product has a standard cost attached to it which
takes account of manufacturing costs. Secondly, management time can be spent in checking on,
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and trying to reduce, the actual costs versus the calculated standard costs — which can only
improve profitability.
Whilst this may seem more relevant to the accounting system, particularly the nominal ledger, the
stock system is an important ingredient. Materials and parts are purchased into work in progress
(WIP) stores. Wages and machinery costs (tooling, repairs, and depreciation) used for making
things are also ascribed to WIP. As goods are made, they are taken from WIP at the standard
cost to put into finished goods stores for shipment to customers.
In a Datafile Software system WIP and finished goods stores can be set up as two separate
locations. You can define assemblies to describe how goods are made, so that usage of parts from
WIP stores into finished goods is controlled. You can even include non-stock items to account
for labour and machining costs. This would allow the computer system to help you in your
standard costing calculations, and even ensure that finished goods items have up-to-date standard
costs.
When you fulfil sales orders through the Datafile Software order processing or invoicing systems,
the stock system makes sure the standard cost goes along with the stock and sales transactions to
give you cost of sales figures. The stock system gives you the valuation of final goods stock at
the end of each period, and also the stock component of work in progress.
The nominal ledger now values work in progress from WIP stock plus labour and machinery costs
expended each period, less the value of items transferred to finished goods at the standard cost
prices (one of the stock system transaction reports).

Currency Considerations
The foreign currency application, available on Datafile Diamond and Premier, allows sales and
purchases in currencies other than Pound Sterling (or more correctly your base currency). Whilst
stock control itself is only concerned with base currency values how the currency cost and selling
prices are derived will affect how you set up your stock pricing


Sales Order Processing. Sales Orders are entered in the currency of the customer account
and the selling price confirmed is assumed to be that currency. There are two ways of
configuring this – usually the prices recorded on the stock record are set in the base
currency and the current exchange rate is used to multiply this price to calculate the
currency selling price. This does have the disadvantage (to your customers) that prices
fluctuate based on the exchange rate and that you may end up with prices such as $20.07
when you may operate with rounded prices. The second option is to assume that certain
of the stock price bands are tied to a specific currency – i.e. price bands 1-3 are Sterling, 46 are US Dollars and 7-9 are Euros.



Purchase Order Processing. As above purchase orders are entered in the currency of the
supplier account and the cost price confirmed is assumed to be that currency. Again the
most common option is to have the cost price taken from the stock record and multiply it
by the exchange rate. Alternatively, the last order price, if referenced, is taken to be the
currency price but this would not be appropriate if the same stock item is purchased from
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more than one supplier in more than one currency. A third option allows the currency
code and cost of your usual supplier to be recorded on the stock record – if a purchase
order is entered for that currency then this cost price is used, if not then the standard cost
price is multiplied by the appropriate exchange rate.

Notes
The option to multiply prices by exchange rate is set within the foreign currency
System Profiles. More details can be found in the foreign currency manual but note
that this setting applies equally to both sales and purchase order processing systems.



Invoicer. Invoicer allows both sales and purchase transactions to be generated and again
prices and costs entered are expected to be in the currency of the customer and supplier
accounts. Unlike the order processing systems there is no option to multiply prices set by
the exchange so the prices selected have to be set for specific currencies. On sales
invoices this means tying selected stock price bands to particular currencies and, for
purchase invoices this means typing the currency cost in the invoice itself where
appropriate.

Batch Tracking
The Batch Tracking accessory, available on Datafile Diamond and Premier, allows you to record
the serial and batch numbers of stock items and track their movement. Information about the
batch/serial number is held in two files. A batch file recording the serial/batch number plus stock
quantities and supplier and sales information. A batch transaction file holds details of the
movements that you have applied to the serial/batch-tracked stock items.
Where batch tracking is in use the appropriate stock records are flagged to indicate whether they
are to be serial or batch tracked. Every time a physical stock movement takes place you are asked
to confirm the serials and batches affected.

Transferring from Existing Stock Control
You are probably transferring your stock control from either a computer or manual system onto
the computer, or you may be formalising your stock control for the first time. The usual steps
when transferring from a manual system are:


Put stock items onto computer. Using the stock maintenance features enter details of your
stock items. Include details of assemblies as necessary. Do not enter actual stock
quantities yet.



Perform a physical stock take. This should normally be at a month or quarter-end



Put actual stock quantities onto computer. Use the “goods received” feature to do this
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Enter outstanding orders. All orders outstanding at the time of the physical stock take
should be entered, using the “purchase orders placed” transaction



Enter any current sales reservations, if any



Produce a full stock valuation. Compare this to the valuation done with the same stocktake figures using your previous method, and this will highlight any differences. If there
are any, make sure that the computer system is brought into line or that you are satisfied
that the computer has the more accurate figures. (Differences could be the result of keying
mistakes, arithmetic errors in a manual valuation, or differences between the rules used for
valuation. Since the computer system has no history of movements yet, it values the whole
of each stockholding at the stated cost price.)



Do a period-end procedure. You would normally start to use the stock system from the
beginning of a period, and the period-end routine (and year-end routine too, if appropriate),
and resets period demand figures.

The transfer from another computer system basically follows the same procedures as above.
However, if you have a CSV or TXT output facility from your old system you can output these
details and import them into the stock databases – it is still recommended to do an actual stock
take though (remember the acronym GIGO – Garbage In Garbage Out!). If in any doubt, consult
your dealer.
Once you are satisfied that the computer system is correct, you may discontinue your previous
system and rely on the Datafile stock system; alternatively, you may choose to use them both “in
parallel” for a month so that you can then check for any discrepancies. Keep the valuation and
any other reports so that you can prove to the auditor that the transfer to the computer was
achieved correctly.
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Chapter 2
User Instructions
Your Stock Control application will be one of the applications on the main menu, once you have
selected this you will be given the stock menu from which to select the option you require.

Some of the options give you a sub-menu, from which you can choose from further options. This
section of the manual is laid out as a reference to the stock application in the same order as the
standard menu structure sent to you.
Application Menu Parameters – Datafile Diamond and Premier
Each stock control menu option has a four-digit parameter number. This number is the
parameter that is needed for Diamond and Premier users who wish to restructure their
application menus, or even to design completely new menus. For example “Amend Existing
Stock” has a parameter number of 1002, and the “Stock Adjustment Transaction” can be
loaded directly by a parameter of 2005. These parameters are needed only under the
CONFIG user to change or define application menu structures – see the System User Guide
for more details
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On first selection of a menu option in the stock system you may, if this is the first action since you
started Datafile this session, be asked to choose the company you wish to work in and to select
your default stock location.

Choosing the Right Company
You can use Datafile to control more than one company’s data. Where you have more than one
company, then if the computer doesn’t know which company’s data to process it asks you to
select one from the list. This can occur if the computer has not previously processed any
company in this session (and your user-id set-up doesn’t have a default company set), or if the last
company used does not have stock control in use.

You can select the company by using the mouse to ‘double-click’ the entry in the list, or by
entering the company id in the text input (use the <TAB> key or mouse to select the input option).
You can always check which company is active by using the desktop option “About this
Company” (shortcut key <ALT+A>). You can change the company, provided you are within the
menu system and not within a processing option, by using the desktop option “Open New
Company” (ALT+O).
Once a company is selected you remain in that company and the three-digit code of the company
displays in the status line at the foot of the screen.
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Multi Location Stock
The Datafile Software stock control system supports multiple locations for holding stock. This is
achieved by extending the stock code to include a location code too, as described in the
Introduction section. The location is always a prefix to the item code, and the composite
location/stock code is then the full key to the stock file.
The first time you enter the stock control system in a session you are asked:

The default location, defined under Stock Control System Profiles, is offered but you can choose
any other location. Use <Select> to help you find the location you want. The location you
choose is then offered as the default stock location for the rest of the session until it’s changed.

General Notes
Throughout Datafile Software there is syntax to using the keyboard keys, and conventions to the
way screens and messages are displayed. The main things you need to know are:


In the text below, chevrons <> round words or letters tell you to press that key on the
keyboard. For example, <End> means the key which has the word “End” on it; and <F4>
refers to the fourth of ten keys (at least) along the top of the keyboard with the inscriptions
“F1” through “F10” on them.



<Enter> means the return or “Enter” key on the keyboard, used to signify that all the data
for a field is now complete.



<Escape> is the key marked “Escape” or “Esc”, and is used to exit from whatever you
were doing – often you are first asked if you have finished, to prevent accidents.



The Select function is assigned to the <F4> key. This gives a powerful way to find a stock
record, either through part of the code, or part of the stock description, or even part of
some other field such as a supplier reference.



The status line at the foot of the screen (above the Windows task bar) displays the major
function keys available at any given point. As an alternative to using the keyboard you can
use the mouse to select these functions on the toolbar at the top of the screen – these
functions are highlighted when they are available.
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Finally there are many optional features in the stock control system, and it is possible, indeed
probable, that not all are in use in your system. If your configuration does not include any of the
specific features described you need not take any notice of the instructions which apply to them.

Stock Records
You use this part of the program to enter new stock records, amend existing stock records, view
and delete stock records. When you select this option you are given the following options.

Adding a New Stock Record
The first option allows you to enter new stock records. You are first prompted to enter the stock
code that you wish to add to the file. This reference must be in the format you have defined (see
below) and you are not allowed to have duplicated stock codes in the file. The program checks
for both format and uniqueness – if the format is not matched then the computer ‘beeps’, if the
code already exists on the file you are warned accordingly. Pressing <Enter> or clicking the ‘OK’
button allows you to re-enter the stock code.
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Stock Code Formats
The demonstration company has a format of UUUUUUUUUU. This means that you can use
any combination of alphanumeric characters (or indeed other characters such as ‘-‘) in your
stock code up to a maximum length of ten characters. Other formats are more restrictive, for
example, AA9999 would force the first two characters to be letters and the remaining four to
be numbers. For a fuller discussion of code formats see the System User Guide.

If you are using multi-location stock then the method of entering a stock code differs slightly.
Firstly you are asked to input the Location. The location code used most recently is offered as
default, <Enter> accepts this location, or key in the location you wish to attach to this stock item.
If you are unsure of the location to use press <Select> to search the locations. Next you enter the
‘stock’ code – the full code then being a combination of the location and stock code. Note that
although you may have specified a separator, such as “-“ or “/” between the location and the stock
code within the code formats this is automatically entered for you.

Stock File Details
Once you have entered a valid code, the cursor moves to the input area of the first data item on
the screen and you can start typing in the stock details. You may use <Enter>, <Tab> or the up
and down arrow keys to move between data items, alternatively you can use the mouse to select
the item you require to set. When you have entered all the details of the new stock item, either by
pressing <Enter> on the last item or by clicking the ‘SAVE’ button, you are returned to the stock
code prompt so that you may enter another stock item.
If you use the <Escape> key, or click the ‘X’ button at the top right of the screen, whilst typing in
the details, the input is abandoned and the stock code that you entered is available for re-use.
When using Multi Locations on save of the stock record there are further facilities available, you
are first asked do you want to add this record automatically to the other defined locations –
respond Y or N accordingly. If respond N you are returned to the stock code input to add another
record, if Y you are further asked whether you wish to add to all locations. Again ‘Y’ adds these
records automatically, ‘N’ asks individually for the locations you wish to add the code to.
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Notes
Datafile Diamond and Premier users can control the details replicated from one location to
another when adding stock records from within the Application User Facilities. In addition
these users can define separately a second set of details that are copied when updating stock
records.

Remember Items when Adding Stock Records
If you often add several records in blocks, perhaps when receiving an updated catalogue
from a supplier, you could be setting many of the same inputs as per the previous record you
added – i.e. supplier, lead time, etc. Diamond and Premier systems allow the setting of up to
forty-eight items that are set by remembered from the previous added record to the next in
continuous stock entry. The items to remember are defined within the Stock Application
User Facilities.

The following section describes some of the specific details you may be asked to key for each
stock item. Not every item discussed could be available on your stock screen – the item may not
be applicable for your product level, or the item may have been removed from the screen as it is
not needed for your requirements. Also on Diamond and Premier systems you may have two
screens for your stock record maintenance.

Description
The stock description can be up to two lines of 48 characters including spaces. The size depends
on the way your stock file database has been configured (note Compact is restricted to one line of
30 characters, Professional two lines of 30 characters). Optionally, Datafile Diamond and
Premier users can also add additional description fields to use in the order processing
applications.

Unit of Issue
The unit of issue can be text or numbers up to nine characters (we ship it as a five-character field),
for instance, EACH or GROSS. It is not used in calculations. Although this is just a descriptive
field, it is usually used to describe the units in which stock is held. If you entered DOZEN here,
the assumption would be that stock is held in dozens. If you have physical stock of 48, then this
is assumed to be 48 dozen.
One of the most obvious examples for this item is cigarettes. Your unit of sale is a pack, and you
would control you stock in packs. But some packs contain twenty cigarettes, and others only ten.
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VAT Code
When posting stock transactions, the VAT code that you specify here is used by the program
automatically to calculate tax in stock transactions (you can overtype the calculated amount). The
tax codes are defined in the Installation section — see also the System User Guide. Use the
<Select> to view the tax codes defined. The VAT code specified is also used in the order
processing and invoicing applications when the customer/supplier is set to a UK VAT code by
default.

EC VAT Code
The objective of this code is to help you to manage the European Community (EC) VAT
requirements if you export to or import from other EC countries. It allows you to define service
items in your stock file (probably using the non-stock item facility) to ensure that they are given a
separate tax code for UK EC VAT reporting purposes. See the sales and purchase ledger manuals
for more information about EC VAT. Although not used in stock control, the order processing
and invoicing applications apply this VAT code when the customer/supplier is set to an EC VAT
code by default.

Non-Stock
It is very helpful in order processing and invoicing applications to be able to specify service items
as well as stock items. Examples of non-stock items could be - “Custom label printing”, “Annual
service charge”, or “Maintenance contract”. This item allows you to enter these as though stock
items, but to mark them so that order processing and invoicing applications do not update stock
figures. You instead use them for description and price look-up. Reply Y <Enter> to mark this
item as a non-stock item.

Cost Price
Note that the cost price is maintained by the stock, purchase order processing and invoicing
systems as goods are received and purchase invoices processed, according to how you have
specified stock valuation — see the Introduction section. When you are entering the stock item
for the first time, however, you may want to enter the current cost price here.
With the Diamond and Premier ranges you may define the cost price to accept either two or four
places of decimals — so prices can be entered to the nearest penny or the nearest hundredth of a
penny.
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Notes
Diamond and Premier systems have additional features for costs in purchase order
processing.
A supplier matrix facility allows you to enter a special cost or discount arrangement you may
have overrides the cost price specified here.
A function similar to the multiple selling prices in stock, sop and invoicer is available where
a supplier can be assigned to a particular price band and use one of up to nine purchase order
prices. The standard cost price continues to be updated from on receipt of goods, of course.

Cost Per
There are many situations where the cost price is expressed not per unit but per a multiple. For
example, cost prices may be quoted for (say) felt-tip pens in boxes of a dozen. Even though
boxes may be opened, it can still be more convenient to record the cost per box rather than for
single pens.
This value is divided into any cost price recorded for stock transactions to give a unit cost. It is
also not uncommon for the “cost per” quantity to be the same as the “price per” and “pack
quantity” (described below), but it does not have to be so.

Selling Price
Your can configure your system to support up to nine different selling prices, although only five
are available by default. Note that you are restricted to five selling prices for Datafile
Professional; three for Datafile Compact. Enter here the prices you want to charge for the various
price ranges. With the Diamond and Premier ranges you may define selling prices as allowing
four places of decimals.

Notes
The sales order processing and invoice systems have discount matrix facilities that allow you
to enter special prices and discounts arrangements for specific customer and stock
combinations that override or adapt the prices here

Price Per
Similar to the “cost per” function described above, but instead referring to the sales aspects of
stock. Referring to the felt-tip example above you may primarily sell felt-tip pens in boxes and so
it is the box price that is more convenient. Once you have decided on a price multiple it applies
for all selling prices entered for this product.
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Physical Stock
The physical stock quantity is the current stock “on the shelf”, whether reserved for use elsewhere
or not. Its value is maintained by the program when goods are received and as goods are sold or
transferred and cannot be overtyped. It is the physical stock value which is used for stock
valuation, and which needs to be adjusted to reflect differences on a stock-take.

Reserved Stock
This value is maintained when you reserve stock either directly through the stock system, or
through the Sales Order Processing and Bill of Materials applications. Again this value cannot be
overtyped.

On-Order Quantity
The on-order quantity is automatically updated by the stock program when you post transactions,
and also by the Purchase Order Processing and Bill of Materials applications if you are using
those. As with physical and reserved stock quantities it cannot be overtyped.

Free Stock
Free stock is a calculated field, based on the physical stock value, plus stock on order less stock
reserved. It represents the stock you could sell — if not now, in the near future — over and above
those items already reserved for sale or use. In Diamond and Premier you can alter the formula
for free stock to exclude on-order stock — in some industries it is deceptive to assume you will
receive what you’ve ordered.

Notes
If you do not wish to alter the formula then the Sales Order Processing application can
independently ignore on-order stock when processing orders, to warn you that you have
insufficient stock on hand after taking care of stock already reserved.

Sales / Purchase Analysis
If you want to use sales and purchase analysis codes this is automatically copied into transaction
records when appropriate transactions are generated (sales issues for the sales analysis code,
purchase orders delivered and goods received for the purchase analysis code). These codes are
used as the default analysis codes within the order processing and invoicing systems. Values
allowed range from 1-9999.

Sales / Purchase Nominal Codes
If you are using a nominal ledger, these are the default nominal account codes to be used for sales
and purchase ledger transactions. Essentially these default values are for use in the order
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processing and invoicing systems. If you do not know the nominal codes to enter here use the
<Select> key to help you.

Minimum Stock
This is used by the stock control system to help you avoid out-of-stock occasions. The re-order
level is used by the “Potential Out-of-Stock” report to determine which items may become out of
stock unless you order more soon.

Ideal Buying Quantity
This item is used to help you manage stock, as discussed in the introduction there is a trade-off
between buying lots of small quantities frequently and buying large quantities occasionally.
This value is included on the “Potential Out of Stock” and “Out of Stock” reports and can be used
as the purchase order quantity in the Diamond and Premier accessory Back-2-Back Order
Processing.

Supplier
Again set for reference and use in stock reports this is your default supplier for this item, <Select>
will show you the purchase accounts available. This value is used as the default supplier in Back2-Back Order Processing accessory.

Lead Time
This is the time it usually takes for goods to be delivered by the supplier, measured in the same
time periods as Estimated Usage (below). The unit of time used for these functions is specified
under the stock system profiles.

Estimated Usage
This value is an essential ingredient for calculating if stocks are running low or are over-stocked.
This is explained in more detail under stock reports below. Usage is measured over a time period
that is defined under the stock system profiles. Typically this time period might be defined for the
whole stock system as weeks, although in some industries such as food retailing it may be
appropriate to work in days.
When adding stock records you may want to enter a quantity here, but a period-end facility allows
the computer to calculate this value based on actual demand.
The above items are those that appear by default on the Stock maintenance screen. These appear,
with the exception of Cost Per in Compact, on all product levels. Additional fields you may have
on Diamond and Premier systems include the following.
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Last Order Price
This item is maintained via the Purchase Order Processing application when orders are placed. If
present, it is the price offered as the default when entering purchase orders.

Pack Quantity
This facility is essentially one of convenience. If you regularly buy and sell in packs but want to
keep stock in unit quantities because you break packs down into units, then this allows you to
specify quantities in packs and/or units when you enter stock transactions. You enter here the
pack size you deal in for this product. If you do not deal in packs for a product, leave the pack
quantity at zero.
For example, if you are a food wholesaler who buys baked beans tins in packs of a gross (144)
then you may want to enter and receive 10 packs, but update your stock with a quantity of 1440.
If a local corner shop buys a carton from you later, it is convenient to record a sale of 1 carton, but
you may want to split packs so that you can sell single tins too. Enter a pack quantity of 144 in
this example.

Notes
Issue Unit is a passive descriptive field whereas Pack Quantity is an active field that is used
to interpret the data entered. See the Introduction section for more details

Stock Group
You may assign a group code to stock items as a way of categorising them. This is particularly
useful for the discount matrix facilities of the Sales Order Processing and Invoicer applications. It
is a numeric item, between 1 and 9999, that can be defined as a table entry.

In addition you may have other items for use in collating intrastats information for the Customs &
Excise such as commodity code and unit weight, or indeed items for your own use. The Extra
Maintenance screens (the option ‘Other’ on the bar menu) available on the Professional, Diamond
and Premier Product levels allow access to further features. These include viewing the stock
demand/sales values and setting extra supplier details as well as, on Diamond and Premier setting
alternate stock and batch tracking details. These are discussed later.

Update Existing Stock Record
This displays the same screen as that used to add a new stock record. Use <F4-Select> to find
existing codes. If you enter a code that has not been set-up you are warned accordingly.
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Once you’ve entered an existing stock code, all its details are displayed on screen and you can
amend them as required (see note below). The <End> key has a special use when updating a
stock record in that it gives you the ability to save the record without running through all the
items, of course the SAVE button will do this as well.
Once the record has been amended you are prompted for the next stock record, <ESC> at this
point returns you to the Maintain Stock menu.

Notes
Items that are view-only (such as physical etc.) remain view-only when amending a stock
record. However, depending on configuration, the cost price and selling prices may on
update be view-only as well. This occurs when Stock System Profiles are set to only allow
price change via transaction.

View a Stock Record
Again this displays the same screen as that used to add a new stock record. <F4-Select> can be
used to find the stock code where not known, or you can enter the code from the keyboard. As
the name of the option suggests the stock details are only displayed and you are not able to change
them.

Delete a Stock Record
This option, again displaying the same screen as to add a stock record, allows you to remove a
stock code that has been added incorrectly or is no longer required. You are ONLY allowed to
delete a stock record where the following conditions apply:


The quantities for physical, on-order stock and reserved stock are all zero.



There are no transactions for this stock record in the stock transaction file.

If you are keeping transactions for reference purposes you are not able to delete stock codes until
after the year-end (assuming that you do remove transactions at year end). If retaining
transactions for a set time then you are not able to delete the stock record until after the
transaction history for the item has been removed.
To delete a stock record enter the appropriate stock code (F4-Select is available if required). If
the stock code has ‘active details’ then you are warned accordingly, <ENTER> then returns you
to the stock code input. Once a valid code has been entered you are prompted to confirm ‘OK to
Delete?’. Reply ‘N’ to abandon or ‘Y’ to delete the record.
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Replicate a Stock Record
If using Multi-Location Stock this option allows you to replicate a stock item from one location to
others. After selecting the stock record you are asked ‘Setup XXXXX for other locations’ if
respond ‘Y’ then copies the stock code to the other configured locations where it doesn’t already
exist. If only wish to create the record in specific locations then responding ‘N’ asks you for the
location code where you do wish to replicate the stock to.
The stock details replicated from location to location can be configured, for Diamond and
Premier users, through the Application User Facilities.
Where not using Multi-Location Stock this option asks for the stock code to copy and then the
new code to create – once entered the original stock code’s details are replicated to the new code
and you can then amend the details as required. Unlike the location stock replicate feature there
are no nominated fields to copy, instead the system will copy all fields except the accumulated
balances (i.e. physical, demand, etc.)

Extra (Other) Maintenance Screens
The extra maintenance screens, available on all product levels except Compact, allow extra
maintenance screens that are tied to a specific aspect of stock maintenance or enquiry. We predefine five on Diamond and Premier systems although up to six are available. Professional
systems offer four extra maintenance screens but unlike the higher product levels these are fixed.
The pre-defined layouts allow:


Update Stock Prices



Update of Supplier and associated details



View Stock Demand, Cost of Sales and Sales Values for the year



Set Alternate Stock Details



Enter Batch/Serial Details (Diamond and Premier only)

Update Stock Prices (Prices)
This extra maintenance screen allows you to view/update the selling prices of particular products
without access/display of other details. Note that as with the maintain stock screen the price
details maybe view-only where set to only allow price change via transaction.
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Update Supplier Details (Supplier)
This extra screen allows you to update/view the supplier details – setting the supplier, cost price,
lead-time etc. Optional other details such as setting the supplier’s part number or tying a
bitmap/jpg image to the stock record can also be included.
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View Demand
This extra screen allows you to view the demand, cost of sales, and sales values for the year
together with year-to-date totals and details for the current and forward periods. Note that the
period values are only updated as at period end so that if the stock system in period 4 the current
values show this period demand and the period 4 values show period 4 from last year.
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Alternate Stock Details (Alt-Stk)
This screen allows you to set alternate stock codes that can be suggested in Sales Order
Processing when an order is entered for a stock item which has insufficient stock available to
meet the order. Here you can enter the stock codes, <F4-Select> is available, that are similar to
the main product which could be supplied as an alternative. By default up to two alternate stock
items maybe referenced although, on Diamond and Premier systems up to five can be configured.
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Batch Tracking Details (Batch)
Only available on Diamond and Premier systems and then only applicable if the Batch Tracking
application has been purchased. This option allows configuration and setting of the batch
tracking details for a stock item.
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Batch Type (BSMT)
This item, when set, controls the type of batch tracking applied to the stock item.


B – Batch Tracked is used where several items are part of the same batch and a code is
assigned for that batch.



S – Serial Number Tracking is used where each single item has a serial code recorded for
it.



M – Matrix Tracking is used where an item is not ‘batch-tracked’ as such but instead is
available in different configurations. For example, a particular type of shoe may be
available in different colours and sizes. The Matrix defines the colours and sizes available
(up to three factors can be defined) and as stock is updated you select the matrix’s
appropriate.



T – Template is used where a combination of matrix tracking and batch tracking is
required inserting the batch code between the stock code and the matrix factors.

Matrix Lookup (MT)
Only applicable for Matrix/Template stock items this option allows you to select the matrix
(configured in the Batch Tracking application which is discussed later) appropriate for this item.
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Batch Heading
Whenever physical stock is updated a pop-up form asks for the batch/serials to be updated
typically asking for the batch code and quantity. This option allows you to enter a heading to
replace the heading ‘Batch Code’ with a description that is more meaningful for the operator.

Prefix Stock Code
The batch tracking details are held in a separate database and only one batch can have a particular
batch/serial number. With differing suppliers for different stock items it is possible that the same
serial number may be used on more than one product. When set to ‘Y’ the batch code is prefixed
with the stock code so that the combination of stock/batch code is unique.

Auto Gen Batch No
If assigning batch numbers internally then, provided the format is primarily numeric, the batch
numbers can be automatically incremented on goods receipt.

Sequence Format (T)
Only applicable for template batch types this option asks for the code format to be appended to
the matrix format for the batch number. As with standard code format settings you can use Alpha
or Numeric formats – i.e. A999 has the batch code of one letter followed by three numbers.

Batch Format
Automatically set for you on Matrix and Template batch types, for Batch and Serial types you can
set the code format that batches/serials must be entered to match. Again the format can be any
combination of alpha and numeric characters up to thirty characters in length. If this item is left
blank then the format as set in the Code Formats defined in the Installation section is used
instead.

Last Batch Code
If set for automatic generation of batch codes then the last batch code is recorded here – on initial
set-up you may set this but should be left unchanged once in use.

Mark Stock Records for Year End Delete
As discussed with the DELETE option above you cannot delete a stock record once a transaction
has been recorded against it unless clearing down transactions at period end. As an alternative
this option allows a stock record to be marked for deletion at year-end.
Once marked, the record isn’t immediately deleted and transactions can still be processed for that
item (although warnings are given). If you change your mind and want to keep the stock item
then reselecting the same stock item within this option offers to ‘retain’ the stock code.
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The stock records flagged for deletion are removed as part of the year-end processes, the system
prompting to ‘Remove Flagged Records and Transactions’. If confirmed then these records are
removed provided that the physical, reserved and on-order quantities are all 0.

Location Maintenance
You use this part of the program to maintain the stock locations details needed for the multilocation stock option. If you have not defined your system for multi-location stock (defined in the
System Profiles for the stock system) then you get the following message if you try to take this
option:

If you receive this warning press <Enter> or click the OK button to return to the stock menu.
If you have defined your stock system for multi-location stock then a screen is displayed for
location maintenance.
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All the options use the same screen layout, which for Diamond and Premier systems is
configurable within the Application User Facilities. The default design allows you to enter the
name, address and telephone number of each location.

Notes
It is unlikely that the location file will change frequently. However, care should be taken to
avoid deleting a location for which stock codes exist.
The Replicate function here allows you to copy all the stock codes from one location to
another where it doesn’t already exist.

Stock Transactions
You can use these menu options to record movements of stock in your system. If you have
purchased any of the Datafile Software order processing, invoicing and/or job costing
applications, then these can also create transactions in your stock system.
Transactions are given a transaction type code to identify what they are in reports.
transactions and their codes are:

The
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A

Sales issues to customers
Purchase orders placed on suppliers
Purchase orders received from suppliers
Goods received into stock, not subject to a purchase order
Stock adjustments
Stock reserved, for customers or for assemblies
Stock transfers/Location transfers
Stock take adjustments
Assembly movements
Cost/Price changes

Choosing the Stock Transactions option gives the following screen.

As you may notice two options ‘Stock Take’ and ‘Assemblies’ are not available here as these are
generated from elsewhere in the Stock System and are discussed later. Also ‘Cost’ and ‘Loc/TfrLocation Transfer’ are only available depending on system configuration.
Transaction entry occurs in three stages: the transaction header, in which you enter items common
to a set of details — such as date, reference number, sales or purchase account code, selling price
used — the transaction detail lines themselves where you enter the stock, quantity, price details
and the final stage of completing the transaction input where a document can be printed and extra
notes added (available on Diamond and Premier) before update of the stock transactions.
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Regardless of the type of transaction, a number of common factors apply for the transaction input
and these are described first, prior to describing each transaction type.

Transaction Header
Transaction Date
The system date is displayed, which you can accept by keying <Enter> or overtype with another
date and <Enter>. The Stock ledger works within a current period – you can create transactions
in that period and, optionally, in the following period. If you create a transaction outside the
current period then a number of messages can occur.

If the date is rejected as outside the range then you have entered a date outside the current period,
it is either later or earlier than the period given. Press <Enter> or click the OK button to continue
and give a correct date, or seek advice from the system supervisor if the date you wanted to enter
is correct.

If the date is earlier than the current period (and within the current accounting calendar dates) then
you may be prompted to allow posting of the transaction and use the earlier date. This posts the
transaction as at this date for reporting purposes but updates the demand etc. for the current
period.

If the date entered is within the next period’s date range then you are prompted to post as a
forward transaction, you can continue if you wish – it may be that the stock period end routines
have yet to be run but you need to enter stock transactions.

Forward Stock Not In Use
If the options for forward stock are not in use then on entry of a date outside the period you
are warned ‘Date Out of Range for Current Period’, this is not a mandatory warning and you
can proceed with the date entered but note that current period values for demand etc. are
updated regardless of the date entered.
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Recalculate Cost Price for Stock Valuation
If the option to ‘recalculate cost prices’ is in use then you will be prevented from posting
transactions dated before the start of the current period once the first recalculation has been
run for a date in the current period. This option is covered with the other period end routines.

Reference
The next reference is often suggested for you based on a sequence per transaction type, however
if entering information from a document you could use the document reference – i.e. invoice
number for sales issues, delivery number for purchase deliveries.

Account
Applicable for all bar Stock Adjustments, Transfers and Cost Price Changes this allows you to
enter the sales or purchase account to which the transactions type refers. <F4-Select> to the
sales/purchase account file is available although you can leave this blank if appropriate.

Which Price
For sales and stock reservations, you can specify the price to be used for these transactions. A
default issue price (0 for cost, 1-9 for selling prices) can be specified under the stock System
Profiles, and determines the default offered for the transaction details. Accept by keying <Enter>
or overtype it.

User Item
If you want to analyse stock transactions later under (say) department or by stock controller, then
you can define an additional item that is prompted here. The prompt for “User item 1” is
specified in the Stock System Profiles. Enter the required value here and press <Enter>, or leave
blank. This option is not applicable on Compact.

Notes
Optionally, on Diamond and Premier systems you may first be asked to ‘Enter the Total
Quantity of the Document’. This assumes that you are entering details from a pre-totalled
document and ensures that the transaction entry is self-checking. Key in the total quantity
for the document and press enter.
Also, on Diamond and Premier you can configure the system to omit prompting for the
sales/purchase account code (separately) and the ‘which price’ prompt. This is achieved
through the Application User Facilities
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Transaction Detail
The number of transaction details you can enter per any one transaction isn’t limited however you
should note that these transactions are held in memory until you update the files – you should
avoid, were possible, entering hundreds of details and then finding you have to re-key because
you abandon towards the end or you run out of record space.
The items that appear within the transaction detail input are reasonably fixed with limited
configuration. The Application User Facilities does allow the omit to omit input/confirm of the
Tax Amount and the Stock System Profiles allows configuration of a prompt for the ‘User Item 2’
which, unlike User-1, is prompted at the transaction detail level.

Completing Transaction Input
Pressing <Enter> or <End> in the stock column of a blank line completes the transaction input (if
using location stock you will have to blank out the default location before pressing <Enter>).
A number of prompts can then occur depending on configuration, in sequence these are:


Totals Incorrect. If configured to pre-enter quantity totals then if the entered details do
not match that of the pre-entered total you are warned and then asked to re-check the
total/details entered.



Extra Transaction Updating. Up to eight extra confirm items can be configured for
entry (Diamond and Premier only); these could include extra notes regarding the
transaction or a shipment id, etc. Any extra items are configured through the Stock
Application User Facilities



Print the Document. A document can be printed showing the transaction details input –
this could be used a delivery document or receipt of goods/transfer. Document print is
only available on Diamond and Premier systems and can be configured through the Stock
Application User Facilities.



Update Stock Files. ‘No’ returns you to the start of the transaction and allows you to
amend the details input so far. ‘Yes’ causes the files to be updated, a progress bar being
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displayed as this is updated. If printing the document then you may be forced to update
the files after document print depending on configuration.



Enter Another Transaction. ‘Yes’ allows you to enter another transaction, ‘No’ takes
you back to the transaction menu.

Sales Issues
You use the sales issues option to record the details of items sold to your customers. For some
companies, particularly for cash sales industries such as retail where tax documents such as
invoices are not needed, this stock system option may be the main source of sales statistics.
You should not use sales issues to record (say) items that are scrapped, go missing, or are used
internally in your company — such as consumable items. You should use the Stock Adjustment
transaction in such cases.
The values entered in some of the transaction lines may be negative (if recording returns, for
example) but if pre-entering the total quantity then any document totals must be positive.
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The information required for the transaction header was discussed in the general transaction
details above, the information required for each transaction line is:

Stock Code
Enter the stock code for the stock item you want to record here. You can use the <F4–Select>
key to help you choose the stock item in the usual way. The stock description, unit of issue and
pack size (if appropriate) are displayed for reference at the bottom of the screen (the items
displayed here are configurable in Diamond and Premier Systems through the Stock Application
User Facilities).

Multi Location Stock
Again, if you are set up for multi-location stock, then the stock is entered in two parts. The
prompt asks for ‘Loc / Stock’ and you are expected to enter the location code followed by the
stock code. The default location is displayed for you but you can overtype or use <Select> to
choose another location. When entering the stock code itself you can also use <Select> to
list the items for the selected location. Once all details required have been entered then the
cursor will be focusing on a new entry with a default location, either press the <End> key to
complete input or blank out the default location and press <Enter>.

Quantity
The quantity can take up to two or four decimal places (depending on configuration) though you
can enter just a whole number to save typing. You can also enter negative quantities by keying a
minus sign “-” before or after the quantity.
If an item can be sold in packs (you can tell this because the pack quantity shown at the bottom of
the screen would be a value other than zero) then you can use the pack method of entering
quantities. You do this by using the pack delimiter defined under the stock control System
Profiles — typically an oblique “/”. For example, if you have sold 3 packs of 24 items, then you
can enter this either as 72 <Enter> — units are assumed unless the pack delimiter is present — or
as 3/ <Enter>. If you have split a pack to sell 80 items, then either enter it as 80 <Enter>, or as
3/8 <Enter> — three packs of 24, plus 8 units.
If there is insufficient free stock on file to satisfy this issue, then the computer warns you by
displaying at the bottom of the screen to show the quantities held for physical stock, on-order
stock and reserved stock. You are not prevented from continuing, this is merely a warning. If the
stock item being considered has stock reserved against it, then you are asked ‘Update the
Reserved Stock Quantity’. Reply Yes if this sales issue is to reduce the quantity reserved as well
as the physical stock, otherwise reply No.
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Notes
Options exist in the Stock Application User Facilities for Diamond and Premier users to
prevent negative stock and by default items that are batch tracked prevent negative stock.
Options also exist to prevent the display of the prompt ‘Update Reserved Quantity’ which is
useful if you never reserve stock for issue transactions generated within Stock Control.

Price
The price is displayed to either two or four decimal places (depending on system configuration).
This is either one of the nine possible selling prices for this stock item, or perhaps the cost price,
depending on your answer to the “Which price?” in the transaction header. Accept the unit price
displayed by keying <Enter> or overtype with another value. If you have defined a “price per”
quantity, note that this price is the price for the product multiple, not for a unit.

Tax Amount
The program uses the default tax code in the stock record to calculate and display the total tax
value for this line automatically. This can be accepted by keying <Enter> or overtyped with
another amount and <Enter>.

Notes
It would not be appropriate to depend on the Tax Amount to calculate sales taxes; it is
offered to assist the sales audit trail through stock transactions. For most companies the
value-added/sales tax liabilities are met through the accounting ledgers.

Description
A description or comment on the issue may be made here, note this is a transaction description not
the stock item’s description.

User Item 2
If the second user item facility is configured then the prompt for this item appears after the
description column and you can enter the appropriate details here.

Batch and Serial Items
For Batch/Serial items after confirming the description/user-2 item then a pop-up form will
appear asking you to enter the batch/serial numbers which relate to the quantity you have issued.
Depending on configuration the batch codes will either be pre-selected for you, issuing on a FIFO
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or user-defined sequence, or you are asked to type in the batch/serial code appropriate. <F4Select> is available on batch code input. If serial-tracked item then the issue quantity is
automatically set at ‘1’, if batch tracked then you are asked to enter the quantity of the batch to
issue – you cannot enter a quantity greater than that freely available on the batch.

For Matrix items prior to entering the line quantity you are asked to enter a quantity against the
batches you wish to issue – the total quantity then being used to default the line quantity.
Depending on configuration you may also be asked, prior to the ‘batch’ details to restrict the
batch list displayed to a ‘pre-selected’ dimension of the matrix – i.e. ‘colour’.
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For Template items the inputs are as per ‘Matrix’ but they are prompted at the end of the
transaction detail as with normal batch/serial items.

Extra Display / Input Items for Batch Tracking
The Batch Tracking System Profiles allow setting of extra items for display/input from the
batch record when selecting batch items – you could say show the expiry date of a particular
item. Up to five items can be displayed subject to screen limitations.

Stock File Updating
When the stock files are updated the following actions occur for each item on the issue:










The physical stock level is reduced by the quantity issued
The reserved stock level is reduced, if appropriate, by the quantity issued
The period and year-to-date demand figures are increased by the quantity issued
The period and year-to-date sales values are increased by the total excluding tax issued
The period and year-to-date cost values are increased
The last transaction date is updated
The last sales issue date is updated
An issue transaction is written to the stock transaction file
A reserved transaction, if appropriate, is written to the stock transaction file
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When batch/serial stock items are issued the following actions occur on update of the issue:




The physical stock level is reduced by the quantity issued
The sales document number, date and customer are recorded
An issue transaction is written to the batch transaction file.
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Enter Purchase Orders
This option is used to record purchase orders that you have placed on suppliers.

The procedures involved in completing purchase order transactions are virtually the same as for
sales issues, except that the account code in the transaction header refers to the supplier account
code, and a unit cost figure is requested in the transaction detail instead of a price. The “Which
Price” prompt is also not prompted this time. You may well use your purchase order number in
the “Reference” field so that this number is written into the stock transactions that are generated.
Batch tracking details are also not prompted on purchase order entry as no physical stock
movement takes place.

Cost
Key in the unit cost price (or the per pack cost price) and press <Enter>

Stock File Updating
When the stock items are updating the following actions occur for each item on the order:




The on-order stock level is increased by the quantity ordered
The cost price, if configured to update on purchase order, is updated
A purchase order transaction is written to the stock transaction file
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Purchase Orders Received
This transaction option should only be used for stock items that were previously marked as onorder through the ‘Enter Purchase Order’ option described above.

The procedures involved in completing purchase orders received transactions are virtually the
same as for purchase orders placed, except that a tax amount is required for each transaction detail
line. If you wait for the supplier’s invoice to match to the delivery note before you enter the
information into the stock system, you could use the supplier invoice number as the reference,
otherwise use the delivery note number.

Batch/Serial Items
For Batch/Serial Items then after input of description/user-2 then a pop-up allows entry of the
batch/serial details. If set to automatically generate batch numbers then a default is entered for
you to confirm, if not then the batch number can be keyed or scanned in. <F4-Select> at this
point for serial items will show existing serial records with 0 physical stock for re-use, for batch
items all existing batches are shown and you could select an existing batch to add the received
quantity to.
After confirming the batch code you are asked to confirm the quantity – for serial items this is
automatically selected as ‘1’ and you are then asked to enter the next serial item, for batch items
you enter the quantity received for that batch.
Once the total batch quantity entered matches that of the stock transaction quantity then batch
entry is complete, <Enter> on a blank batch code also completes the batch entry but you cannot
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exit the batch details and proceed with the next line until the quantity in the batch details matches
that of the transaction quantity. To abandon batch entry press <ESC> and you will be taken back
to the stock code input for that transaction line.

For Matrix/Template items prior to entering the quantity you are asked to enter a quantity against
the ‘batches’ you wish to receive – the total quantity then being used to default the stock
transaction quantity. Depending on configuration you may also be asked, prior to the ‘batch’
details to restrict the batch list displayed to a ‘pre-selected’ dimension of the matrix – i.e. ‘colour’.
<End> at any point or <Enter> on last batch detail shown completes the batch entry.

Stock File Updating
When the stock files are updated the following actions occur for each item on the receipt:








The physical stock level is increased by the quantity received
The on-order stock level is reduced by the quantity received
The last transaction date and last purchase date is updated
The cost price is updated where configured to update on goods receipt
The FIFO details are updated as appropriate
A purchase order delivered transaction is written to the stock transaction file
A purchase on-order transaction (negative) is written to the stock transaction file if
configured

When batch/serial stock items are received the following actions occur on update of the receipt


The physical stock level is increased by the quantity received
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The purchase document number, date and supplier are recorded
The cost price is recorded
A purchase order delivered transaction is written to the batch transaction file
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Goods Received
This option differs from the previous option ‘Purchase Orders Received’ only in that it assumes
that the items were not originally entered as on-order. It does not therefore reduce the stock file
on-order field when stock records are updated.
In all other respects it operates just like Purchase Orders Received.

Stock File Updating
When the stock files are updated the following actions occur for each item on the receipt:







The physical stock level is increased by the quantity received
The last transaction date is updated
The last purchase date is updated
The cost price is updated where configured to update on goods receipt
The FIFO details are updated as appropriate
A goods received transaction is written to the stock transaction file

When batch/serial stock items are received the following actions occur on update of the receipt





The physical stock level is increased by the quantity received
The purchase document number, date and supplier are recorded
The cost price is recorded
A goods received transaction is written to the batch transaction file
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Stock Adjustments
Stock adjustments are used to increase or reduce the physical stock level. The reasons for making
stock adjustments are many and varied, and can include:


Stock has had to be scrapped because it is unfit for sale — perhaps it has been damaged
beyond repair, is obsolete, or has passed its sell-by date



Stock has been returned in part-exchange for other stock issued

Whatever the cause, the stock adjustment transaction allows you to adjust physical stock
quantities and record the reason.

If you use pre-numbered forms to record stock adjustments, you can use the form number — or
some internal folio number — for the reference. The reference can be also be defined (Diamond
and Premier only) to increment with each form, which could allow you to use the computergenerated number as the folio number to write onto the document.

Adjust Type
You are prompted to key an adjustment type. You can use this later to generate a report analysing
the reasons for the adjustment transactions. You will need to develop your own code set of
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adjustment reasons, for example: shrinkage, breakages, obsolescence and so on, in the range from
0 to 999.

Quantity
A positive quantity increases the physical stock quantity held. To reduce the physical quantities
enter a negative quantity by keying a minus sign “–” before or after the quantity.

Batch/Serial Items
For Batch/Serial Items then after input of description/user-2 then a pop-up allows entry of the
batch/serial details. How the batches are treated depends on whether you entered a positive or
negative quantity. Negative quantities act as a sales issue – selecting batches that already exist,
positive quantities treat as a goods received – entering new batch details or re-using though that
already exist (and in the case of serial items those with 0 currently physical available).
Once the total batch quantity entered matches that of the stock transaction quantity then batch
entry is complete, <Enter> on a blank batch code also completes the batch entry but you cannot
exit the batch details and proceed with the next line until the quantity in the batch details matches
that of the transaction quantity. To abandon batch entry press <ESC> and you will be taken back
to the stock code input for that transaction line.

Stock File Updating
When the stock files are updated the following actions occur for each adjusted item:




The physical stock level is increased/reduced by the quantity entered
The last transaction date is updated
An adjustment transaction is written to the stock transaction file

When batch/serial stock items are adjusted the following actions occur on update:



The physical stock level is increased/reduced by the quantity entered
An adjustment transaction is written to the batch transaction file
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Reserve Stock
If you want to reserve stock against sales issues, then you can use this transaction option to
achieve it. When a sales issue reduces stock subsequently, you are given the opportunity also to
reduce the reserved stock level by the same amount (see ‘Sales Issues’ above).
The screen displayed when you choose this option and the method of entering the transaction
details is the same as that described for issues (see above) except that as no physical stock
movement occurs no batch/serial details are entered.

Stock File Updating
When the stock files are updated the following actions occur for each item on the reservation:




The reserved stock level is increased by the quantity entered
The last transaction date is updated
A reserved transaction is written to the stock transaction file
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Stock Transfers
Stock transfers occur when you move stock from one stock code to another. You may need to do
this for a number of reasons, including:


You have several quality standards for a product, and have created stock codes to cover
each level. A stock transfer allows you to transfer stock from one quality level code to
another



You have scrapped or put stock aside to clear, to which you have given zero cost value, but
want to record movements, particularly sales of such products. A stock transfer allows
you to transfer products to the scrap or clearance codes



If you are running multi-location stock, then a stock code exists for each stock item
stocked at each location. The stock transfer allows you to transfer stock between locations.
NB: You can also use the Location Transfer option for this.

Stock Code
The first stock code should always be the code from which stock is being transferred. In multilocation systems this includes the location code in the normal way.
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Quantity
The quantity entered reduces the physical stock of the stock code and increases the physical stock
of the ‘to-stock’ code. It should be entered as a positive value.

Cost
Optionally the cost can be confirmed on the transfer. This is useful where the transfer between
stock items involves an additional charge – be it a process the stock has to go through or a
delivery charge. The cost issue on the ‘from’ item remains as per the standard stock cost price (or
the FIFO cost if this is in use), the cost entered here is used as the ‘received’ cost on the ‘to’ item.

To-Stock Code
This is the stock code to which the stock is being transferred. If using multi-location stock then
after input of the location the stock code itself will default to that of the ‘from’ code – though you
can overtype.

Batch/Serial Details
When transferring from an item that is serial/batch tracked to a non-batch tracked item then after
inputting the qty transferred you are asked to enter the batch numbers and quantities to transfer.
Similarly if transferring from a non-batch tracked item to a batch tracked item then after input of
the ‘to-stock’ you are asked to enter the batch-codes/quantities to be created/update. If issuing on
a set sequence or auto-generating new batch numbers then batch codes will default for you, of
course you can change these by overtyping with another batch code or using <F4-Select>.
The rules for transferring serial and batch items between items that are both tracked are a little
more complex.
When transferring between two serial stock items then if the batch set-up for both codes are
identical (settings for type/format/pre-fix/auto-generation) then after enter the ‘to-stock’ you are
asked:

If you respond ‘yes’ then the serial is moved to the ‘to-stock’ item together with it’s transaction
history. If respond ‘no’ or the serial set-up is different between the two stock items then you are
asked another question of:

If respond ‘yes’ then the system defaults the new serial number as per the original number and
you can then amend as needed (perhaps the new serial has an additional suffix). If you respond
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‘no’ then the serial numbers entered for the to-stock are auto-generated, if configured, or can be
typed or scanned in.
When transferring between two batch items the rules are similar to the above except that you are
only offered to ‘RETAIN’ the same batch number if you transfer the full quantity of the batch,
and you can only transfer one batch at a time when not retaining the same batch number.

Notes
You can transfer from one stock item to multiple to-codes by leaving the ‘to-stock’ code
blank initially. You then, on subsequent lines just enter the quantity transferred to the ‘tostock’ item and the ‘to-stock’ code itself. This is useful if you were transferring the one
stock item out of the main warehouse to multiple sub-warehouses. Note however that the
system will not validate that the ‘to’ quantity equals the ‘from’ quantity and that only one
stock transfer can be entered before update.
Additional options in the Stock Application User Facilities for Stock Transfer allow the
option to make mandatory the input of the ‘to-stock’ code – disallowing the option above –
and to stop the ‘to-stock’ code defaulting in multi-location stock.

Stock File Updating
When the stock files are updated the following actions occur for each item transferred:








The physical stock level on the transfer ‘from’ item is reduced
The physical stock level on the transfer ‘to’ item is increased
The last transaction date on both stock items is updated
The cost price, if configured, on the ‘to’ item is updated
The FIFO details, if configured, on the ‘to’ item are updated
A stock transfer transaction is written for the transfer ‘from’ stock item
A stock transfer transaction is written for the transfer ‘to’ stock item

When batch/serial stock items are updated the following actions occur






The physical stock level on the transfer ‘from’ item is reduced
The physical stock level on the transfer ‘to’ item is reduced
New batch/serial records are created as required for the ‘to’ items (if same batch/serial
number kept then the details are updated to reflect the ‘to’ item)
A stock transfer transaction is written for the transfer ‘from’ batch item
A stock transfer transaction is written for the transfer ‘to’ batch item
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Cost / Sale Price Changes
This option provides a transaction audit trail for changes to costs and selling prices allowing later
enquiry of when price details were amended.

Which Price
Select which price you want to change: 0-Cost Price, 1-9 for Selling Prices.

Old Cost/Price
Displays the current cost/sale price of the stock item

New Cost/Price
Defaults to the current cost/sale price for amendment to the new price.

Stock File Updating
When the stock files are updated the following actions occur:



The new cost/sale price is updated on the stock record
A price change stock transaction is written to the stock transaction file
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Location Transfer
The Location Transfer option is a more streamlined method of transferring stock from one
warehouse location to another.

From Location
To Location
These prompts, in the transaction header, ask for the two locations you are transferring stock
between. This is then used to default the two locations for each of the transaction entry lines for
this transfer.
All other aspects are as per standard transfer entry.
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Stock Assemblies
This section describes the assembly facilities of the stock system showing you how to define the
assembly structure and build the assembly.
An assembly is a stock item in its own right. You can record sales issues, receipts, transfers and
adjustments as you can with a ‘normal’ stock item. You can see physical stockholding, quantities
reserved and on-order. However, when stock levels are low rather than ordering the item from a
supplier you will build the item yourself.
Here is an example of an assembly – taking as an example the PC on your desk.

PC

Monitor

Keyboard

Case

CPU
System
Memory
Mouse
Motherboard

Printer

Video Card

Etc.

Etc.

When you come to make a PC for stock then you will use up components from which it is made –
each PC contains a monitor, keyboard, system (box), mouse, etc. As seen in the diagram above
the ‘system box’ is also an assembly, or sub-assembly, containing its component parts.
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Assembly and Component Files
Separate databases hold details of each product that is defined as an assembly – the Assembly file
holds the list of assembled products, the Component file holds the list of items used in building
the assemblies.
Each Assembly is referenced by an assembly ‘code’ – this code could either be the same code as
that used for the finished stock item or another code of your own requirements. The same
components may be needed on a number of differing assemblies and a component may be a stock
item which is itself an assembly.
The option ‘Assembles’ on the stock application menu contains the stock assembly facilities.

Maintain Assemblies
This option allows you to define new assemblies and to maintain the details of existing
assemblies. The assembly stock item and all its components would usually already exist as stock
items before you define the assembly structure (although stock creation options are available from
within the Assembly maintenance screen).
Each Assembly is defined as a single-tier, where a component is an assembly in its own right
then it is entered here as a standard component, and a separate assembly definition created for the
component.
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When you select this option you are asked how you wish to add a new assembly, update or view
an assembly. You are also able to delete an assembly or copy an existing assembly structure for a
new assembly.

Adding a New Assembly
The first option allows you to enter new assembly records. You are first prompted to enter the
assembly number you wish to add to the file. This reference must be in the format you have
defined and you cannot have duplicate assembly codes in the file. The prompt checks for both
format and uniqueness – if the format is not matched then the computer rejects the code, if the
code already exists on the file you are warned accordingly. Pressing <Enter> allows you to reenter the code.

Once you have entered a valid code the cursor moves to the input area and you can start defining
the assembly. The following section describes some of the specific details you may be asked but
not every item discussed could be available – some items may not be applicable for your product
level or may have been removed as they are not necessary for your requirements.
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Assembly Stock Code
This is the stock item you are building, enter the stock code required. <F4-Select> is available to
help you select an existing code. If the item isn’t yet available on the stock file then you can use
<F7-Option> to create a new stock record – on input of <F7> you are taken in to the standard
stock ‘add’ screen.
If you wish to create a new assembly stock item based on an existing stock item, enter the existing
stock code and then instead of pressing <Enter> press the <Shift> and <F7-Option> keys together
- this will take you into the stock maintenance but will default the details on the new code to the
existing code. All items, except the accumulated balances such as physical or demand, are
replicated into the new code.

Assembled Quantity
This is the quantity of the finished item that the entered components and quantities will build –
usually this value will be ‘1’ but economies of scale may require other values.

Total Cost Price
This is a display value of the accumulated cost of the components. On first add of an assembly
this value will be zero and as components are entered will increase reflecting the cost value of
these components. Note that this is not necessarily the cost price of the finished stock item as
held on the stock file as this will be updated by other processes.

Assembly Notes
This option allows entry of a short comment describing the assembly.

After completing the assembly details you are then asked for the components that make up that
assembly –not all the details below may be prompted as they may have been removed as
unnecessary for your requirements.

Type (Ty)
This asks for the component entry type. Three types are available




S-Stock. Component entry for a stock item.
N-Notes. Component entry for extra build instructions, these are printed on the build
report and updated as ‘description-only’ details on Bill of Materials Works Orders.
C-Comment. Component entry for comments, these are only seen within assembly
maintenance or, optionally, the Print/Value Assemblies report.

Select the type appropriate.
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Component Stock
If select entry type ‘S-Stock’ then you are asked for the stock code for the component item. <F4Select> is available to select an existing code and, as with the assembly stock code, you can create
new stock codes via the <F7-Option> key.

Description
On input of stock code the first line of the stock description is displayed for you.

Quantity
This prompt asks for the quantity of the component required to build the assembly.

Cost Price
This option displays the cost price of the component stock item. This is either the standard cost
price data item or the ‘Component Cost’ data item.

Component Cost
The cost price of an assembly is usually made up of its component parts. Where a
component has to be processed as part of an assembly then there may be a cost associated
with this process. This could be achieved by the inclusion of service products within the
assembly or by referencing an alternate item on the stock record as the ‘component cost’.

Component Notes
This option allows entry of a short comment relating to the component.

Text
If choose to enter a component type of ‘C-Comment’ or ‘N-Notes’ then you are able to enter text
for details such as build instructions. The maximum size of the text entered for a component
entry is 10 lines of 48 characters.

You can scroll up/down the list of components by using the up/down arrow keys on the first input
column (either Type or Stock depending on configuration), <F5-Insert> and <F6-Delete> are
available to insert a new component or delete an existing entry. Pressing <Enter> on a blank
stock code or component type completes the component entry and prompts ‘Above Details OK’.
Respond ‘No’ to go back and amend the components, or ‘Yes’ to accept the changes made.
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Update an Assembly
This option allows you to amend an existing assembly – in operation it is identical to adding an
assembly.

View an Assembly
This option displays the assembly details and components.

Delete an Assembly
This option allows you to delete the assembly definition where it is no longer required.

Copy an Assembly
If you want to define an assembly that is much like an existing one on file, then it may be easier to
copy the structure intact and amend the details as required. Selecting COPY asks you for the
assembly you wish to copy followed by a prompt for the new assembly reference – the replicated
details are then displayed for you to confirm/amend as required.

Build Assembly (Physical)
This option builds the assembly for stock – in the process the stock file is updated to show the
reduction in the physical stock level of the component items used when building the assembly.
As such this option would not normally be used if the Bill of Materials has been purchased.
The primary differences between this option and Bill of Materials are firstly its immediacy, where
components are issued and the assembled item built in one process with no allowance for the time
taken to build the assembly. Secondly, Bill of Materials offers greater reporting capabilities over
the Stock Assembly build process.
The Build Assembly option allows that, for example, when we make five PC’s for stock, the
individual components of monitors, keyboards, etc., are reduced by the component quantity
multiplied by the number of PC’s being built. The physical quantity of the assembled item – the
PC System – is increased by the number made. This whole process may be used in a negative
way where there is a need to disassemble or ‘de-kit’ a finished product and put the components
back into stock.

Build an Assembly
When you first select to Build an Assembly you are asked to verify the transaction date – the
system date is displayed and can be accepted by pressing <Enter> or overtyped with another date
as required. This date is validated according to the period rules outlined in the Stock Transactions
processes above.
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Assembly Number?
Assembled Stock Code?
Next you select the assembly to be built – at this point you can either select the assembly
reference or, by pressing <Enter> on a blank Assembly Number, the stock code being built. <F4Select> is available on both inputs as required, note that if select the Stock Code then it is possible
that more than one assembly could be configured to build that item – if so a pick list will list the
assembly definitions available for selection.

Assembled Quantity
This is the quantity of the assembly you wish to build. This quantity is normally a multiple of the
build quantity – where the build quantity is ‘1’ then any whole number is accepted, where the
build quantity is another quantity (remember economies of scale may require this) then the
quantity you are building should be a multiple of this. If the quantity isn’t a multiple you are
warned accordingly and asked to re-key the quantity. If the quantity entered is that required then
the <F7-Option> key is available to override this warning.

De-Kit to Level
When building assemblies if a component is a sub-assembly then that assembly could either be
built or issued from stock (dependent on configuration and quantities). Therefore when breaking
down, or de-kiting, an assembly the system has no way of knowing whether the sub-assembly was
originally issued from stock or built. This option, available only when entering a negative qty,
asks for the assembly level number to break down the assembly to. The Stock System Profiles
allow you to configure a default level to de-kit to.

Use Which Stock Level
When issuing component stock the quantity issued is validated against the physical quantity and if
greater than this the appropriate warnings are given. If validate against ‘Physical’ this assumes
that the component is not a saleable item in it’s own right and that the entire physical quantity is
available for use in the assembly build. Where components are saleable items you may want to
amend this option so that the component issue quantity is validated against either available stock
– physical less reserved – or free stock – physical less reserved plus on-order. The Stock System
Profiles allow you to configure the level to use by default. NB: This prompt is not applicable
when using negative quantities to de-kit/breakdown an assembly into its component parts.

After confirming the build details you are asked if you wish to change any of the component
details for this build – any changes made here are not saved back to the assembly definition.
The system then pre-processes the components – checking quantities are available, prompting for
batch/serial details and building sub-assembly components were required.
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Insufficient Stock?
If there is insufficient stock available for a component then the item is displayed on screen and
you are asked how you wish to proceed.

Several options are available, some of which may not be appropriate for the item you are
building:






Abandon the Assembly to re-try at a later point when more stock is available.
Replace the component with an alternate similar item
Proceed without Component where the out of stock item can be added manually later
Specify Reduced Quantity where the balance can be added manually later
Let Quantity go Negative where components are ordered on demand.

Building Sub-Assemblies
Where a component is a sub-assembly then various other actions are possible depending on
settings. Where not set to auto-expand sub-assemblies ‘at all’ then an option is added to the
above list to build the assembly in a ‘nested’ process. Alternatively, if auto-expand options are
defined then the system will automatically build the assembly either for the shortfall or for the full
quantity required.
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Where a sub-assembly is automatically built the build is processed automatically except where
there is any insufficient stock of its components and no default method of handling this shortfall
is set. Up to ten levels of assembly can be processed in this manner.

Batch / Serial Tracked Stock Items
Where the assembled item or one of its components is a batch/serial tracked item then the system
will pause to ask for the batches to be built and/or issued.
When issuing components the system offers the batches as per standard stock transactions – either
selecting the batch details on a FIFO/sorted bases for confirmation or allowing you to key, scan or
select via <F4-Select> the batch code to be issued.
When assembled stock items (or sub-assembly stock items) are batch tracked then the system
prompts for the batches being built. This could be an auto-generated batch number prompted for
confirmation or you can key or scan in the batch number being built.

After completing the assembly stock checks and confirmations you are asked if it is ‘OK to Build
Assembly’. If you respond ‘Yes’ then the system updates the assembly build and then asks you to
print the assembly details. If you respond ‘No’ then remember any sub-assemblies required
would still have been built and the system, and if any where built the system asks you to print the
build details for these items.

Stock File Updating
When the stock files are updating the following actions occur for each item on the assembly:
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For Assembly Builds the physical stock level is increased by the quantity built
For Component Issues the physical stock level is reduced by the quantity issued
FIFO details are updated for the Assembly Builds
Cost Price, if set, is updated for the Assembly Build items
The period and year-to-date demand figures for the component stock items are increased
by the quantity issued.
The period and year-to-date sales values for the component stock items are increased by
the sales value of the issue (sales value equal to cost)
The period and year-to-date cost values for the component stock items are increased by the
cost value of the issue
The last transaction date is updated for both assembly and component stock items
An assembly (type 9) transaction with a positive quantity is written for the assembly build
items
An assembly transaction with a negative quantity is written for the component stock items.

When batch/serial stock items are built/issued the following actions occur for each item on the
assembly:





The physical stock of the assembly serial/batch is increased by the quantity built
The physical stock of the component serial/batch is reduced by the quantity issued
An assembly (type 9) transaction with a positive quantity is written for the assembly items
built
An assembly transaction with a negative quantity is written for batches issued

Build Assembly (On-Order)
This option is processed identically to the option ‘Build Assembly (Physical)’. However instead
of updating the quantity as physical stock the on-order quantity is updated instead – when ready to
update physical you then enter a ‘purchase order delivered’ transaction through the stock
transaction option. Note that if building sub-assemblies then the main item of the sub-assembly is
updated for on-order quantity as well.

Stock File Updating
When the stock files are updating the following actions occur for each item on the assembly:








For Assembly Builds the on-order stock level is increased by the quantity built
For Component Issues the physical stock level is reduced by the quantity issued
The period and year-to-date demand figures for the component stock items are increased
by the quantity issued.
The period and year-to-date sales values for the component stock items are increased by
the sales value of the issue (sales value equal to cost)
The period and year-to-date cost values for the component stock items are increased by the
cost value of the issue
The last transaction date is updated for both assembly and component stock items
An on-order (type 2) transaction is written for the assembly build items
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An assembly transaction (type 9) with a negative quantity is written for the component
stock items.

When batch/serial stock items are issued the following actions occur for each item on the
assembly:



The physical stock of the component serial/batch is reduced by the quantity issued
An assembly transaction with a negative quantity is written for batches issued

Component Stock Check
This option is also processed identically to the ‘Build Assembly (Physical)’ option. In this case
no stock quantities are updated – this option is a useful utility to check prior to a build as to
whether sufficient stocks for components are available.

Component Stock Check Report
Historically, the Stock Check report has been identical to the build report. Release 5.4
introduced the ability to have a separate definition for this report than could include stock
quantities and shortfall information. See the Configuring Stock Control section of this
manual for more details.

Enquire Where Stock Used
This option allows entry of a stock record and then lists the assemblies in which that component is
used. This could be used to check the assemblies that need to be updated when a component is no
longer stocked and has been replaced by another item.
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List Assemblies
This option gives a list to screen of the assemblies defined on the system. This display is in
assembly number order.

Print / Value Assemblies
This option gives you a report showing the assemblies, the list of component parts, and the value
(usually at cost price) for each of the component details and the assembly in total.
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To accept the default details and print the report for all assemblies then you can select the PRINT
button. Alternatively you can amend selected details of the report as explained below. When you
select the PRINT option you are prompted to confirm the printer the report is to be output to and
the report is then sent to the printer.
The OPTIONS button allows you to configure the paper size, font and margins of the printed
report. The facilities available here are discussed in the Stock Reports section later.

Print Assembly Numbers From / To
The ‘From’ and ‘To’ prompts allow you to specify the range of assemblies printed.

Value at Which Cost / Price
Stock Assemblies are normally valued at cost price but you can amend the price this report is to
be run using.

Specify Selection Criteria
If you wish to restrict the assembly details displayed by means other than an assembly number
range (perhaps a specific assembly stock code) then you can set this option and enter the criteria.
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Include Sub-Assemblies
If a Stock Assembly contains a component that is a sub-assembly then this prompt asks whether
the sub-assembly components are to be printed as part of the main assembly. Note that the ‘subassembly’ continues to be printed as an assembly in its own right.

Include Comments and Notes
If you wish to include any build instructions entered as comments or notes then set this option as
required. These components are zero-value entries so have no effect on the value of the assembly.

Recalculate Cost of Assemblies
The cost price of stock items is updated primarily when you receive goods into stock; items which
are assembled have their cost price updated when built. You may however wish to recalculate
this every so often to reflect the changes that have occurred in component costs. This action
recalculates the cost price of all assembled details (including sub-assemblies) by building up the
costs of its components. You can either update all or just a specific range of assembly items.

Process Assembly Numbers From / To
The ‘From’ and ‘To’ items allow you to specific the range of assemblies to be processed – if you
leave blank then all assemblies are processed.
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Stock Take
The Stock Take facility allows you to record and analyse stock takes. These options would
normally be used at the end of a period or year but can be run at any time.
The first stage in the stocktaking process is to save the current physical stock values for later
comparison. This allows you to continue your day-to-day operations on the computer whilst you
are taking stock. You can choose to omit stock codes from the stock take procedures – non-stock
items are omitted automatically.
When you’ve taken physical stock then you must record the stock-take quantities onto the stock
system. You can add to, or overwrite stock take values during this stage. If any stock items are
batch/serial tracked then you are prompted to record these details as well.
Next, print a report showing then stock take values compared to the physical stock values on the
computer at the time of stock take. You may now need to investigate any discrepancies and
decide by how many you are in fact going to adjust stock. Finally, record stock-take differences
through the stock-take adjustment facility. Choosing Stock Take from the main stock menu gives
you the following options:
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Initialise Stock Take
Running this option saves the present value of physical stock as a ‘compare’ quantity for later use.
On selection of this option you will be asked for the type of initialisation:
1.

All Stocks – sets the compare quantity for all stock items excluding those flagged as
non-stock items or those flagged to be ignored from the stock take.

2.

List of Stock Codes – sets the compare quantity for the specific stock items required.
<F4-Select> is available as needed.

3.

Use Selection Criteria – the third option allows you to use selection criteria to initialise
a range of items – you may for example want to process a single stock location at a time.

Enter Stock Take Details
This option allows entry of the counted details.

The layout of the screen is as per standard transaction entry screens, although in actually no
transactions are generated through this process and the stock file is updated as the entry line is
input.
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In common with transaction entry you are prompted for the date and reference in the transaction
header. If batch tracking in use, you are prompted for both the stock reference and the batch
reference if configured. After entering the reference you are able to enter the counted details.

Stock Code
Enter the stock code you wish to enter the counted quantity for; <F4-Select> is available if
required. If you enter a code for which a quantity has already been entered you will be prompted
if you wish to add to the existing quantity, if respond ‘No’ you will be prompted to replace the
existing counted quantity.

Quantity
Enter the counted quantity.

Qty-Comp
This (optional) display item shows the quantity the system was recording as physically available
at initialisation. Some users prefer not to see this item as it unduly influences the quantity you are
entering. Stock System Profile parameters allow control over whether this quantity is displayed.

Qty-Diff
This display item shows the variance between the quantity counted and the comparison physical
quantity.

Description
This display item shows the first line of the stock description

Batch Details
For batch/serial tracked details there are two methods of entering stock take details – if entering
by stock code you are prompted for the batch record after entering the quantity as you would for
normal stock transactions. If you enter a batch code that doesn’t exist you are warned but you
have an <F7-Option> key available to create the batch serial record entered if that is the code
required.
A second method of entering stock take details for batch tracked items is to change the primary
input to be the batch code rather than the stock record – as batch details are entered the counted
quantities on the associated stock item are incremented for you. To switch to ‘batch entry’ mode
you can press <F7-Option> on the stock code input.
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Report Stock Take Values
The Stock Take report lists all items which have been initialised for stock take. It shows the
counted and compare quantities together with the differences between them. For batch or serial
tracked items the system lists the batch details following each item. The run-time parameters
have the standard reporting options of selection criteria etc. but also include:

Report Only Stock Discrepancies
When set only those stock items where a discrepancy exists between the counted quantity and the
compare quantity are reported.

Enter Stock Take Adjustments
The Stock Take Adjustments process generates a ‘stock take adjustment’ transaction (type 8) for
the discrepancy between the counted quantity and the compare quantity. The adjustments can
either be processed manually or, if set in Stock System Profiles, automatically.
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Again a similar style of screen to transaction entry is displayed with prompts in the ‘header’ area
for Date, Reference and Adjust-Type. These are the same prompts as in the standard
‘Adjustment’ transaction entry screens.

Automatic Adjustments
Select Criteria
If using the automatic stock take process you will be asked to enter ‘Selection Criteria’ – typically
the minimum criteria you would enter is that the stock take status is equal to ‘E’ for ‘Entered’ (the
other status codes are I-Initialised and ‘ ‘ for uninitialised / complete (i.e. was never processed for
stock take in the first place or the adjustment has been processed). You may also restrict further
by entering additional criteria.

Manual Adjustments
If entering the adjustments manually you enter each stock code in turn that you wish to adjust.

Stock Code
Select the stock code you wish to enter the adjustment for. <F4-Select> is available if required.
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Quantity
The quantity defaults to the discrepancy between the compare quantity and the entered counted
quantity, confirm this quantity.

Description
Enter a description for the stock take adjustment.

Batch Details
As with entry of the counted quantity the batch details can be entered in two separate ways. If
entering by stock code after confirming the description you are asked for batch details related to
the confirmed quantity (the system defaulting to the appropriate code). Alternatively, pressing
<F7-Option> on the stock code switches to ‘Batch/Serial’ mode allowing selection of the batch
codes and accumulating the adjustment details for the appropriate stock code.

Stock File Updating
When the stock files are updated the following actions occur for each item adjusted:






The physical stock level is increased by the adjustment quantity (so if the adjustment
quantity is negative it is in fact reduced)
The last transaction date is updated
If FIFO in use then the FIFO table is updated where the quantity is increased – the cost
being as per the latest FIFO receipt
A stock take adjustment transaction is written to the stock transaction file
The cost written to the stock adjustment transaction is the cost price on the stock record
unless FIFO in use where a negative adjustment issues at the oldest cost in the FIFO table
and a positive adjustment at the latest cost price

When batch/serial stock items are adjusted the following actions occur:



The physical stock level is increased by the adjustment quantity
A stock take adjustment transaction is written to the batch transaction file
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Stock Reports
You can print stock reports as and when you need them and this option groups all the reports for
the stock system – the stock reports, stock statement and stock transaction reports. Choosing the
‘Stock Reports’ option gives you a sub-menu of the stock reports.

The standard Datafile selection criteria is available for all reports and when you print the reports
there is a choice of outputs – printer, screen, disk file, Microsoft Word or fax.

Multi Location Stock
If you are using the multi-location facility then most of the stock reports will be printed and
sub-totalled for each location in turn with grand totals at the end of the report.

Prompts Used Throughout Reporting Procedures
Throughout the stock application there is a common set of questions whenever a report is printed
– supplemented by others for the specific report. These questions are displayed when you select
the report. If the responses to these questions are acceptable you can select the PRINT button to
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print the report, else you can use the mouse or the <TAB> key to position the cursor for the
response you with to change.

Date of Report
It is usual to print today’s date on the report. You can overtype this with another valid date.

Report “As At” Date
Whilst the date above represents the date on which the report is printed, it is helpful to know up to
what date the stock file has been processed. Often these are the same but it could be that stock
transaction entry is some way behind if the Datafile system is not the primary instigator of stock
movements. The report ‘as at’ date therefore is the date up to which transactions have been
entered.

Note
The ‘As At’ date is a memo only for the purposes above – it has no effect on the details
reported.
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Location Code (blank for all)
Only applicable if using the multi-location facility, this option allows you to limit this report to a
single location. If you leave it blank, then all locations are assumed. You can use the <F4Select> key to check your location codes.

From Stock Code
To Stock Code
You may be interested in just a group of stock codes, in which case these prompts allow you to
choose either a range of codes, or just some specific codes to print. The 'From' and 'To' stock
codes give the start and end of the range — and you can use the <F4–Select> key to help you
choose the codes you want. If you leave the 'From' stock code blank, then the computer assumes
you want to start at the beginning of the file. If you leave the 'To' code blank, then the computer
assumes you want to end at the end of the file. This prompt is only applicable on stock record
reports or the stock statement, not stock transaction reports.

Or List of Stock Codes
If not entering a range of stock codes to report you could enter a list of up to 200 stock codes to
report. Selecting this item gives you a pop-up to enter these codes; <F4-Select> is available if
required. Once you have entered your required codes pressing <Enter> on a blank input
completes the entry. This prompt is not applicable for stock transaction reports.

Transactions in Date From / To
On stock transaction reports instead of a stock code range you are asked to enter a transaction date
range – by default transactions are printed for all transactions entered since the last period end up
to the end of the current period (or next period if include forward transactions) but you can restrict
this if required. Note however to include transactions prior to the start of this period you have to
use selection criteria and reset the transaction record to start from as 1.

Include Non Stock Items
Only applicable for stock reports this prompt asks whether you want to include any stock items
for which you are not tracking physical stock – i.e. memo stock items such as Carriage or Labour.
A default for this can be set within the stock system profiles.

Include Forward Transactions
Stock quantities such as physical, reserved and on-order can include the effect of transactions
within the next period. These ‘forward’ effects can be included in the report by selecting this
option. A default for this can be set within the stock system profiles.
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Specify Any Selection Criteria
Selecting this option allows you to restrict the stock records (or transactions were appropriate) to
those that match an entered criteria.

Once you have changed the print parameters to your required settings you can then select the
PRINT button to print your report.

The OPTIONS Button
When you select to print an application report, such as the Stock Valuation Report, an OPTIONS
button is available alongside the PRINT/CANCEL buttons. Selecting the OPTIONS button
allows access to the print configuration.

The layout of this screen differs slightly based on whether you have set the page size (as above) or
not. Before discussing the parameters you should note the buttons available at the footer of this
parameter screen.
This option updates the individual parameters from your user default when they
are set, overwriting presets where applicable. If no user defaults are set then this
option is ‘greyed’ out and cannot be selected. To set user defaults see the appropriate section
below.
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This option accepts your entered parameters for this print only, reverting to
defaults next time the report is run.
Depending on whether the user is configured as an ‘Install’ user then the next option
will be SAVE. This saves your set parameters so they are offered as default next
time this report is run (Note: this is system wide not per user). Setting the user as an ‘Install’ user
is achieved through the user configuration available under the MASTER sign-on.
This option abandons any changes made and returns you to the report screen.
The report parameters available are:


Paper Size – select the paper size the report is to be printed to (i.e. A4). You can elect to
leave this blank in which case the report is printed as per the last/default page size of the
printer, however, if you do this you can only choose fixed pitch fonts – selecting a page
size is mandatory to use proportional fonts. If you set a page size then the options screen
re-displays with the appropriate parameters. If you leave blank then the options screen
remains as above.



Default Printer Font – a font dialog is display allowing you to select as required, the
default font to be used for this report. If you’ve sent the page size then all fonts are
available, if you haven’t set this then only fixed pitch fonts can be assigned. You can also
set bold/italic attributes and font size – note that if you haven’t set a page size then the font
size option is not applicable (font is sized as per previous rules).
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Selecting the Font Size
Generally you can’t go far wrong with 10point. However, if you have a lot of data items on
your report, and are printing in portrait, 10point may be too big to fit all the required
information without overlapping fields.
The positioning of fields across the page is determined by the item size – if you imagine the
stock valuation report this shows, by default, the stock code (16 characters), the description
(30), the qty (14), the price (14), and the value (14), together with spaces between the items
this gives a total of 92 characters, or columns required, across the page (think graph paper –
you have 92 ‘cells’ across the page).
Those 92 columns are split equally across the available page (page size and margins taken
into account) as starting positions for data items – so the stock code starts at column 1, the
description at column 18 (stock code plus 1), etc. If you select a font size too big then the
stock code may not finish printing before the description starts causing the description to
overlap the end of the stock code. If this occurs then you may need to either reduce the font
size or consider swapping the report to landscape orientation if the font size would go too
small.



Default to Landscape – set to default the printed report to landscape, leave blank for
usual portrait orientation. You may want to set reports such as the Sales Ledger Aged
Debtors Report or the Cashbook Receipts Analysis Listing to landscape as these reports
require a large amount of detail to be printed and otherwise the font size could be too
small.



Show Time in Report Headings – set to include the printed time in the report headings in
addition to the printed date.



Include Selection Criteria – set to print any selection criteria that were applied to the
report.



Email as Text – if send this report via email this option allows you to send as a text file
attachment as opposed to, if left blank, PDF.



Omit Full Page Headings – When printing a multi-page report the system repeats the
headings for each page. Setting this option reduces the heading details for the second and
subsequent pages allowing more record detail to be printed per page.



Default Output to Spooler – Usually, when printing a report, the default printer is the last
print device used. Select this option to set the default printer as the spooler for this report.
This acts only as a default and doesn’t prevent you electing to print the report instead.



Allow Change of Printer Alias – when these options are configured then it is assumed
you are printing as ‘direct windows print’ and this is the alias set by default. Setting this
option allows you to change the default alias at run-time to one of the list of Datafile
configured printers. If you change the alias to a ‘DOS’ style alias then the page size
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(length/width) and font are again picked up from the Print Style Profile, although other
settings such as ‘include time’ etc. remain from the OPTIONS display.


Print Negatives in Red – on selected reports, assuming you have a colour printer, it may
be useful to print negative values in red. This option allows this.

The next set of parameters allows you to specify formatting and margin settings. This section is
different if you set the page size earlier. If you have set the page size then you set the margins in
millimetres. If you haven’t set the page size then you set margin in ‘columns’ for both portrait
and landscape - the appropriate settings being used based on the orientation of the output selected
at run-time.

Paper Size Set


Characters Per Line – the system displays the width of the report items on the right. If
you leave this value at 0 (recommended) then the report width used in determining the start
column positions of data items (as discussed above with regards to font size) is the larger
of either the report print items or 80 columns. You can manually set a report width – from
64 to 255 columns. You may want to increase the number of columns on (say) a landscape
report with few print items to bring the fields closer together to aid in reading.



Lines Per Page – if left at 0 (recommended) then the number of lines per page is
determined by the font and page size. Alternatively you can set a number of lines per
page, perhaps to give a greater gap between rows of data items.



Left Margin (mm) – set the size of the left hand margin (relative to page orientation in
millimetres.



Right Margin (mm) – set the size of the right hand margin.



Top Margin (mm) – set the size of the top margin.



Bottom Margin (mm) – set the size of the bottom margin.

Paper Size Not Set


Minimum Characters Per Line – the system displays the width of the report items to the
right. If you leave this value as 0 then the report width is the larger of either the report
print items or 80 characters. You can manually set a report width – from 64 to 255
characters wide – but if you set a width less than the items actually printed then this is
overridden by the report width at run-time.



Maximum Lines Per Page – if left at 0 then when printing a report the system will
determine the number of lines per page based on the report width and the printable area of
the page up to a maximum of 72 lines per page in portrait mode or 50 lines per page in
landscape mode. Alternatively you can set the number of lines per page, from 16 to 255,
and this is then taken into account when deciding font size to ensure that number of lines is
printed. If left at 0 then when sending to the spooler the lines per page is assumed to be 72
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in portrait mode and 50 in landscape. If you require an identical print from the printer and
the spooler then a maximum number of lines should be set.


Left Margin – set the number of characters to be used as a margin from 1 to 64. If you
require a margin then when entering the value you need to take into account the report
print width – a margin of 4 characters on an 80-character report will be bigger than a
margin of 4 characters on a 132-character report. If left at 0 no left margin is applied.



Right Margin – if you require a margin to be applied on the right of the report set the
number of characters accordingly (again 1-64), if leave as 0 then no right margin is
applied.



Top Margin – set the number of lines to leave as a margin at the top of the page (1-32
lines). If left at 0 then no top margin is applied.



Bottom Margin – set the number of lines to leave as a margin at the bottom of the page
(1-32 lines). If left at 0 then no bottom margin is applied.

Finally, you can set default options that are used when you send the report to print or e-mail.


Print Device – if using a stand-alone Datafile system then you can set a default printer to
output to. This option only applies when sending to a print device; if last printer was
spooler or fax then this remains the default. If using a networked Datafile system then you
can still set this where you are printing to a networked printer – provided all terminals have
a consistent device path. If the print device isn’t valid then the normal printer is offered
instead.



E-mail Address – if the report is sent to email then here you can enter an email address
that is to be used by default for this report – though it can be amended at run-time.

Once you’ve set the desired parameters select the ACCEPT option to apply the settings for this
print or, if available, the SAVE option to apply for this and future prints.

Stock Valuation Report
Stock valuation is crucial to the profitability or otherwise of a company. This report prints the
current stock valuation based on the current stock price held in the file. Stock valuation and cost
prices are discussed in the Introduction section. The report displays the stock code, its
description, the physical stock held, the cost price used, and the product of physical quantity and
stock price. The total valuation is printed at the end of the report.
If you are using multi-location stock, then the stock valuation report is printed location by
location, giving a total for each location and a total company value.
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Cost Price
The Cost Price reported is either the cost price on the stock file or, if FIFO in use, an average
cost based on the recorded FIFO details. If FIFO is in use Diamond and Premier users have
the option to display the FIFO breakdown.

Stock Checking Sheet
When running (say) a stock take it can be helpful to check stock against a stock printout, and the
stock checking sheet helps to satisfy this need. If you are using the multi-location facility then the
stock list is printed for each location in turn.
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The Stock Check sheet leaves a blank ‘line’ between the stock records to help when recording the
stock quantities.
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Excess Stock Report
Many companies have not had the capacity in the past to examine their stock-holding in sufficient
detail to check whether their stock levels are right or not. A computer is in the position that it can
do all the detailed calculations in a flash. Here the computer looks for stock items where you
could have money tied up because your stock-holding is too high for the demand you are
experiencing.
In some industries (like the retail book trade, for example) you are allowed to return stock for full
credit within a reasonable time period. If your stock holding is too high, then you could benefit
from returning it, or having a special offer to reduce stocks. Either way you can release money
that could finance other stock items you might prefer to stock.
In the stock System Profiles you can specify two parameters: a definition of a time period to be
used for special stock calculations (weeks, for example) and an “Excess stock number of periods”.
A typical number to use as the excess stock period criterion might be “8” (weeks, in this
example).
The computer works out if your stock holding for each item would satisfy current demand for
more than eight weeks. If so, it reports it to you, showing the requested details.
You can now decide what to do. If the lead-time for this product is very long, you might decide
to leave it be. If the estimated demand is much lower than you thought, this might alert you to a
change in market conditions, to which you should respond. On the other hand, it may be that
stock has been bought to meet a special order — this may reflect in a low free stock quantity —
so it is a false alarm.
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Slow Moving Stock Report
This report takes a different view of stock. It looks for those an item for which there has been no
movement at all for a stated period of time. This period of time is again a parameter that you set
in the stock System Profiles, and is measured in a number of days — for example, 45 days.
This report takes the “as at” date which you gave as part of the report preamble, and looks for any
stock item which shows that no transaction of any sort has occurred in the 45 days (in this case)
prior to the “as at” date. It reports that item, showing the most recent date that any movement
occurred, and the current physical stock level.
Once again you can now decide what to do. For seasonal items (such as windscreen de-icers in
summer) you may leave it be, since you can bring it out again later. However, you may decide
you’d better clear it: make a special offer, make sure no more gets ordered, or transfer it to
obsolete stock.

Out of Stock Report
This report shows those items for which the physical stock is zero (or negative). You must decide
whether to order any more – although any stock if this item already on-order is also shown.
If physical stock is negative, then it is likely that you have not yet booked in some stock, so it
may highlight that the delivery note needs chasing.
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Potential Out of Stock Report
This can be one of the most useful reports to use in the stock system. It attempts to highlight
those stock items of which it is possible you will run out unless you order some more. A stock
system can pay for itself just by ensuring you do not lose sales by having insufficient stock to
meet demand.
There are two ways in which a stock item may find itself printed on this report.
Firstly, if either physical stock or free stock is less than the minimum stock level set for this
product then it is reported. You should set the minimum stock so that there is sufficient to cover
you in the period it takes you to get more stock (the lead time).
Secondly, in case the pattern of demand has changed, the computer takes the estimated usage
figure, multiplies it by the lead time it will take you to get more stock, and compares that to the
physical and free stock figures. If either of these is less than the figure it has calculated, it prints
the stock item — it foresees a danger that you might run out of stock unless you order some more
quickly.
The stock item is not printed, however, if either the lead-time or the estimated usage figures is
zero nor is it printed if the item is out of stock completely (i.e. a zero physical). The way to
ensure that you are not prompted by this report to re-order items you no longer wish to stock is to
set the lead time and minimum to zero.
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List of Stock Codes
This report gives you a snapshot of the stock holding for each item, showing the physical stock,
the quantities on-order and reserved, and thus the free stock available for sale. The cost price is
also shown for reference.
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Catalogue of Stock Prices
The price catalogue shows the stock code, the description, and as many price levels as you have
defined on your system - 3 on Datafile Compact, 5 on Datafile Professional, and up to nine on
Datafile Diamond and Premier (although only 5 displayed by default).
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Stock Analysis Summary
The purpose of this report is to give you a summary of (say) the demand in value terms analysed
over the analysis code categories defined in your stock file. For example, suppose you used the
purchase analysis code to categorise your products into (say) own-manufactured, locally-sourced,
EC-sourced and overseas-sourced products, then this report could analyse the demand figure at
(say) cost price to give you an analysis of the cost of sales in the last month under these headings.
You must answer an additional prompt for this report:

Sales or Purchase Analysis (S/P)?
Reply ‘S’ to analyse by the sales analysis categories, or ‘P’ to use the purchase analysis
categories.
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Stock Statement
A stock statement gives you a printed “record card” for each stock item, showing details about the
stock item, followed by a list of all the transaction movements which have occurred in the last
period — you can print more history if you have kept stock transactions on file (determined by
the stock System Profiles).
You can display the record card to the screen, which gives an alternative way to view stock items
than through the DeskTop <Alt–L> Ledger Enquiries or Stock Enquiry functions.
The report preamble follows the same set of questions as the stock reports defined above, with the
addition of a few extra questions. The additional questions are:

Exclude if no transactions
This excludes printing stock items for which there are no transactions on file — in other words,
for which there have been no movements in the current period.

Transaction Records in Range From/To
The default setting is to print only transactions that have occurred in the current period. The
transaction record numbers shown here are those of the first and last transaction in the current
period. You can change either of these. For example, if you are keeping transactions for the
whole year, you can overtype the first record number with “1” so that all transactions for the year
print on the stock statement.
Once you have answered all the report preamble questions, the stock statements are printed in the
usual way. Once the report is complete, you are returned to the main stock reports menu.
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All Transaction Listing
The All Transactions listing is the main transactions report – the others included on a sub-menu of
Transaction Reports – and prints all transactions in the current period in the order they were
entered. Selection criteria would allow printing of previous period transactions. If you are using
multi-location stock then the transactions are grouped by location to give sub-totals for each
location.
The ‘All Transaction Listing’ is the report that the system warns has not been printed prior to
period end – although, unlike sales and purchase ledgers, this isn’t a mandatory requirement it
does provide a useful audit trail of the stock system.
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Sales Issues / Reservation Listing
On the sub-menu ‘Transaction Reports’ this report lists the sales issues and stock reservations –
types 1 and 6 – generated for the current period. Although again you can override the period
reported through the use of selection criteria.
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Purchase Orders / Deliveries
Again available off the ‘Transaction Reports’ sub-menu, this report lists purchase orders placed;
purchase orders received, and goods received transactions — transaction types 2, 3 and 4. It lists
only the transactions for the current period, unless you override this using the selection criteria.
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Stock Adjustments
This report lists stock adjustment transactions and stock take adjustments — transaction types 5
and 8. It lists only the transactions for the current period, unless you override this using the
selection criteria.
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Stock Transfers
This report lists the stock transfers (type 7) and, if the Assemblies report not configured, the
assembly builds (type 9). Again, only transactions for the current period are listed unless you
override with selection criteria.

Stock Price Changes
This report lists the cost and sale price change transactions (Type A) for the current period –
unless overridden via selection criteria.
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Assembly Builds
This report lists the assembly builds (Type 9) for the current period. Again, selection criteria
could be used to override this.
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Transaction Analysis Summary
This report analyses your transactions against one of the transaction analysis codes.

Sales, Purchase, Adjust (S, P, A)?
Choose the transactions you wish to analysis – sales, purchase or adjust.

Period / Year End
The period-end is a housekeeping routine. You should use it on a monthly basis to match your
accounting periods, particularly if you want to keep the monthly history of demand for each stock
item up-to-date.
The period-end routines can alter so many details in the files in just a few minutes that it is
strongly recommended that you have up-to-date security copies of both the stock file and the
stock transactions file before you use these routines. You should also have printed out the current
month’s stock transactions before you run period-end.
Whether transactions are retained or erased depends on parameters in the stock system profiles.
Options allow you to retain all transactions, remove all transactions, retain by date (input at runtime) and to retain for set number of periods.
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Automatic Reports
The Automatic Reports option runs through selected Stock Reports, sending them to the
printer/disk spooler as you choose. This allows you to select one option to print all your monthend stock reports.
By default the Stock Reports printed are the ‘Stock Valuation Report’, the ‘Out-of-Stock’ report,
the ‘Potential Out-of-Stock Report’ and the ‘Transaction Listing’. Diamond and Premier users
can select which of the stock reports they require through the Application User Facilities for
Stock Control.
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Calculate Estimated Usage
This option calculates a usage figure for each item. You can base this either on the period
demand figure or the year-to-date demand figure. You need to know the time period defined as
the unit of measure of lead-time and usage, which is a parameter, set in the stock System Profiles.
Typically this is a week.

You are prompted for:

Using Which Demand Figure (1-Period, 2-Year)
Reply ‘1’ or ‘2’ for whichever demand figure you want to use. If you use the period figure then
this gives you a shorter history to determine usage than the year’s demand figure. You must
decide which the better time period to use is.
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Divide Demand Figure by How Many
This is the factor that represents the number of usage time periods in the demand time period. If
your usage time period was weeks, for example, and you chose the period demand, then the
number needed here is 4 (although there are just over 4 weeks in a month). If your accounting
time periods were based on 4 and 5 week periods, then the factor to use here would be 4 or 5.
If you chose the year-to-date demand figure on which to base usage, then you need to know how
far through the year you are, and use the appropriate factor. For example, if you’ve just ended
your fourth month, and the usage time period is weeks, then the factor could be 17.
The system then runs through all the stock records, calculating the usage figure for each one and
updating the usage data item.

Period End Procedure
This routine updates the monthly demand, cost-of-sales and sales values for the period, resets the
current period values to zero (or reset to the forward value if appropriate) and removes stock
transactions where applicable.
Selecting this option displays the date range of the period you are ending and the date range of the
period to commence and asks you to confirm these details.
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If you have not printed the stock transactions you are warned and returned to the menu. You
should print all the stock and transaction reports you need for reference and audit purposes before
you do the period end. Although stock systems do not generally need the same level of audit as
accounting ledgers, you may still need to trace back some oddity in your stock system, so at least
the transaction listing should be printed.
As part of the period end you may be asked for three prompts – these are normally set by default
for you but your system can be configured to prompt the operator.

Transactions Retained Up to
If removing transactions and set to remove by date (i.e. not set to remove all or based on a number
of elapsed periods) then you are asked for the date before which transaction records can be
removed.

Save Current Period Demand For Which Period No
Not normally in use, this prompt asks for the period number that demand values are to be saved to
(normally these are saved to the appropriate period being closed).

Overwrite the Previously Saved Values
Again not normally in use, after confirming the period number to save to you are asked whether
you wish to overwrite any values which may be in place or if you wish to add to these values.
After confirming the period settings are OK (and entering any of the extra prompts that may be
configured) you are asked to ensure you have a backup. When confirmed the period end is
processed. At the end a status display shows you the new period date range/number.

Stock Year End
The Period End procedure also acts as the Year End procedure – when you run the period
end for period 12 (or whatever your last period number actually is) the year-to-date values
are also reset automatically.
If not set to remove transactions (either by date or period number) then a prompt at run-time
asks you if you wish to remove all transactions – respond accordingly.
As with the Sales/Purchase year end you cannot close the final period of the year until the
Nominal ledger has been opened for the new year.

Recalculate Cost Prices
As you approach the period-end the pressure of transaction generation often means the entry of
purchase information lags behind the entry of sales details. This doesn’t affect the quantities
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recorded for demand etc or the update of FIFO costs but it can affect the calculation for cost price
where updating on an average basis.
When updating cost on an average basis (see Introduction for formula) the current physical
quantity affects the cost value updated. If this has been down dated by a sales transaction that is
processed at a later date but entered prior to the goods receipt then the physical quantity recorded
by the computer is less than it actually was and therefore the calculated new average cost can be
incorrect. This is usually only by pennies (if that) but when there are large swings in cost values
it could be more.
This procedure, run after the period end, asks you to confirm that all transactions up to the period
end date have now been entered and then processes the transactions in date order calculating and
updating average cost as it goes.
This procedure also calculates a period end qty/cost value that allows you to re-run the stock
valuation report as at when this process was last run.

On selection you are asked to confirm the date up to which transactions are to be recalculate for,
if a period end has occurred since the procedure was last run you are then asked to confirm that all
transactions up to that date have been entered.
After confirming these details the system then processes the transactions and offers to reprint the
stock valuation report at the date entered.
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Notes
Once the procedure has been run for the first time in any period then no transactions can be
entered for a date prior to the start of the period.
The procedure can be run several times during the period as required.
When this option is enabled the Stock Valuation Report allows an extra parameter to ‘Report
Valuation at S-Start of Period, L-Last Recalculation Run or C-Cost’.

View Current Period Dates
This option allows you to view the current accounting calendar showing the active periods for the
sales and purchase ledgers as well as stock.

Stock Enquiry
The Stock Enquiry allows you to view the transactions generated for a stock item within the
current period. On selection of the option you are asked to enter the stock code to enquiry upon
(<F4-Select> is available). Once selected the current transactions for the item are displayed.
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To view transactions entered earlier than the current period, or to restrict the transactions
displayed, press <F7-Option> before entering the stock code and you will be presented with
options to include retained transactions and to enter a date range for display.

View System Status
This displays a summary of the current status of all the stock files. On choosing this option, the
following screen is displayed.
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Company
Displays the identified code and the name of the active company

Files
Displays the total number of records reserved, and in use, for the stock databases. This includes
the stock, stock transactions, assemblies, components, and the location file (when multi-location
stock configured).

Dates
Displays the system dates, period number and date range.

Controls
Displays the first stock transaction record number of the period, together with the highest
transaction record number reported. Also includes the last references for each of the transaction
types and finally details of the last stock code and last transaction added.
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Chapter 3
Configuring Stock Control
Your Datafile Software Stock application has a wide range of possible facilities, and you can
undertake a great amount of structuring so that it suits your particular operation. Some of the
general facilities were described in the Introduction chapter of this manual.
This section describes how to use the Installation program to set up your stock system.
You can use the program for the stock requirements of many companies, and each may have a
different configuration and its own set of data files. For each company specified a parameter file
is written to disk which holds details of the configuration. Each company is identified by a threeletter code such as “DEM”.
When you select the Installation option a menu will be displayed that contains the installation and
configuration options – only operators with the highest authority level (0) are allowed to process
any of the options within this menu.
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On Datafile Compact and Professional systems this menu differs slightly as options that aren’t
applicable for the product level are removed – these include ‘Application Manager’ and ‘Ledger
Enquiry Manager’ for both Compact and Professional plus the ‘Security and User Manager’ for
Compact.
The ‘Application Manager’ and ‘Ledger Enquiry Manager’ provide further
configuration options.
The Installation options are covered generally within the Configuration Guide manual; however
where specific Stock configuration options are available these are covered here.

Lock Out All Systems
When making changes to the Stock system then that application has to be locked out. To
lockout stock you select the option ‘Lock Out All Systems’. Firstly, you are prompted to
lock out all systems – it can sometimes be easier to lock all systems as you may have to
change settings in other applications at the same time – if you respond ‘Yes’ then all
applications are locked, if you respond ‘N’ then you can select to lock just the applications
required.

Set Application Code Formats
This option allows you to set the prime index format for each of the application databases
including the stock and assemblies files.
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The default format for the stock and assembly files is UUUUUUUUUU – this allows codes to be
any combination on letters and numbers. A typical other format could be AA9999 which forces
the first two characters to be letters and the remaining four to be numbers.
The ‘Company Name’ displayed here is used as the name in all reports including the stock and
transaction reports.

Set Company Details
The Stock documents allow the printing of ‘data’ items for the company name and address details.
This can be a useful alternative to entering the address details as text on the document mask
(when using plain paper rather than pre-printed stationary) as when address details change you
only have to amend one setting rather than several.
The settings for the ‘data’ items for name and address details are defined here.

System Profiles
System Profiles hold parameters that define how the application is to work. More than one
application program may need to know about the profile for a specific application – for example if
Stock set to allows ‘forward transactions’ then this affects the sales/purchase ledgers, invoicer and
the order processing systems as well as stock control.
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System Profiles therefore hold parameters that relate to the application as a whole and its links
with other applications as opposed to, say, the Application User Facilities that primarily relate to
specific options within the application.
On selection of this option you are asked to select the application you wish to amend – select
Stock Control to amend the Stock System Profiles. The Stock System Profiles allow three
screens of parameters to configure your stock system (one screen only in Compact).

Stock System Profiles (1/3)

Period Title for “USAGE/LEAD” Time
The lead-time when buying stock is usually expressed as so many days, or weeks, or whatever.
Similarly, stock usage (being the quantity of stock is issued to sales) is usually expressed in a
similar period. You enter here the description of this period of time – it does not define how to
calculate usage or lead-time quantities. Typically you would enter ‘weeks’ or ‘months’.
The divisor to use when the system calculates (estimated) usage is a factor you enter as part of the
run-time prompts when running the ‘Calculate Estimated Usage’ process.
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Excess stock number of periods
This parameter is used by the Excess Stock report. For this report the program divides the
quantity of physical stock by the estimated usage figure for each stock item, to derive the number
of periods for which you should have enough stock to last.
The stock holding of any item is deemed to be excessive if you have more than would last for the
number of time-periods entered here. The time period in question (days/weeks) is as defined by
the period title above.

Slow moving stock period number of days
Stock is defined as slow moving if no transaction has occurred for at least the number of days
recorded here. This parameter is used by the Slow Moving Stock report to compare to the number
of days since the date of the last transaction.

Default issue price 1-9 (0-cost)
You can keep up to nine selling prices for each stock item, plus one cost price. Enter the price
number most frequently used to issue stock, or reply ‘0’ if you want to record issues at cost price.
The price selected is offered when transactions are entered through stock control, but this can be
altered when you input stock issues.

Average stock cost values
Or use the latest cost price
The unit cost for stock items is normally recalculated as goods are received. When new goods
arrive they may have cost more or less than previous deliveries. If you select the ‘Average Stock’
question the program calculates an average cost based on the quantity/cost of the stock left and
the quantity/cost of the stock received.

Example of Average Cost
Suppose 20 items are in stock and the cost price shows them at £2 each. You now take
delivery of 10 more, but these are costed at £2.30 each. If the cost price is averaged then
your new unit cost is £2.10 each
20 old items at £2 each gives a total cost of
10 new items at £2.30 each give a cost total of

£40.00
£23.00

You now have 30 items at a combined total cost of £63.00 giving a unit cost of £2.10

Alternatively, you may prefer to value your stock at its current replacement cost – in this case
select the latest cost question. In the above example the cost would become £2.30 – the cost of
the most recent purchase. If you don’t want the program to change your cost price do not select
either question.
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Use the purchase order cost
Or the goods received cost
If set to update cost these prompts control the time at which costs are to be updated – at the time
the order is placed or the time at which the order is received. You might decide to update cost at
the time the order is placed if you frequently take sales orders against goods that have been
ordered but not yet received. This ensures that any cost figures that you may copy into the sales
reservations reflect the expected cost, rather than the old cost.
If you don’t select either question the cost is not updated by either transaction.

Note
If using Purchase Order Processing or Invoicer to receive stock then the cost prices are
configured for update within the document definitions that drive goods receipt/purchase
invoice. These settings apply to goods inward transactions within stock control.

Omit update of average cost if i/p zero (excluding Compact)
Select if you want to avoid zero-cost items changing the average cost of items in stock. This can
occur where items are received on a FOC basis or are returns added back to stock through goods
received process. When set this ensures this receipt does not reduce the stock cost. Note that
unlike the above prompts this setting is applied to goods receipt transactions through POP and
Invoicer.

Remove transactions at each period end (excluding Compact)
For many companies there may be no need to retain stock transactions on file after the end of the
period – much depends on your enquiry needs. Stock transactions largely duplicate records in the
sales/purchase ledgers and the order processing systems. You need to analyse whether your
information needs would require historic transactions or not – as a guide you should analyse if
you use the stock ledger enquiries ‘TRANS’ option with any frequency.
Select to clear transactions as part of the period end process. By default this removes all current
transactions but additional options, below, allow you to retain by date or a set number of periods
to keep a minimum transaction history.

If remove, retain by date (excluding Compact)
If you have asked to remove transactions as part of the period-end routine then you have the
option to remove only those transactions earlier than a date that you specify as part of the period
end. Select if you wish to be prompted for the date filter. If you are removing transactions and do
not set this option (or the ‘retain by period’ option on screen 3) then all transactions are removed.
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Use FIFO for stock costing (excluding Compact)
The FIFO (first in, first out) feature allows the stock system to manage up to nine ‘batches’ for
each stock item. If you want to use the FIFO feature select this option. FIFO is primarily used
for the stock valuation report allowing you to report for valuation the costs of the items remaining
in stock as received rather than at the current cost price, however, it is also used in issues in stock
control to calculate the cost of sale. Note that issues from other applications are at the cost price
on file.

Number of cost prices retained (max 9) (excluding Compact)
If you are using the FIFO feature, then specify here the number of batches you wish to manage for
each stock item. Each batch records the quantity, cost and, optionally, the date of receipt meaning
that three data items are required on the stock file for each FIFO cost retained. If retain nine cost
prices then up to 27 items are required on the stock to record the FIFO details – therefore,
depending on the other items required, you may wish to reduce this. Typically you would not
need history for the last nine goods receipts – as your current physical holding is likely to be only
made up of the last 2/3 receipts although this will depend on your circumstances. Note that a
maximum of 5 FIFO ‘batches’ can be recorded on Professional systems.

Re-calculate costs for stock valuation (excluding Compact)
As you approach the period-end the pressure of transaction generation often means the entry of
purchase information lags behind the entry of sales details. If updating costs on an average basis
this affects the calculation of cost price, and thus the resulting period end stock valuation. This
option allows you to maintain brought forward and period-end quantity and cost values to help
with period end reconciliation, reprocessing the transactions in date order, rather than entry order,
to obtain a ‘true’ month end valuation.

4 decimal place quantities (excluding Compact)
Select if using four decimal places for stock quantities – note that you must ensure that the data
item types in the stock files for quantities are amended to ‘M’ types which allow the recording of
4 decimal place values.

4 decimal place Assembly quantities (excluding Compact)
Typically if using 4 decimal place quantities in general you would also use in assemblies.
However you may wish to use 2 decimal places in general but for assembly requirements you
require 4 decimal places to record component quantities. Select if you require this. Again note
that data items for quantity on the component file would need to be ‘M-type’.

Delimiter for entering pack quantities (excluding Compact)
Datafile Software has a facility to express an issue or receipt quantity in terms of packs and units.
The number contain in a pack is held in a ‘pack quantity’ data item recorded on the stock record.
Note: That quantity for reporting/enquiry is always held in units, however.
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You specify here the character that separates packs from units in data entry. For example, if you
use a forward slash ‘/’ for this then a quantity entered as ‘12/5’ is interpreted as 12 packs and 5
units. If the ‘/’ is absent you are assumed to be entering units – exactly eight packs would be
entered as ‘8/0’.
You may use any keyboard character as the separator other than numbers 0-9, the full-stop or the
hyphen.

Title for ‘User 1’ header item
Title for ‘User 2’ detail item
You have the option to enter two additional items – one header and one detail – when entering
stock transactions through the stock system. A ‘header’ item is used where the same text/value is
to be recorded against all details on this transaction; a ‘detail’ item is used where this value will
differ. You specify here the prompt that is to appear for each when entering transactions, if left
blank then no data is requested.

Stock System Profiles (2/3)
The options from this point on are not available on Datafile Compact
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New Stocks: Usual Tax Code
Default EC Tax Code
Sales Analysis
Sales Nominal
Purchase Analysis
Purchase Nominal
Here you can set default values to use for these items when creating new stock records.

Multi-Location use of Stock Control
If you want to use the stock system multi-location facility select this – if you select this option
you also need to complete then next few prompts.

Auto F4 Locations
Stock locations within Datafile are prefixed at the start of the stock code and you select the
location first and then the stock code. Selecting this option allows the ability to select the stock
record and then select the location within specific options. These options are the sales/purchase
order entry and the stock ledger enquiry.

Notes
This option relies on the second secondary index for the stock file being a ‘sub-item’ of the
stock code data item that strips out the location code. For example with a stock format of
AA9999 and the location being the first two characters then the sub-item needs to omit these
first two characters and contain the remainder of the code.

Length of Location Id at start of stock
Give the number of characters at the front of the stock code to reserve for the location code, stock
codes must be created for each location at which they are stocked.

Main Location Code (default code)
Enter here the default (main) location.

Alternative title for Location
Plural
Short
Some companies prefer to use ‘Branch’, ‘Warehouse’ or ‘Shop’ rather than location – if so enter
the name you want to use here together with its plural (Branches) and a short name (BRN).
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Include non-stock items in stock report
Non-Stock items hold no stock but can hold demand and cost values. If you want to include nonstock items on stock reports then select this option, to exclude leave blank.

Automatic Stock Take Adjustments
The stock take options determine the discrepancy between the physical quantity at a certain date
and the quantity actually counted. Typically you would select this and therefore perform these
adjustments automatically – so that an adjustment transaction is created for the difference but
some people prefer to enter the adjustment manually.

Show compare quantity during stock-take
Some people prefer to see what the system records that they had in stock when entering the
counted quantity, other people prefer not to be distracted by this value – select to see the quantity
being compared.

Cost/Sale Price change via transaction
For some companies price changes are a highly sensitive issue. If you select this option then the
option to amend prices within the ‘Maintain Stock’ options are disabled and instead an extra
option is available on the ‘Stock Transactions’ menu to change prices therefore recording when
prices changed.

Validate Currency codes on Stock Record (Diamond and Premier only)
If configured for foreign currency you may define stock codes with a specific currency cost (one
currency per stock item). In this case you can attach a currency code to the stock record – adding
a data item for this. This question determines whether this code is to be validated against the
currency file. If you are recording currency cost details then setting this is recommended.
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Stock System Profiles (3/3)

Use Stock Assemblies
Select to enable use of stock assemblies within stock control

Specify Alternate Stock during Assembly
If building an assembly and a component has insufficient stock then you have the option to
replace with another component. If choose this option and select another item then this is saved
as an alternate for this stock item and suggested next time the assembly is built and the
component is out of stock.

Maximum Alternate Stock Items
If saving alternate details then this asks for the maximum that can be saved, up to 10 alternates
can be set but this relies on the alternate stock data items being configured on the component file
to hold these details.
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Omit Update of Cost Price during Assembly
If your stock system is configured to update costs at point of goods receipt then this applies not
only to purchases but also to assembly builds. If you wish to omit the update of cost price for
builds then you can select this option.

Expand Sub-Assembly Components during Assembly
This prompt allows you to set how components that are sub-assemblies are processed. The
options are:
0

Expand Manually, if a sub-assembly is out-of-stock then you have the choice of building
the sub-assembly as a separate job in addition to the other out-of-stock options such as
replace, let stock go negative, etc.

1

Auto Expand if Insufficient Stock, if a sub-assembly is out of stock then it is built
automatically – issuing the sub-assembly components and building the sub-assembly.

2

Auto Expand Always, regardless of the physical stock level of the sub-assembly
component the sub-assembly is always built from its components.

Default Which Stock Level to Compare Against
When building stock assemblies the component issue quantity is validated against the component
stock items physical quantity. This assumes the component is only ever used within an assembly
and not as a saleable item in its own right – this option allows you to change the level to compare
against.
0

Physical – compares quantity required against physical.

1

Free Stock – compares quantity against physical plus reserved less on-order.

2

Available – compares quantity against physical less reserved.

Default Action when Component is Out of Stock
Set default action to be suggested when a component is out of stock. When building an assembly
this option is highlighted for you to select, when building a sub-assembly this option is
automatically selected for you.
0

No Default, when building an assembly/sub-assembly no default option is offered and
the operator elects to build as required.

1

Ignore Component, the component that is out of stock is omitted from the build

2

Let Quantity Go Negative, the stock is issued regardless of whether physical will end up
negative (note this is not an option when stock items are batch/serial-tracked).
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3

Alternate Stock – if any alternates specified then the first alternate with available stock is
issued.

Combined Report including Sub Assemblies
Not applicable if expanding sub-assemblies, where a combined report is printed regardless, if
expanding manually this option can be set so that only one build report is produced rather than a
separate report for each assembly and sub-assembly.

Maximum Number of Assembly Levels
Asks you to set the number of assembly levels in use from 1 to 10 (0 applies the system limit of
10). Although you could leave this as 0 this value is used when determining the stock code
printing size in reports and documents when indenting the stock code for sub-assemblies. Setting
this limit will release space on reports.

Default Assembly Level to De-Kit back to
When building assemblies then if a component is a sub-assembly then that sub-assembly can be
always built or only built where insufficient stock exists. When breaking down, or de-kiting, an
assembly back to it’s component parts then there is no way of the system knowing whether a subassembly was built or issued from stock – therefore when entering a negative quantity the system,
by default, breaks the assembly down one level only. This option allows you to set a default level
other than one to de-kit back to.

Use Forward Stock Processing (Diamond and Premier only)
Stock Control has historically been less strict with regards to period control – any movements
always being updated into the current period regardless of the date of the generated transaction.
Setting this option maintains forward values for the movement in demand, cost of sales and sales
value so you can have more accurate period totals.

Write On-Order/Reserved Transactions
Setting this option maintains an audit trail for how the stock reserved (sales) and on-order
(purchase) quantities are updated in the same manner as issues etc provide an audit trail for how
physical is updated. Setting this will likely mean that for every sales/purchase order detail a
minimum of three transactions will be generated – increase of reserved/on-order on order entry,
decrease of reserved/on-order on delivery and the actual issue/goods receipt transaction – this
should be taken into consideration when setting the auto-expand limits later.

Include Forward Postings in Stock Reports (Diamond and Premier only)
When setting this option stock reports will include the effect of forward transactions by default.
This can be amended at run-time on individual reports so this option should be set according to
the most common requirement.
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On stock reports this affects the reporting of physical, reserved, on-order and free stock quantities
– these data items include the effect of forward transactions but if printed this can be removed
when not including forward transactions. On stock transaction reports this transaction ‘up to’ date
is set to the end of this period or the forward period according to this flag.

Period End – Prompt to Save into Which Period (Diamond and Premier only)
If set then the period end prompts for which series of period values to update for current demand
etc. Normally this is not set and the system updates for the active period automatically.

Period End – Prompt to Overwrite Period Values (Diamond and Premier only)
If set above then can also configure whether the period values are to overwrite any existing values
in the period values or whether the current values are to add to them. Normally this is not set and
the system overwrites the period values automatically.

How Many Periods to Keep Transactions for (Diamond and Premier only)
If set to remove transactions at period end (screen 1) then this prompt asks for the number of
periods to retain transactions before they are removed.

Application Manager
Selecting the Application Manager (Diamond and Premier only) menu option gives a further subset of actions.
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The options available on this menu are discussed in their own selections later on where
appropriate for the Stock application.

Ledger Enquiry Manager
The Ledger Enquiry Manager (Diamond and Premier only) allows you to configure the display
screen for the Stock Enquiry.

Enquiries Allowed for this Company
Although there are no specific ‘Stock’ options within here, the parameters screen controls whether
the Ledger Enquiry as a whole is available for this application company.

Applications Allowed
The option ‘Applications Allowed’ allows you to select whether you can enquire on the stock file
and the authority level needed before you can enquire.

Enquiries Configuration
The option ‘Enquires Configuration’ allows you to configure the Ledger Enquiry for each of the
applications. After selecting the Stock application there are four configuration options available.
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Stock File FULL Screen Design (Premier)
In Premier systems you have the option to create a user-defined screen in which to display details
from the stock file and can be spread over two screens. On selection of this option you are asked
if you wish to use a full screen layout and if selected you are taken into the screen design.

You design the screen as per the standard design parameters.
To add text to the screen, you use the mouse or arrow keys to position the cursor at the start of
where you wish to enter your text, and type in the required label(s). To clear any text, use the
space bar.
To add a data item to the screen, you use the mouse or arrow keys to position the cursor at the
start of where you wish the item to display and then either ‘right-click’ with the mouse or press
<F4-Select>. The list of available data items are displayed for you to select. To delete a data
item from the screen, use the mouse to click the item and then hit the <DELETE> key.
To draw borders around the screen choose the option ‘Border’ on the Tools pull-down at the top
of the screen.
To draw a line on the screen select the option ‘Line Mode’ on the Tools pull-down, and then use
the mouse to click the start position of the line, and then drag the line (horizontally or vertically)
to the end position of the line. To delete a line use the mouse to select the line, (it will turn blue
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when selected), and then hit the <DELETE> key. Once the line(s) has been drawn, to switch
back to text mode, use the option on the Tools pull-down.
Once complete choose the File pull-down option ‘Save & Exit’. On save of the screen, you will
be asked if you wish to use a second screen – respond as required.

Stock File ITEM Screen Design
If Diamond (or Premier and you don’t wish to use the full screen design) then this option allows
you to quickly configure the display of up to 32 items from the stock file in two columns of 16.

Here you list the items you want to display on, firstly, the left of the screen and then the right.
The number displayed in brackets after an item indicate the field number that is being displayed
on this line on the other half of the screen. If using Premier after configuring the left and right
columns of the first screen you are able to define the second screen in the same manner.

Transaction / Detail Enquiries
This option gives you the ability to configure the display of the stock transaction enquiries
available for each stock record. On selection of this option you are able to set the authority levels
for access to each transaction enquiry.
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Blanking the authority level disables that particular transaction enquiry option otherwise set as
appropriate (remember values are from 0-9 where 0 is the highest and 9 is the lowest authority
level). After setting the appropriate levels you can then configure the display items for these
options.
Omit Works Order if No Assembly Code
If this option is set then the WORKS option on the Stock Enquiry is suppressed where the stock
record has not been updated with an assembly code.
Default Batch Quantity
The Stock Enquiry lists all batch/serial items for the appropriate stock. Setting this option allows
you to restrict the batches displayed based on a non-zero quantity selection. Options available are
‘P-Physical’, ‘R-Reserved’, ‘O-On Order’ and ‘F-Free’. Leave blank for no filters.
Once you have set, or otherwise, the filter the system displays the options to configure the
transaction enquiries.
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Transaction Details
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LIFO
Set to display stock transactions in LIFO – last in first out – order. If set then you should ensure
that the stock transaction data item STOCK-CODE is a secondary index.

DATE
Transactions are usually displayed based on the order they were entered, setting this option sorts
the details into date order – either FIFO or LIFO based on setting of the prompt above.

List Items
Here you can select up to eight items to be displayed when selecting the TRANS option from the
Stock Ledger Enquiry.
Premier users have an additional two configuration options for Stock Transaction display after
confirming the last of the list items.

Show Stock Transaction Types (Blank=All)
Typically all transactions are listed on the enquiry but if, for the majority of enquiries, you are
only enquiring on transactions that have a physical stock movement you can set to include types
‘1345789’ which lists sales issues, goods in, adjustments, transfers and assembly builds. Types
that can be entered are:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A

Sales Issues
Purchase Orders
Purchase Deliveries
Goods Received
Stock Adjustments
Stock Reservations
Transfers
Stock Take Adjustments
Assembly Builds
Cost/Sale Price Changes

Full Screen Layout for ‘Stock Transactions’ Enquiry
If Premier, you are given the option to design a full-screen enquiry display for the stock
transaction. You design the screen as per the notes above.
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Sales / Purchase Order Details

LIFO
Set to display order details in LIFO – last in first out – order. If set then you should ensure that
the order detail data item for the STOCK-CODE is a secondary index.

DATE
Transactions are usually displayed based on the order they were entered, setting this option sorts
the details into date order – either FIFO or LIFO based on setting of the prompt above.

List Items
Here you can select up to eight items to be displayed when selecting the SALES ORD (or
PURCH ORD) option from the Stock Ledger Enquiry.
Premier users have an additional two configuration options for order detail display.
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Default Status of Orders to Show (Blank=All)
Typically all order details are listed but you may want to restrict those displayed to (say) active
orders by entering ‘A’. Additional codes are C-Complete, D-Deleted, F-Forward, H-Hold and QQuote.

Full Screen Layout for ‘Order Details’ Enquiry
If Premier, you are given the option to design a full-screen enquiry display for the stock
transaction.

Stock Batch

LIFO
Set to display batch/serial details in LIFO – last in first out – order. If set then you should ensure
that the batch file data item for the STOCK-CODE is a secondary index.

List Items
Here you can select up to eight items to be displayed when selecting the BATCH option from the
Stock Ledger Enquiry.
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Premier users have an additional configuration option for batch records display.

Full Screen Layout for ‘Batch Code’ Enquiry
If Premier, you are given the option to design a full-screen enquiry display for the batch/serial
record.

Works Order Header

LIFO
Set to display works orders in LIFO – last in first out – order. If set then you should ensure that
the works order header data item for the STOCK-CODE is a secondary index.

List Items
Here you can select up to eight items to be displayed when selecting the WORKS option from the
Stock Ledger Enquiry.
Premier users have an additional configuration option for works order display.
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Full Screen Layout for ‘Works Order Header’ Enquiry
If Premier, you are given the option to design a full-screen enquiry display for the works order
header record.

Works Order Details

List Items
Here you can select up to eight items to be displayed when selecting the DETAILS option within
the WORKS option available from the Stock Ledger Enquiry.
Premier users have an additional configuration option for works order detail display.

Full Screen Layout for ‘Works Order Detail’ Enquiry
If Premier, you are given the option to design a full-screen enquiry display for the works order
detail record.
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Multi Location Enquiries
When using multi-location stock this option allows you to quickly display stock from all locations
and switch the enquiry from one location to another.

Stock Items for Location List
Here you select up to five data items from the stock file to show within the location pick list that
is displayed when you select the LOC option within the Stock Ledger Enquiry. Typically this
would include the physical and reserved quantities. Note that the location code is displayed
automatically.

Show all locations for a stock code, even where not set up
As a stock item may not exist in all locations this option controls whether a location record is to
be included in the pick list for locations where the stock code doesn’t exist. If displayed the
system shows the location but no details.
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Select which location before going to the stock details
If set then after inputting the stock code the system will automatically display the location pick
list. (This option does not apply if use <F8-Zoom> to view the Stock Enquiry).

Accumulate values for all stocks
Here you can select up to twenty items from the stock file to be accumulated for display when
select the ALL (or ** from the location pick list). Typically these items would include physical,
reserved, etc. plus possibly the period and year-to-date demand values.

Automatically select the default location
Here you can set the default location. On enquiry the system will skip input of the location,
assuming this default, and ask for the stock code.

Extra File Scans
The file scan option allows you to scan documents against the stock record – you could, for
example, scan a product specification or manual against the stock record.
This option allows you to set the authority
level to perform a file scan. Note though that
the scanned files can be viewed regardless of
authority level (provided you can access the
options).
Authority levels are from 0-9 where 0 is the
highest authority and 9 the lowest. Leave
blank to disable the file scan option for this
enquiry.

Memo Facility Configuration
The Memo facility allows you to record notes against stock records. Within the Ledger Enquiry
Manager you have the option to define, for all applications, where the memo files are stored,
whether users are warned or not and the authority level to update memos.
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Controls and Audit Manager
The Controls and Audit Manager contains all the utility routines used to check the integrity of the
database files and to undertake various housekeeping actions.
The tools supplied allow:






Audit Application Database Pointers
Check integrity of the databases (audit) and rebuild their index’s
Define the auto-expand parameters for databases
Check and reset application values
Recover Unused Space.

After selecting the ‘Controls & Audit Manager’ menu option you are prompted to select the
application and then you are presented with the Controls & Audit options for that application.
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Audit Pointers: Stock to Transactions
Audit Pointers: Assembly to Component
These options check and reset the relationships between the files concerned. On selection you are
asked whether you want to perform the check for all master records or for individual codes – in
practice you would choose do to this for all codes as there would normally be little difference in
the time taken (the majority of the time being taken with reading the transactions).

Transaction Control Numbers
This option lets you manually reset certain transaction pointer numbers in the control files. For
example the Stock control numbers hold the ‘Highest Transaction after Last Period End’ and
‘Highest Transaction Record Printed’.
The ‘Highest Transaction after Last Period End’ is used as the starting point on transaction reports
to print transactions for the current period and as the Transaction Listing report is run it updates
the second control number for the ‘Highest Transaction Record Printed’. The second control
number is used in the Period End process to ensure you have reported all transactions prior to
running the period end.
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Edit System Status Display
Each application has a ‘System Status’ option that summarises the key facts about it, such as files,
their sizes, how full they are, the current period number and period dates plus various other
control information such as last issue reference etc. You can reset the last transaction references
within this option.

Reset Stock Take Values
The Stock Take procedure is a four-stage procedure (see the section on Stock Take earlier for
more details). If had to abandon the stock take process previously as, for example, you ran out of
time then this option clears the stock take information so you can begin again.

Database Audit
Use this option to check the internal integrity of any of the Stock application files. If you’re sure
that a particular record is in the file but you cannot select it via the indexes then you might want to
use this option on that file.
Really the only events liable to disturb the integrity of a database are power/hardware failures or
an attempt to process a database in an outside program. The database audit checks every record in
the file to make sure it is genuinely active and rebuilds its indexes from scratch.
When you choose this option all the Stock application databases are listed for you to select from –
it is recommended that if you have the need to do one of the databases within the application you
should probably do them all and follow it up with the ‘Audit Pointers’ option.

Compact & Audit Database
The internal processing of databases does not necessarily re-use the space occupied by records
that have been deleted (particularly in master files such as the Stock file). New records are
always added to the end of the file. Therefore, over a period of time, it is possible a file may
appear full but there could be gaps in the middle where records were deleted. Using this option
consolidates the active data and frees up space.
This option effectively re-arranges all the active records so you must run the ‘Audit Pointers’
function after using this option. In addition you should not, in the normal course of events, use
this option on the Stock Transaction file – the period end process will usually do this for you and
running here could affect the transaction control numbers (see above).

Set Auto Expand Data Files
Datafile reserves a fixed space for database files and you need to expand that space should the file
become full. This option allows you to set internal system parameters sot that it automatically
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attempts to enlarge a file that is becoming full. The file is expanded when a user opens the file
provided no-one else is already using that file, typically it would occur at the start of the day when
the first user accesses an application.

Expand By
Enter the number of records by which you wish the system to expand the file when triggered.
Strike a balance between too small a number, meaning that it would happen to frequently, and too
large a number which would mean it would take a long time to expand the file and take up
unnecessary disk space.

When Less
This represents the quantity of free records which when below will trigger the automatic
expansion when a user has exclusive access to the file.

Minimum Spare
This is an important parameter for files where batches of records are added – it represents the
minimum quantity that must be free at all times. It would normally be less than the ‘When Less’
setting and if this setting reached implies that no user has had exclusive access to the file since the
‘When Less’ quantity was reached. You should set the minimum to be the largest number that
can be added through an automatic update.

Expand Data Files
If not setting the auto-expand options then this option allows you to manually expand the data
files as necessary.

Security and User Manager
The Security and User Manager, available on Professional upwards, allows you to set authority
levels and passwords on specific application options and to define any user authority overrides.
After selecting the application two screens of options are allowed for security checks.
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In the first screen you may attach a password and/or an authority level for each of the main stock
control options. If Premier and logging options have been enabled then you can log operators
who attempt to enter password/authority protected areas and fail. You can also nominate
operators, who are nominally blocked from this company by their authority level, to be allowed
into this application.
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On the second screen you are allowed to specify passwords/authority-levels for more specific
transactions and record maintenance options.

Document Design Manager
The Document Design Manager is available on the main ‘Installation’ menu for Compact and
Professional users, for Diamond and Premier users it is available on the ‘Application Manager’
sub-menu. However, it is only Diamond and Premier users who are able to define stock
transaction documents.
Stock allows the option to enter several different transactions – from sales issues, through
purchase orders to transfers between stock records. This option allows for the production of a
stock document to detail these transactions.
A stock document is available to be configured for each separate transaction type except Stock
Assemblies (see notes regarding Stock Take). The set-up for these documents is reasonably
similar to each other and follows the structure of other Datafile documents – header, detail then
footer. The header could contain account (sales or purchase) details as well as dates, references
and page numbers. The detail section contains the stock code, quantities and line values. The
footer contains the document totals.
On selection of ‘Stock Documents’ you are given a menu of the different document options.
Select as appropriate.
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On selection of the document type the definition filename is displayed.

If you want to update the existing document then press <Enter> to confirm the pathname. If no
default is set then you need to enter a new filename to be created. Suggested filenames for each
transaction type would be:
Stock Issues
Purchase Orders
Purchases Received
Goods Received
Stock Adjustments
Stock Reserved
Stock Transfers
Warehouse Transfer
Cost/Price Change

???-ST01.DEF (where ??? is the company id)
???-ST02.DEF
???-ST03.DEF
???-ST04.DEF
???-ST05.DEF (also used for Stock Take)
???-ST06.DEF
???-ST07.DEF
???-ST17.DEF
???-ST0A.DEF
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Notes
A document definition is held in two files – a filename.DEF listed above contains the
document parameter details, and a filename.INI contains the font settings, line and box
drawing and image file(s) detail. The INI file is created automatically on first load of the
document.

Entering a new pathname will create a blank document, if you want to base the document on
another stock document – perhaps the stock issue from the DEM Company – then pressing <F7Option> on input of the pathname allows you to copy an existing document.

Converting a Document
Previous to release 5.6 documents were designed in a different manner. Whenever you open
a document that was designed using the old designer you will be asked to convert to the new
layout.
To convert to the new style select ‘Use New Designer’, if you want to continue with the old
layouts then select ‘Use Old Designer’. To abandon select the ‘Close’ button. When you use
the new designer for the first time a backup copy of the old layout is taken as filename.OLD
which you can copy back if needed. If you do this you would need to delete the filename.INI
discussed above.

When creating a document for the first time or opening an older style of document you will be
prompted for the page setup details.
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Page Setup

Paper Size – offers a drop-down list of paper sizes available. Select the paper size appropriate.
Print in Landscape – set whether the document is to be printed in landscape. Leave blank to
print in portrait.
No of Columns Across / No of Lines Down – if converting an older document this defaults to
values as previously defined on the document - typically you would leave these values as set for
your document. For new documents this will default to 80 columns across and 66 lines down and
you can amend as required.
These values can be amended up to 255 columns across and 132 lines down. The columns and
line values form a ‘design grid’ on the document with the no of columns set controlling the
number of grid start points across the page, the lines down controlling the grid points down the
page (think graph paper). Text, Image and Lines do not have to start at a grid point but data items
do – increasing the number of columns / grid points across the page gives you more flexibility
with regards to data item positioning.
Take care on increasing this value on existing documents as items starting at a particular
column/grid point may overlap if you increase the number of columns. With regards to the
number of lines down, again take care increasing this value on existing documents as line items
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may overlap – in addition though increasing this value too far may cause the print of detail lines
to overlap if the font of detail items selected for print is bigger than the line height.
Start Detail Line / End Detail Line – if converting an older document this defaults to values as
previously defined on the document - typically you would leave these values as set. When
opening a new document this will default so that a quarter of the page acts as the header and a
quarter of the page is the footer – the balance being the detail area where on sales issue the stock
issues are listed.
Margins – next you can set, in millimetres, the left, right, and top and bottom margins.
When you print a document each printer has its own internal set margin and the grid (discussed
above) is fitted within this. If printing a document on multiple printers, especially when using
pre-printed stationery, you should set the margins on the document equal to or greater than the
largest margin of the printer(s), to ensure identical print on all printers. The Install menu on the
toolbar allows the option ‘View Printers’ which enables you to perform a test print which shows
the print margins (as a border on the page).

Notes
The Install menu on the toolbar (desktop) is only available for the SYSTEM user-id and for
Premier users set to use the ‘Installer’ desktop.

Once you have set/confirmed the margins the document mask is displayed.
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A document is split into three sections – a header, a detail and a footer area as mentioned above.
In stock documents the header area is used to print details of the customer/supplier. The detail
section prints, line-by-line, the transactions. The footer area shows totals such as the document
totals.

The Document Design Toolbar
Before discussing the specifics of designing a document, you should review the document design
toolbar.
The toolbar has the options – File, Edit, Tools, Parameters and Format. Each of these (other than
Parameters) offers a list of actions available.
The File menu has options to save the document layout, amend/view the page
set-up, preview the design to the screen, perform a test print of the document,
and exit out of the document design (you will be prompted to save if you
haven’t already done so).

The Edit menu has options that are only available when an item on the
document is selected. You can cut an object out of the design, copy an item
(except data items), or delete an item. You can also insert a line above the
selected item or delete a line with the selected item on.
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The Tools menu has options to restructure a database, refresh the display, and
controls for whether you show the data items (you may want to switch this off
to position text behind it), whether you show the grid, and whether new
text/line/image items are to be positioned at the start of the grid.

The Format option allows you to select a bitmap image to act as a
watermark behind the page detail, set and applies font defaults, and
configure printer, email and fax settings.

The Parameters option loads the first of the parameter screens available for this document.

Setting and Applying Font Defaults
Before you start to design your document you may wish to set default fonts for each area of the
document. You can amend the fonts for each item individually but initially you are likely to want
to assign a default font for all items in a specified area.
Each document has three areas – header, detail and footer. The detail area starts two lines above
the start detail line (to encompass column headings for the details) and finishes at the end detail
line. The header area is above the detail area, the footer below. The only documents that don’t
follow this format are purchase cheque layouts, payroll and invoice generator documents which
don’t have set detail area – on these documents the ‘header’ area encompasses the entire page.

Converting an Existing Document
When you convert an older style document a font of Courier New is assigned to the existing
data and text items. You can use the Font Default options to reset the font/size of these items
as required.
In the earlier designer text was created on the document by positioning the cursor and typing
the required text. In converting this into the text labels of this new designer the assumption is
made that text separated by a single space is part of the same label, more than one space and
two (or more) separate labels are created. In this way the text heading on the document of
(say) ‘S A L E S I S S U E S’ is converted as two labels one for ‘S A L E S’ and one for ‘I S
S U E S’ as the two words were separated by three spaces in the old designer.

To set and apply default fonts select the Format option from the toolbar, choose Font Defaults
and then the area you wish to apply the fonts to – a dialog box will be displayed enabling you to
select the font, style and size.
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You can scroll up/down the list of fonts,
use the mouse to select the required option
(once selected the chosen value will be
updated at the top of the list). After
selecting the font, select the style and then
the size. You can also amend the colour of
the text if required. Once you have
selected the required details press OK.
After selecting the font you can control
whether it applies to the text items or the
data items in the defined area (or both or
indeed neither – you might set a default
because the next x items you are going to
insert all use a specific font). Tick the
options required and click the APPLY button.
Once you have set and applied the default fonts you can then adjust the font and size of individual
items as required.
If you have need to reset all items to the set default fonts then choosing the Apply Fonts option
available from the Format pull-down allows this.

Inserting New Items
To insert a new item position the mouse where you wish to insert the item and press the rightbutton on the mouse (hereafter described as right-click). A menu appears for you to select the
type of item you wish to add.
You can select to insert a text prompt, a data item, some line drawing, box
drawing, or insert a bmp image.
You can also elect to insert a line on the document at the current position or to
delete a line. The ‘Paste Object’ option (greyed out in the picture on the right)
is active if you have used the ‘Cut’ or ‘Copy’ option from the edit menu
previously.

Text Prompt
If you select to insert a ‘Text Prompt’ a pop-up form allows you enter the text label to be
displayed.
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You type the text you require (up to 160 characters). If you click the APPLY button the text is
updated onto the document design in the default font/size for the area of the document. If you
wish to change the font select the FONT button and the font dialog is shown as discussed earlier
(you are setting the font for this item alone).
To change the colour of the background
to the text select the COLOUR button and
a colour dialog will be displayed allowing
you to select from a pre-defined colour
set or allow you to create up to 16 custom
colours of your choosing.
To define a custom colour click with the
mouse on the colour panel display and
then move the scroll panel on the right to
control the luminescence. Once your
happy with the colour select the ‘Add to
Custom Colours’ button and the colour
will be added to the custom colours on
the left for selection.
The ‘SNAP’ button is used to position the text item at the centre of a row and at the start of a
column – snapping the text to the grid. The ‘DELETE’ button removes the text and returns you to
the document mask.
Once you are happy with the changes select the CLOSE option to update the text label and return
to the document mask. If you wish to abandon click the X button in the corner of the Text
Properties window.
This isn’t all the options available though – if you select the
ACTION pull-down menu, in addition to the button prompts
(with a bit more description) are further options to reset the
font and colour to default settings, save the font and colour to
and set from the palette – this is useful if making the same
changes to several items. You also have the option to add a
border around the text label, and to right align the text within
the label.
Finally you can choose to abandon changes or accept and
update the changes.
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Data Items
If you select to insert a new ‘Data Item’ then a pop-up form allows you to select the data item to
be displayed.

To select an item you need to select the category of item and then the print item itself. Drop
down lists are available for each – use the mouse to activate first the category list.

Available categories are:


Document Headings – transaction ‘header’ items such as date or reference



Transaction Detail – transaction ‘detail’ items such as stock, description and quantity



Stock Items - up to ten items from the stock record can be printed per detail



Transaction Extra Items – up to eight additional items can be configured for input after
entry of the transaction details; these details can be printed from here



From/To Location – applicable for Warehouse Transfer documents these allow print of
up to ten items from each location.



Transaction Totals – allows print of totals such as quantity and values before/after tax



From/To Batch Details – allow print of up to five items from the batch database



Account Details – allows print of up to fifteen items from the Sales/Purchase account
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Tax Table – specify print items for VAT summary analysis



Continuation – multi-page print options and page numbering



Company Details – allows print of company name and address details.

Once the category is selected choosing the print item drop-down list shows the items available for
selection in this category.

Items with a  after them are already used within the document so you cannot select these again.
Some categories allow you to choose direct from the database the items to print. For these items
the ‘–‘ character as the print item represents a free item available for you to define. If you select
this then the appropriate database is displayed for you to select a data item from.

Once you have selected the item then the options are available, as with text, to change the font,
background colour or delete. ‘Snap to Grid’ is not available on data items as data items are
automatically ‘snapped to the grid’.

Line Drawing
If you select to insert a new Line – either horizontal or vertical - then a short line is drawn on the
page. This can then be extended by moving the mouse to the end of the line (until the cursor
changes to an arrow) and then clicking with the mouse and dragging it for the length required.
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Box Drawing
If you select to insert a Box then a small box is drawn on the page. This can be extended by
moving the box to a corner (until the cursor changes to an arrow) and then clicking with the
mouse and dragging it for the size required.
You can position items within a box by right-clicking and choose the new option required – if you
click on/near the box border you are assumed to be amending the box though, so if want an item
up against the border insert it elsewhere and move it to the position you want. If you wish to
include lines within a box, perhaps for a column border, or an image then draw the box first and
add the lines/image afterwards.

Image File
If you select to insert a new ‘Image’ then a pop-up form allows you to select the image to be
displayed.

You are asked to enter the image filename (BMP or JPG files only). You can browse for the file
by clicking the ‘?’ icon or pressing <F4-Select>. Images are held in folder ‘DocImage’ created
automatically off the DFCOMP location (usually \DFWIN\DATA).
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Although you can browse to other folders from here you can only select to apply images from the
‘DocImage’ folder – if necessary you can copy from another location and paste here via the file
selection browser.
Once you select the image file its filename is returned to the document to be applied. Note that
the image is sized as per the file and cannot be resized within Datafile – you must use an external
package to resize if you need to do this.

Moving, Deleting and Amending Items
You can move an items position by selecting it with the mouse and dragging it to where it’s
required. If the ‘Tools’ option ‘Snap to Grid’ is enabled then all items start in a specified grid
point, if switch this off then all bar data items can be set anywhere within the grid cell.
You can delete an item by selecting it with the mouse and pressing the <DELETE> key.
If you right-click with the mouse on any item then a menu is available allowing you to change the
properties.
Right-clicking against a Text item allows you to access the
properties in full and allows individual options to amend the
font, set the background colour, add (or remove) a border, rightalign the text, or snap to the grid.
You can also reset the font/colour to default values or save the
font and colour to the palette for application to another item
using the Set option.
You can also delete the text item from here.

Right-clicking against a Data item allows you to access the
properties box in full and allow individual options to amend the
font, amend the background colour, add (or remove) a border,
or to right-align the data item.
As with text you can reset the font/colour to default values,
save/set the font and colour from the palette or delete the item.

Right-clicking against a Line item allows you to access the properties in
full, amend the line colour, snap the line to the grid and to delete the
line.
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Right-clicking against a Box item allows you to access the
properties in full, amend the background (fill) colour of the
box, set/clear round corners, snap the box to the grid and to
delete the box.

Right-clicking against an Image item allows you to access the properties
of the image or to delete it.

Document Watermark
You have the option to add a bitmap behind the entire document to act as a watermark. (If
converting an earlier document that had a bitmap background then this is set as the watermark for
the current document.)
The Format pull-down menu allows the option to edit the watermark giving options to ‘add’,
‘change’ or ‘delete’. The ‘change’ and ‘delete’ options are suppressed if no watermark has been
applied, the ‘add’ is suppressed if you have applied a watermark.
Selecting the add, or indeed the change option, opens the file browser in the DocImage folder
allowing you to select the BMP file. As with images you must select the bitmap from the
DocImage folder. The watermark image is displayed automatically in the designer but you can
switch this off by deselecting the ‘Show Watermark’ option available on the Format pull-down.

Print Preview and Test Print
You can preview the document to the screen or the printer from the File pull-down menu.
Selecting the Print Preview option shows the document on screen. You can use the scroll bars to
move up/down/across the document. <ESC> or clicking the X-close button returns you to the
document design.
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Selecting the Test Print option loads the printer dialog allowing you to send the document to the
printer, spooler or a PDF file.

Printer Settings
This option allows you to set a default printer and tray for the stock document.

Clicking the drop-down list shows the printers available from the pc for you to select, after
selecting the printer the list of trays can also be selected from a drop-down list. Note that this
option assumes that the same printer is available, on the same device path, from all terminals that
will process the particular document. If the printer is not available the usual default will apply.
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E-Mail Settings
The E-Mail Settings option allows you to configure default message details if the document is
printed to E-Mail.

Data item containing e-mail address – select the data item from the main file in the application
that contains the email address to be used. The main files for each application are:




Sales Issues / Sales Reservations – Sales Accounts File
Purchase Orders / Orders Received / Goods Received – Purchase Accounts File
Location Transfer – Location File (To-Location Record)

NB: For Stock Adjustments, Stock Transfers and Cost/Price Changes this option is suppressed.
Send Automatically – controls whether the message is to be displayed for
confirmation/amendment before sending. See notes on Microsoft Outlook / Outlook Express
below.
Filename to Save As – the document is saved as an attachment to the email with a filename of
the document title. You may want to save with a more relevant name. You only enter the
filename not the path or suffix and you can use ‘!nnn’ to pick up a value from the main file record
(where nnn is a three-digit data item number – 002 etc.). Data Items available can be viewed by
clicking the LIST button at the foot of the parameter screen.
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Address – this option asks for a ‘hard-coded’ email address to which to send the email to as an
alternative to picking up the address from a main file record. You may use this on Stock
Documents to send the document to the warehouse.
Subject – enter the subject of the email. Again you can use !nnn to pick up a value from the main
file record and in addition to the standard 160 fields available from the database you can use
special items to pick up:





161 – Document Date
162 – User Name
163 – Document Reference
164 – Document Balance

Message – enter the message detail as required. Again you can use !nnn to pick up items from
the main file or include the extra 161+ items above.
Wordwrap – when you send a message the text is output as entered above but the use of !nnn
items may cause one line entered in the message to overflow into two lines on the email. Setting
the option to word wrap outputs the message text as paragraphs, a new paragraph starting after a
blank line. You can also force a new paragraph by entering ‘%%’ at the start of the line.

Automatic Emails and Outlook Express / Microsoft Outlook
Security developments in later versions of Outlook Express and Microsoft Outlook mean that, by
default, you cannot send emails automatically – a message is displayed warning that a program
(i.e. Datafile) is trying to send an email message and asks whether you wish to proceed with the
send (and you can’t respond Yes for a number of seconds). This feature was introduced to
prevent viruses spreading themselves to everyone in your address book. This feature cannot be
disabled by Datafile.
Outlook Express can be set to disable this warning via the Tools / Options menu and the Security
tab. Disabling ‘Warn me when other applications try to send mail as me’ will prevent the warning
message. If you do this you must ensure that your virus checker and firewalls are currently up-todate and are kept up-to-date.
Microsoft Outlook does not have an equivalent option to this. Microsoft Support does notify that
if using Outlook on top of Exchange Server then you can set via ‘Administer Outlook Security’
tools trusted programs that are allowed to send emails automatically.
Finally, Outlook Express can be set to send mail immediately on creation. Whilst not an issue as
much in Stock Control, as only one document is produced at a time in other applications when
this is set the email message is sent after each, for example, sales statement is produced in
Datafile and Datafile cannot continue to the next statement until Outlook Express has sent the
message. As you might imagine even on a broadband connection this can take some time.
Within Outlook Express selecting Tools / Options and the ‘Send’ tab allows you to disable the
option to send mail immediately.
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Automatic Email and Anti-Virus Software
As with the security checking introduced by Microsoft, anti-virus checkers can also look for
several e-mail messages being sent in a short period of time. Anti-virus checkers generally warn
when more than one message is sent with the same subject (which could be avoided by using the
!nnn function to pick up a value from the main data item record), and also warn if a number of
messages are sent within a number of seconds (these details depend on the virus software).
Generally the Anti-virus software will pause the sending of the email message(s) and ask you to
confirm it is OK to send.

Fax Printing
Selected fax software, such as Tobit David and Zetafax, allow programs to pass information to
them with regards to fax and contact details. This option allows you to enter those commands and
pick up fax and contact details from the customer / supplier account / location record (the
databases available dependent on the document and matching that of email settings above).

You have the ability to enter up to ten lines of control text that will be passed to the fax printer
(note if you print this to a standard printer directly – i.e. not print to the fax printer – these
commands will appear on the printout) which will allow you to pass detail such as fax numbers
and contacts.
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To pass information from the database, such as a fax number, you enter the command
(@@NUMBER for Tobit), followed by a space and then a ‘!’ and a three-digit number, finishing
with any closing command (@@ for Tobit). Data items available are shown on the LIST button
including special options for document date and user name.
Include commands when sending to the spooler – If left blank then the commands will not be
included if you send the document to the print spooler. Note that if sending document runs to the
spooler containing multiple commands for different contacts then Tobit for one cannot interpret
the print job correctly.

Document Parameters
In addition to the design features accessible from the document mask there are various parameter
screens which can be used to configure the printed output and the processing of the document.
When you select Parameters we automatically display the first of these parameter screens. You
can navigate between the parameter screens by using the options available at the bottom of the
parameter screen.

The PREVIOUS button, available on all bar the first parameter screen, takes you to the previous
parameter screen. The NEXT button, available on all bar the last parameter screen, takes you to
the next parameter screen. The OK and CLOSE buttons both return you to the document mask.
The ACTION pull-down lists the parameter screens
available allowing you to go directly to the required screen if
desired.
In addition to the buttons you can navigate between pages by
use of the <Page-Up> and <Page-Down> keys. The <End>
key will also take you to the next page and the <ESC> key
will return you to the document mask. Note that once you
have changed the value of an item then the value is updated
to the definition – if you want to reset it you must either
change it back or exit from the document design without
saving.

General Document Parameters
Number of lines down on document
The maximum number of lines that can be printed is 132.
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Width of each line (max 255)
The maximum width of a document is 255 characters. Enter the appropriate width here.

Line where transaction detail starts/finishes
These prompts refer to the first and last line where the line entries (i.e. the stock transaction
details entered) may be printed. Typically you leave a section for header and footer details.

Single Sheet Stationery
Normally never set but if is then will stop the printer at the end of each page to ask the operator to
insert another sheet of paper.

Space a Line between transaction entries
If set then a blank line is printed between each transaction.

Maximum Size of Values Printed
This prompt refers to the maximum number of significant digits (i.e. value before the decimal
point) expected.

Values to include “,” in thousands
This prompt asks that when print values over 1000 that prints as 1,000. If set, then you need to
manually increase the after decimal value for each 1000 printed, according to the maximum size
of values.

Number of Copies Printed
Defaulting to ‘1’ here you can set to print up to 9 copies of the document. If set to print 2 or more
copies then you are not asked at run-time for another printout.

Force Updating of Files
If set then when asked to update stock transactions must respond ‘Y’ (can still abandon during
transaction entry)

Force Printing of Document
If set then when asked to print the document must respond “Y” (can still abandon during
transaction entry).
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General Document Parameters – 2
The options available on General Document Parameters 2 differ slightly depending on the
transaction type the document is being designed for. Each item available here can be printed
twice on the document by specifying the appropriate line/column number.

Date
This refers to the entered stock transaction date (available on all documents)

Reference
This refers to the entered reference (available on all documents)

User 1
This is an additional ‘header’ item than may be entered during transaction entry (available on all
documents)

Account
During transaction entry you can enter a sales/purchase account code within the transaction
header (only available on sales issues, purchase orders, purchases received, goods received and
stock reservations)

Which Price
Stock allows up to 9 selling prices to be defined and used during stock issue/reservation.

Adjust Type
Only applicable on stock adjustment documents this prints the adjust type entered within the
transaction header (if adjust-type is a table entry then the table description is printed)

User Defined Column Entries
As with General Document Parameters 2 the options here can vary depending on the transaction
type.

Stock Description column
Allows you to configure the print of the stock description. This is the description as recorded on
the stock file not the transaction description entered on each analysis line.
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Stock Description maximum width
Allows you to set the size of description printed, although in practice this is rarely set different
from the data item size.

Stock Description number of lines (max 2)
Up to two lines of stock description can be set against the stock records and you can configure
whether the system should print one or two lines.
For each of the prompts below you enter a column number at which you want to start printing the
item – leave as zero if not required.

Stock Code
Price Per
Tax Code
Tax Rate
Unit of Issue
User-2 Detail Item
Transaction Description
To-Stock Code – only applicable on stock transfer
To-Stock Description – only applicable on stock transfer
Which Price – only applicable on cost/price change

Column Entries for Values
Here you can specify the printing position of line value items. Unlike text items when printing a
value you specify the printing position ‘Before Decimal’ – i.e. the significant figures, the ‘After
Decimal’ – i.e. the pence and ‘Print Decimal’ – whether you print the decimal point. In practice
you would position these items from the document mask using <Select> and choosing the
appropriate category and these values would be set for you but you may want to amend these
values manually.

Quantity
Price Each
Quantity x Price
Tax Amount
Total Including Tax Amount
The above items appear on all documents except the cost/price change, the items below only
appear on cost/price documents.
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Old Cost Price
New Cost Price

Stock Items Printed
This parameter screen allows you to specify up to ten items from the Stock file to be printed in the
detail area. If document is for stock transfers, then the first five items are from the ‘from-stock’
record, and the second five from the ‘to-stock’ record.

Extra Transaction Items to be Printed
An option within the Application User Facilities for Stock Control allows an additional eight
‘user-1’ style items to be entered. If enabled the print of these items can be configured here.

Transfer From/To Items Printed
Only applicable when printing a Warehouse Transfer document, these parameter screens allow
print of items from the from/to stock location records.

Final Document Totals
Not applicable for Cost/Price documents, here you can specify the printing position of the
document total items. As with line values you enter ‘before dec’, ‘after dec’ and ‘print dec’ but in
practice you are likely the position these items from the document mask. Items that can be
printed are:

Total Quantity x Price
Total Quantity
Tax Amount
Transaction Totals incl. Tax
Transaction Totals incl. Tax (second print)

Account Items to be Printed
This parameter screen allows up to 15 items to be printed from the Sales (or Purchase) Accounts
file. If Premier and printing address details then you can also set to compress blank address lines.
This screen is only applicable for Stock Issue, Purchase Orders, Purchases Received, Goods
Received and Stock Reserved transaction documents.

Tax Analysis Table
Although no stock transactions allow you to amend the VAT code used, certain transaction types
do calculate a tax value (using the VAT code of the stock item). The Tax Analysis table allows
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you to show a summary per VAT code of the goods amount and tax amount for the transactions
entered.
Although you can specify the printing positions of the VAT table from the document mask you do
need to set the prompt ‘Print Tax Analysis Table’ in this parameter screen before the table is
printed.

Special Print Options
Print Dates in dd/mm/yyyy format
Transaction dates in Datafile allow entry of two characters for the year (26-99 being 1926-1999
and 00-25 being 2000 to 2025). If set this option configures the print of the transaction date to be
a four-digit year.

Force Page Out on each page
On some printers a document might not print until the job ‘times out’. When set this option
closes the print job after processing each page forcing the print of the document.

Continuation Options
The document detail is limited to x number of lines per page (depending on first and last detail
lines set) and if enter more than this number of details a multi-page document is printed. These
options allow you to configure extra details on the printed document in this circumstance.

Continued Over Message
Enter text prompt displayed, usually at the end of details on pages other than the last, to show that
there are further pages.

Message on line/column
Set printing position of the continued over text

C/F Amount line/column
Set printing position of the carried forward value

Omit Footer Printing
Only Omit Data
If set then all text/data items below the last detail line (except continued over message and value)
are omitted from print for all pages apart from the last. Line Drawing and Boxes are also omitted
where they start within the footer area.
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If set to ‘Only Omit Data’ then data items are omitted but text, line drawings and boxes continue
to print.
NB: Images continue to print regardless of this setting.

Continued From Message
Enter text prompt displayed, usually at the top of details on pages other than the first, to show that
this page is continued from a previous page.

Message on line/column
Set print position of the continued from text

B/F Amount line/column
Set print position of the brought forward value

Omit Header Print
Only Omit Data
If set then all text/data items above the first detail (except continued from message and value) are
omitted from print for all pages apart from the first. Line Drawing and Boxes are also omitted
where they start and finish within the header area.
If set to ‘Only Omit Data’ then data items are omitted but text, line drawings and boxes continue
to print.
NB: Images continue to print regardless of this setting.

Print Page Number on Line / Column
Print Page Total on Line / Column
Set these options to allow print of ‘Page x of y’

Which Amount for C/F and B/F Printing
This prompt asks which of ‘Total Qty x Price’, ‘Total Qty’ or ‘Total Value (inc Tax)’ is to be
printed when printing any C/F or B/F values.

Batch Tracking Printing
Only applicable on documents that update physical stock (so excludes Purchase Orders, Stock
Reserved and Cost/Price Change documents) this parameter screen allows print of the batch/serial
details for the applicable stock items.
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Print Batches
Set if require print of batch details

Space Line Before
Batch details are printed below the standard transaction entry line, if set a blank line is left
between the end of the stock description and the start of the batch details.

Quantity Before / After
Set printing position of the batch/serial quantity.

Print Batch Item Line/Column
Up to five items (including the batch/serial code) can be printed from the batch file.

Max Across Page
Batch/Serial details are normally printed one per line. If using small batch/serial codes you may
want to print more than one per line. Set here the number of batches per line.

Repeat Col Offset
If printing more than one batch/serial per line then this option is the number of columns to add to
the batch print for second (and subsequent) batch items to print.
On Stock Transfer and Warehouse Transfer document then the Qty and Print Batch Item details
are then repeated for the ‘to-stock’ details.

Save and Exit
The File pull-down allows you to save the document and exit the design. If you exit without
saving you will be prompted to save changes – if you respond ‘Yes’ then you save the document
before exiting, if you respond ‘No’ then any changes you have made are abandoned.

Notes
Once the document has been configured you need to enable the print within the Application
User Facilities. On the fourth screen of the option ‘Stock Transactions’ you can specify
against each transaction type whether document print is allowed.
The Adjust document is used for both stock adjustment transactions and manual stock take
adjustments. If performing stock take adjustments automatically then a separate stock audit
trail report is printed.
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Application User Facilities
The Application User Facilities allows configuration of the individual options within Stock
Control and is available for Diamond and Premier Users.

Maintain Stock File
The options here allow configuration of the maintenance screens used for the stock and location
files plus additional replicate options uses with multi-location stock.

Maintain Stock Records – Add, Amend, View and Delete
Although there appear to be separate options for Add, Amend, View and Delete, they all if fact
offer the same screen – it is done this way to align with the menu. Within these options you
define the screen layout used within the maintain stock options.


To display a data item, position the cursor and right-click with the mouse, choose the data
item to display from the list and then confirm whether the item is to be view-only,
mandatory or should force input to uppercase. Up to forty-eight items can be displayed on
screen.



To enter text click the mouse on the screen where you want to enter text and type.
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To draw a screen border choose the option on the Tools pull-down menu.



To draw vertical/horizontal lines switch to line mode (again on Tools pull-down) and then
use mouse to click the line starting position and then drag the cursor to where you want it
to end.



To amend the sequence in which you process the data items then choose the Tools option
‘Sequence’. Select the item you want to move from the list and then select the item you
wish to process it after.



To amend the database the screen is based on, in this case the Stock file; choose the DBRestructure option from the Tools pull-down.

Additional Maintenance/Enquiry Screens
The Extra Maintenance screens allow up to six extra maintenance screens that can be configured
to maintain and enquire on selected settings for the Stock file. We supply five of these predefined to show demand details, enquire on supplier details, set batch/serial details, set alternate
stock details and to amend prices. You can, of course, amend these to match your own
requirements.
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On selection of the Extra Maintenance screens option a list of the configured screens are
displayed (any displayed as ‘spare’ are currently not in use). To configure select the appropriate
screen, you are then asked for a couple of parameter settings and then you can design the screen
to meet your requirement.

The parameter settings are:

Confirm Menu Title
This is the name to appear in the list of extra maintenance screens (above)

Type of Action for this Screen
Here you enter, as a string, the actions allowed on this screen. A-Add, U-Update, V-View and DDelete are allowed. For example, entering UV allows both Update and View, entering V just
allows View.

Menu Bar Title Id
This is the short title that appears at run-time when the operator selects this option.
In addition if use Multi Location Stock a further parameter is available:

If update– Ask Other Locations
This allows the operator to update the amended details across to the stock code in the other
locations – the system copies values from all non view-only fields on screen.
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Location Maintenance
This option allows configuration of the screen used for maintaining your stock locations. Screen
design is as per the stock detail above.

Location Options
When adding stock records the system offers to add the stock record in to your other defined
locations once it is saved. This option allows you to define up to forty-eight items on the stock
record that are to be replicated to the other locations – typically you would select to replicate
description, price and supplier details, you would not include stock code, physical, demand, etc.

A further forty-eight copy items are available for definition when updating a stock record.
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Add New Stock Remember Items
When adding several stock items, perhaps you have received an updated catalogue; you could be
setting many of the same inputs as per the previous record you added. This option allows you to
nominate up to forty-eight items to be remembered in continuous stock addition.

Stock Transactions
This option allows you to configure, over four screens of parameters, how transactions are to be
entered into the system.
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Stock Transactions (screen 1 of 4)

Transaction References Always Numeric
This option allows you to specific whether the transaction references are to be strictly numeric.
Each transaction type has its own sequence for which you can select whether the reference is
purely numeric.

Add One to Ref Each Time
For any of the transaction references that are set to be strictly numeric you can specify whether to
automatically increment the reference number during posting – typically if numeric you would
also select this.

Enter a Document Total before Details
Document totals are the sum of all the line entry quantities – this option asks if you wish to preenter a control total of quantities for the batch of transactions to be input.

If Zero, then accept any input totals
If set to pre-enter a batch total (above) then if left as 0 then will allow update of stock transactions
with any quantity total.
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Automatically Accept Document Totals
If set not to pre-enter a batch total then system requires you to enter a total quantity after inputting
the transaction details as a batch total check, setting this option omits this requirement and
updates the stock transactions without a quantity check.

Confirm / Adjust On-Order Quantities
When using the Stock Transaction option ‘Purchase Orders Received’ the on-order is
automatically reduced to match the entered quantity received. Where you often have over/under
deliveries that are not to be returned/supplied this can make your on-order stock quantity
unreliable. This option allows you to confirm the quantity to be used to update the on-order stock
level.

Omit Input of Tax Amount for Trans
The system calculates a tax amount of the transaction based on the ‘standard’ VAT code of the
product – in most cases this is unnecessary as VAT liabilities are calculated through the sales and
purchase ledgers. Setting this option omits the display and calculation of VAT details.

Omit Input of Sales Account Code
Sales Issues and Reservations allow entry of a nominated sales account for the transaction to be
recorded against them, if this option not required it can be omitted by setting this flag.

Omit Input of Purchase Account Code
Purchase Orders, Purchase Orders Received and Goods Received transactions allow entry of a
nominated purchase account to be recorded against them. If this option is not required it can be
omitted by setting this flag.

Omit Input of Which Price Prompt
Sales Issues and Reservations allow you set the ‘price no’ for stock to be issued at. If always
issuing a price band 1 you can omit this prompt by setting this option.

Do Not Allow Negative Stock
When set any transaction that would result in a negative physical quantity (i.e. less than 0) is not
allowed.

Prevent Input of Negative Quantities
Stock Transactions such as sales issues allow entry of both positive (sales) and negative (credit)
quantities. If you prefer credits to be done via Stock Adjustments then setting this omits this
option. Note this also applies to purchases so if require to return stock to a supplier it would be
need to be ‘sold’ via a sales issue at cost price.
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Do Not Show Cost Price for Goods Received
When entering goods received/purchase orders delivered transactions the system defaults the cost
price as per the current cost price recorded on stock. This option, when set, defaults the cost price
to 0.

Alternate Reference Headings
Each of the stock transactions prompts for a ‘Reference’. Here you can set an alternate title to be
displayed instead of reference, for example, issue-no for sales issues or order-no for purchases.

Stock Transactions (screen 2 of 4)

Mandatory ‘To’ code for Stock Transfers
When entering stock transfers you can enter a transfer from one stock item to many stock items
however the total quantity on the ‘to’ stock items doesn’t have to match the ‘from’ quantity.
Setting this option forces the input of a ‘to’ code for each transfer entry meaning to enter a
multiple transfer, say for distributing stock from central stores to each warehouse, you have to
enter individual transfers for each warehouse.
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Omit Same Code for M/Loc Transfers
On a multi-location configured system the stock transfer procedure defaults the ‘to’ stock code as
per the entered ‘from’ code assuming that you are transferring between warehouses. Set this
option to omit this default.

Alternate Transfers option for M/Loc
One of the common procedures for stock transfer is to distribute stock between locations. Setting
this option provides an additional transaction option ‘Warehouse Transfer’ which streamlines the
process of transferring stock between locations.

Alternate Display for stock footer-1
Alternate Display for stock footer-2
When entering stock transactions after entry of the stock code the system displays details from the
stock record selected in the footer of the screen – one line shows the description and physical
quantity, the second the issue unit and pack quantity. Setting this option allows this display to be
user defined.
On selection of these options a pop-up window allows entry of the items to be displayed.


Stock Item – Select the data item to be displayed.



Text – if blank then system displays the data item name as the text label, else you can set
the label to be displayed.



Col – if text set then can set the screen column (1-80) at which point the data item is to be
displayed.

Up to eight items can be set for display, subject to screen limitations of 80 columns, for each line.
Note that if select to use the alternate footer for either line then the standard display items for both
are suppressed.

Confirm Cost Price for Stock Transfers
Within the Stock Transfer the system can update the FIFO details and the cost price for the ‘To’
item based on the goods receipt settings in the Stock System Profiles. The cost price used is
either the cost price of the ‘from’ stock item or the FIFO cost when set to use FIFO. This feature,
when set, allows you to confirm this cost on the stock transfer.
Note that if set this cost only applies for the update of the ‘to’ item, stock is still issued out of the
‘from’ item at its original cost.
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Optional Cost Price to use on Stock Transfers
When transferring stock there may be an additional cost associated with the transfer – perhaps a
delivery charge for transfer between warehouses – this option allows you to nominate an alternate
item on the ‘from’ stock record that is used as the cost of the transfer.
Note that the option to confirm cost must also be enabled and that again the cost is only used for
update of the ‘to’ item, the ‘from’ stock being issued at its original cost.

Stock Transactions (screen 3 of 4)

Parameter options on screen 3 of 4 primarily apply to the Retail Stock accessory where different
transaction entry options are available. However, some of the options can apply for standard
stock transaction entry and these are outlined below.

Default Quantity to ‘1’ on Issues/Reserved
Set for the transaction quantity to default to ‘1’, rather than blank, on sales issues and stock
reservation transactions.
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Prompt Location in Header Only
This restricts all transactions, bar transfer options, to a particular stock location selected in the
transaction header (along with date/reference etc.)

Enter Total Sales Value for Issues
Only applicable for Retail Stock.

Record Cash Payment Analysis for Issues
Only applicable for Retail Stock.

Record Sell Price on Orders/Receipts
Only applicable for Retail Stock.

Omit Line Description on Retail Sales
Only applicable for Retail Stock

Show Running Value on Sales Issues
When set the system displays the total accumulated value in the transaction header for the entered
details on sales issues and reservations.

Show Running Value on Order/Receipts
If set then the system displays the total accumulated value in the transaction header for the entered
details on purchase orders, orders received and goods received.

Omit Input of Cash Takings for Dockets
Only applicable if Retail Stock

Omit Input of Cash Takings for Tills
Only applicable if Retail Stock

Omit Prompting for Reserved Updating
On Sales Issues if the selected stock has a reserved quantity then you are prompted to update
reserved, setting this option omits that prompt.
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Omit Beep Warning on Quantity Checks
On Sales Issue will ‘beep’ if entered quantity means physical stock will go negative, as well as
warning display in transaction footer. Setting this option omits the beep but leaves the on-screen
warning.

Codes for Pay Types
Only applicable for Retail Stock

Stock Transactions (screen 4 of 4)

The fourth parameter screen allows the nomination of additional stock transaction items to be
input. These act as per the ‘user-1’ extra item in that they apply to all details of the stock
transaction but are prompted after entry of the details rather than beforehand.
Up to eight stock transaction items can be selected and you can configure which of the stock
transaction options each extra item can be prompted on.
This parameter screen also allows setting of the transaction types that are to produce a printed
output. If any transactions set to print a document then the stock document design options are
available after this parameter screen.
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Stock Reports
Here you define how the stock reports, based on the stock records file, are to print. For each
report the parameters you must give include the print style (type of printing), the data items to
print, and any sorting sequence for the final report.

The set-up for each report follows a standard pattern as illustrated by the ‘Price Catalogue’ report.
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Print Control
Up to eight report styles can be defined on your system through the CONFIG user (see the
Configuration Guide). These control the length/width of page to print. The styles available are
listed at the bottom right of the screen.

Data Items
Here you can select up to ten items to print across the page for each report. The data items
available for selection are listed to the right of the screen – you can also, however, use the F4Select key to select items for the report.

Sub Total on Item
Here you can select a data item to break the report and provide totals for, for example you could
select to provide totals per analysis code. The item set here must also be set as the first sort item
below.

Sorting Sequence
Reports are normally printed in stock code order. You may specify a different sorting sequence
for a report here by giving the item numbers in the file of the data item on which you wish to sort.
The first item chosen is the senior sort item, with each subsequent one being junior.
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You have the option to choose an ascending sort sequence (normal choice) or descending value.
You might use descending value if sorting on a numeric value.

Multi Location Stock
If using multi-location stock then reports are printed location by location. Any sorting
sequence defined here occurs within the location.

The OPTIONS Button
When you select to configure an application report, such as the Price Catalogue, the OPTIONS
button allows you to set the paper size, font and margins of the printed output.

The layout of this screen differs slightly based on whether you have set the page size (as above) or
not. Before discussing the parameters you should note the buttons available at the footer of this
parameter screen.
This option updates the individual parameters from your user default when they
are set, overwriting presets where applicable. If no user defaults are set then this
option is ‘greyed’ out and cannot be selected. To set user defaults see the appropriate section
below.
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This saves your set parameters so they are offered as default next time this report is
run (Note: this is system wide not per user).

This option abandons any changes made and returns you to the report items
screen.
The parameters available are:


Paper Size – select the paper size the report is to be printed to (i.e. A4). You can elect to
leave this blank in which case the report is printed as per the last/default page size of the
printer, however, if you do this you can only choose fixed pitch fonts – selecting a page
size is mandatory to use proportional fonts. If you set a page size then the options screen
re-displays with the appropriate parameters. If you leave blank then the options screen
remains as above.



Default Printer Font – a font dialog is display allowing you to select as required, the
default font to be used for this report. If you’ve sent the page size then all fonts are
available, if you haven’t set this then only fixed pitch fonts can be assigned. You can also
set bold/italic attributes and font size – note that if you haven’t set a page size then the font
size option is not applicable (font is sized as per previous rules).
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Selecting the Font Size
Generally you can’t go far wrong with 10point. However, if you have a lot of data items on
your report, and are printing in portrait, 10point may be too big to fit all the required
information without overlapping fields.
The positioning of fields across the page is determined by the item size – if you imagine the
stock valuation report this shows, by default, the stock code (16 characters), the description
(30), the qty (14), the price (14), and the value (14), together with spaces between the items
this gives a total of 92 characters, or columns required, across the page (think graph paper –
you have 92 ‘cells’ across the page).
Those 92 columns are split equally across the available page (page size and margins taken
into account) as starting positions for data items – so the stock code starts at column 1, the
description at column 18 (stock code plus 1), etc. If you select a font size too big then the
stock code may not finish printing before the description starts causing the description to
overlap the end of the stock code. If this occurs then you may need to either reduce the font
size or consider swapping the report to landscape orientation if the font size would go too
small.



Default to Landscape – set to default the printed report to landscape, leave blank for
usual portrait orientation. You may want to set reports such as the Sales Ledger Aged
Debtors Report or the Cashbook Receipts Analysis Listing to landscape as these reports
require a large amount of detail to be printed and otherwise the font size could be too
small.



Show Time in Report Headings – set to include the printed time in the report headings in
addition to the printed date.



Include Selection Criteria – set to print any selection criteria that were applied to the
report.



Email as Text – if send this report via email this option allows you to send as a text file
attachment as opposed to, if left blank, PDF.



Omit Full Page Headings – When printing a multi-page report the system repeats the
headings for each page. Setting this option reduces the heading details for the second and
subsequent pages allowing more record detail to be printed per page.



Default Output to Spooler – Usually, when printing a report, the default printer is the last
print device used. Select this option to set the default printer as the spooler for this report.
This acts only as a default and doesn’t prevent you electing to print the report instead.



Allow Change of Printer Alias – when these options are configured then it is assumed
you are printing as ‘direct windows print’ and this is the alias set by default. Setting this
option allows you to change the default alias at run-time to one of the list of Datafile
configured printers. If you change the alias to a ‘DOS’ style alias then the page size
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(length/width) and font are again picked up from the Print Style Profile, although other
settings such as ‘include time’ etc. remain from the OPTIONS display.


Print Negatives in Red – on selected reports, assuming you have a colour printer; it may
be useful to print negative values in red. This option allows this.

The next set of parameters allows you to specify formatting and margin settings. This section is
different if you set the page size earlier. If you have set the page size then you set the margins in
millimetres. If you haven’t set the page size then you set margin in ‘columns’ for both portrait
and landscape - the appropriate settings being used based on the orientation of the output selected
at run-time.

Paper Size Set


Characters Per Line – the system displays the width of the report items on the right. If
you leave this value at 0 (recommended) then the report width used in determining the start
column positions of data items (as discussed above with regards to font size) is the larger
of either the report print items or 80 columns. You can manually set a report width – from
64 to 255 columns. You may want to increase the number of columns on (say) a landscape
report with few print items to bring the fields closer together to aid in reading.



Lines Per Page – if left at 0 (recommended) then the number of lines per page is
determined by the font and page size. Alternatively you can set a number of lines per
page, perhaps to give a greater gap between rows of data items.



Left Margin (mm) – set the size of the left hand margin (relative to page orientation in
millimetres.



Right Margin (mm) – set the size of the right hand margin.



Top Margin (mm) – set the size of the top margin.



Bottom Margin (mm) – set the size of the bottom margin.

Paper Size Not Set


Minimum Characters Per Line – the system displays the width of the report items to the
right. If you leave this value as 0 then the report width is the larger of either the report
print items or 80 characters. You can manually set a report width – from 64 to 255
characters wide – but if you set a width less than the items actually printed then this is
overridden by the report width at run-time.



Maximum Lines Per Page – if left at 0 then when printing a report the system will
determine the number of lines per page based on the report width and the printable area of
the page up to a maximum of 72 lines per page in portrait mode or 50 lines per page in
landscape mode. Alternatively you can set the number of lines per page, from 16 to 255,
and this is then taken into account when deciding font size to ensure that number of lines is
printed. If left at 0 then when sending to the spooler the lines per page is assumed to be 72
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in portrait mode and 50 in landscape. If you require an identical print from the printer and
the spooler then a maximum number of lines should be set.


Left Margin – set the number of characters to be used as a margin from 1 to 64. If you
require a margin then when entering the value you need to take into account the report
print width – a margin of 4 characters on an 80-character report will be bigger than a
margin of 4 characters on a 132-character report. If left at 0 no left margin is applied.



Right Margin – if you require a margin to be applied on the right of the report set the
number of characters accordingly (again 1-64), if leave as 0 then no right margin is
applied.



Top Margin – set the number of lines to leave as a margin at the top of the page (1-32
lines). If left at 0 then no top margin is applied.



Bottom Margin – set the number of lines to leave as a margin at the bottom of the page
(1-32 lines). If left at 0 then no bottom margin is applied.

Finally, you can set default options that are used when you send the report to print or e-mail.


Print Device – if using a stand-alone Datafile system then you can set a default printer to
output to. This option only applies when sending to a print device; if last printer was
spooler or fax then this remains the default. If using a networked Datafile system then you
can still set this where you are printing to a networked printer – provided all terminals have
a consistent device path. If the print device isn’t valid then the normal printer is offered
instead.



E-mail Address – if the report is sent to email then here you can enter an email address
that is to be used by default for this report – though it can be amended at run-time.

Once you’ve set the desired parameters select SAVE option to apply for this and future prints.

Price Catalogue
This report is used to produce a price list for stock codes; it would normally include the stock
code, description and one or more of the prices.

Stock Valuation
This report is used to produce a stock valuation listing. Up to ten items can be specified but
special processing options are assigned to the ninth and tenth items. The ninth item is used for the
item to be valued (normally physical quantity) and the tenth for the price at which it is to be
valued (normally the cost price).
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Report FIFO Values
If FIFO values set to be recorded within Stock System Profiles then this report additionally has an
option to report the FIFO breakdown.

Stock Listing
This report lists all records in the stock file, and is usually for internal use only and can be
configured to meet your specific requirements.

Checking Sheet
This report is intended for stock taking. Usually only the stock code, description and issue unit
are included on the report. When printed this report is double-spaced to allow recording of
physical stock levels.

Excess Stock
Stock Items deemed as being in excess are printed in this report (see definition of ‘excess’ in the
user instructions section for this report). Typically this report includes the stock code,
description, physical quantity, estimated usage, and last transaction date.

Slow Moving Stock
This report prints all stock records for which there have been no movements (in or out) for longer
than the number of days specified in the stock System Profiles. Typically this report includes the
stock code, description, physical stock, last transaction date and the physical value.

Out of Stock
This report includes stock item for which the stock is either zero or negative. Typically includes
the re-supply details of supplier, cost price and re-order quantity in addition to the stock code and
description.

Potential Out of Stock
There are two criteria for inclusion in this report:
Free Stock or Physical (whichever is lower) is compared against the minimum stock level. If the
minimum is greater then the stock item is included.
Usage is multiplied by lead time to establish the quantity required during the lead time. If this is
greater than either physical or free (again whichever is the lower of the two) then the stock item is
included. If either the usage or lead time is zero then this criteria is not applied.
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Again this report would typically include the re-supply details of supplier, cost price and re-order
quantity in addition to the stock code and description.

Analysis Summary
This report analyses the stock records by either the sales or purchase analysis code typically
showing the value of stock for each analysis code. For this report the only configuration options
are the print style and the following:

Analyse Which Data Item
This is the quantity item to use – typically this is physical but you may want to use free-stock
instead.

At Which Value Data Item
This is the value item to use – typically this is the cost price but you may want to use a selling
price instead.

Stock Take
This report is printed during the Stock Take procedure to highlight discrepancies between the
counted quantity and the quantity recorded as physical stock on the computer. Typically you
display the stock code, description, counted quantity, compare quantity (saved physical at start of
stock take process) and the discrepancy qty.
If using Batch Tracking a second page asks you to configure the items to display for the batch
tracking details. This has an initial question to ‘copy’ the stock layout where, if set, the display
items for the stock file are replicated for the batch print details – you can set your own details as
required though.

Stock Statements / Enquiries
You specify the details printed for the stock statement report here. Details from the stock record
are used in the header part of the statement, followed by detail from the stock transaction file.
The format of the stock statement is designed in three sections; the items to be taken from the
stock file for printing on the left of the header, items from the stock file on the right of the header
and items from the stock transaction file for printing in the body of the statement.
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Stock Items – Left
On the ‘Stock Left’ parameter screen you set the Print Control of the stock report, as discussed
above in Stock Reports, this is the style of the report and the available styles are displayed in a
help ‘bubble’ at the bottom of the screen. You can also select up to five items from the stock
record to be printed in the top left of the statement – this would usually include the stock code
itself plus description detail.
You can also set a Sorting Sequence for the stock statement – the order in which the stock
records are to be processed on the statement run. Remember that if multi-location stock is in use
then the statements will already be processed in location order.
The Options button allows you to configure the paper size, font and margins of the statement and
operates as discussed above.
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Stock Items – Right
Here you can select up to five items that are printed on the right of the statement header. The
items are again selected from the stock record. The printing position is set to start halfway across
the stock report – so for a standard 80-column report style the ‘right’ items are printed at column
40, for a condensed 132-column report the ‘right’ items are printed at column 66.

Transaction Columns
Here you can select up to ten items from the transaction file that are printed as the detail on the
statement. A special ‘161’ item is available for the stock balance – this shows the effect on
physical quantity of the transaction and provides a running balance for quantity on the statement.

Transaction Reports
Here you define how the transaction reports, based on the transaction records file, are to print.
For each report the parameters you must give include the print style (type of printing), the data
items to print, and any sorting sequence for the final report.
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The setup for each report follows a standard pattern, as illustrated by the All Transactions report.
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Print Control
Up to eight report styles can be defined on your system through the CONFIG user (see the
Configuration Guide). These control the length/width of page to print. The styles available are
listed at the bottom right of the screen.

Data Items
Here you can select up to ten items to print across the page for each report. The data items
available for selection are listed to the right of the screen – you can also, however, use the F4Select key to select items for the report.

Sub Total on Item
Here you can select a data item to break the report and provide totals for, for example you could
select to provide totals per analysis code. The item set here must also be set as the first sort item
below.

Sorting Sequence
Reports are normally printed in transaction entry order. You may specify a different sorting
sequence for a report here by giving the item numbers in the file of the data item on which you
wish to sort. The first item chosen is the senior sort item, with each subsequent one being junior.
You have the option to choose an ascending sort sequence (normal choice) or descending value.
You might use descending value if sorting on a numeric value.

Multi Location Stock
If using multi-location stock then reports are printed location by location. Any sorting
sequence defined here occurs within the location.

The OPTIONS Button
The OPTIONS button allows you to configure the page size, font and margins of the printed
report and operates as discussed in Stock Reports above.

All Transactions
This report lists all stock transactions in the order they were entered (subject to any sort settings).

Issues / Reservations
This report lists all sales issues (type 1) and reservations (type 6) transactions.
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Purchases / Deliveries
This report lists all purchase orders (type 2); purchase deliveries (type 3) and goods received (type
4) transactions.

Adjustments
This report lists all stock adjustments (type 5) and stock take adjustments (type 8).

Transfers
This report lists all stock and warehouse transfer transactions (type 7)

Assemblies
This report lists all assembly build transactions (type 9)

Cost/Price Changes
This report lists all selling and cost price change transactions (type A)

Analysis Summary
This report analyses the stock transactions – either the sales transactions, purchases or
adjustments analysis code recorded on the transaction showing the value of stock for each
analysis code. For this report the only configuration options are the print style and the following:

Analyse Which Data Item
This is the quantity item to use – typically this is quantity item.

At Which Value Data Item
This is the value item to use – typically this is the cost price as it is recorded for all transactions
but you may want to use the selling price instead if only running the analysis report on sales
transactions.

Maintain Assemblies
This parameter screen provides additional options that can configure how stock assembly details
are maintained and built.
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Show Stock Description and Cost Price for Each Component?
If set then the assembly maintenance screens display the stock description and cost as recorded on
the stock record for that component.

Display running total of assembly cost during component input?
The cost value of the components can be accumulated and displayed in the assembly header, set
this option to do this.

Omit Stock Level Warnings during Build
The stock assembly processes will provide options such as replacement of a component when you
are building an assembly and a component has insufficient stock. This option omits these
warning and automatically assumes that you are allowing stock to go ‘negative’.

Allow Overtype of Assembly Stock Code during Assemblies
In some circumstances the same assembly process could build several different stock items –
where perhaps only the labelling or colour differs. This option allows, if you select the assembly
code during build to amend the stock item being built.
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Prompt for Extra Assembly Data Item in Assembly Header
This option asks for a data item from the Assembly file that will be prompted for within the
assembly maintenance – this could be used to allow input of additional information or comments.
Select if required.

Assembly Reports
Three Assembly reports are available for configuration, each split into two configuration options
for the assembly header details and the component stock detail.

The Print Assy. (or Assembly) report is used for the option ‘Print/Value Assembly’ report, the
Build Assy. report is used for the ‘Build’ report produced when building stock assemblies and the
Comp Check report is used for the ‘Component Stock Check’ report.
Each report allows setting of the following options:
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Print Control
Up to eight report styles can be defined within Datafile through the CONFIG user options, these
control the length and width of the page to be printed. You must select (within the HDR
definition) the style the report is to be printed in. Available styles are listed as a help bubble when
inputting the print control.

Data Items
This allows you to select the items to be printed on the report. In addition to printing items from
the Assembly and Component files themselves options exist for special items that print
information relating to either the Stock Code or Values of the assembly being built. These are
listed below.
Print Assembly Header Special Items
161
162
163
164

Stock Description, prints the description as held on the stock record for the finished
item.
Stock Unit, prints the unit of issue as held on the stock record for the finished item.
Stock Memo, if any memo recorded against the finished stock item then a flag is
printed here to highlight this.
Stock Cost, prints the cost as currently recorded on the Stock Record (as opposed to the
accumulated cost of the components which is printed in the footer of the valuation
report)

Print Assembly Detail Special Items
161
162
163
164
165
166

Stock Description, prints the description as held on the stock record for the component.
Stock Unit, prints the unit of issue as held on the stock record for the component.
Line Value, prints the total cost of the issue qty x cost price / cost per qty
Stock Cost, prints the unit cost of the component record.
Cost Per, prints the cost-per-qty of the component record.
Assy Level, prints the assembly level of the component within the build (the main
assembly components being level 1)

Build Assembly Header Special Items
161
162
163
164
165

Stock Description, prints the stock description of the finished item.
Stock Unit, prints the issue unit of the finished item.
Build Qty, prints the quantity built of the finished item.
Stock Memo, prints a flag if the finished item has a memo recorded.
Stock Cost, prints the cost price as recorded for the finished item (as opposed to the
accumulated costs of the components).

Build Assembly Detail Special Items
161
162

Stock Description, prints the description recorded on the component stock record.
Stock Unit, prints the issue unit of the component stock item.
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163
164
165
166

Build Quantity, prints the build qty for any component that is a sub-assembly.
Error, prints a flag such as ‘NEG’ when the component is used even though it is out-ofstock.
Assy Level, prints the assembly level of the component.
Issue Quantity, prints the quantity of the component used in the assembly build

Component Stock Check Header Special Items
161
162
163
164
165

Stock Description, prints the stock description of the finished item.
Stock Unit, prints the issue unit of the finished item.
Build Qty, prints the quantity built of the finished item.
Stock Memo, prints a flag if the finished item has a memo recorded.
Stock Cost, prints the cost price as recorded for the finished item (as opposed to the
accumulated costs of the components).

Component Stock Check Detail Special Items
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176

Stock Description, prints the description recorded on the component stock record.
Stock Unit, prints the issue unit of the component stock item.
Build Quantity, prints the build qty for any component that is a sub-assembly.
Error, prints a flag such as ‘NEG’ when the component is used even though it is out-ofstock.
Assy Level, prints the assembly level of the component.
Issue Quantity, prints the quantity of the component used in the assembly build
Physical, prints the component stock items physical quantity
Reserved, prints the component stock items reserved quantity
On-Order, prints the component stock items on-order quantity
Free, prints the component stock items free quantity (this is a calculation of Physical
plus On-Order less Reserved)
Available, prints the component stock items available quantity (this is a calculation of
Physical less Reserved)
Short (Free), prints a calculated shortage quantity based on free-stock less issue
quantity
Short (Avail), prints a calculated shortage quantity based on available less issue
quantity
Short (Phys), prints a calculated shortage quantity based on physical less issue quantity
Short (Select), prints one of the three shortage quantities above (172-174) based on the
run-time report selection of ‘Use Which Stock Level’.
Quan (Select), print one of the three stock quantities above (physical, free or available)

Sorting Sequence
Only applicable for the Print/Value Assemblies Report – this report normally prints in Assembly
Number order. You may specify a different printing sequence for a report here by specifying the
data items in the assembly file that you wish to sort on. You also have the option as to whether
the sort sequence is processed in ascending or descending order.
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Sub Assembly Indent
Here you can specify the number of characters the stock code is to be indented when printed for
sub-assembly components. This affects the print size of the stock code data item – usually this is
the data item size but if you set an indent then this increases by the number of characters indented
multiplied by the maximum number of assembly levels.

Blank before Component
Specify whether a blank line is to be left after the print of the sub-assembly item and before the
print of its components. When set a blank line is also printed before the continuation of the main
assembly items.

Blank on Sub Assembly
Not applicable if leaving a blank line before the component. Instead this option leaves a blank
line before the print of the sub-assembly detail.

The OPTIONS Button
The OPTIONS button allows you to configure the page size, font and margins of the printed
report and operates as discussed in Stock Reports above.

Period / Year End Facilities
Three screens are displayed within this option. The first screen displays the status of the stock
system with regards to the period end updates. These display whether you remove transactions at
period end and how period values are updated – these settings are amended within the System
Profiles. The second screen provides a list of the stock reports that are available for print as part
of the period end ‘automatic reports’ option. To select a report tick the input box next to the
report. An option at the bottom of the screen controls whether the automatic reports are to include
non-stock items.
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Stock Enquiry
This option allows you to configure the stock and stock transaction items displayed as part of the
Stock Enquiry option.
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You can select nine items from the stock file for display (not including the stock code which is
pre-selected for you). Of these the first four items and the stock code are displayed on the left of
the stock enquiry header, the remaining items display on the right. You can also select ten items
from the stock transaction file to display.

System Status
This screen is for information only and lists the items displayed when the stock ‘System Status’
option is selected.

Application Screen Layouts
This option allows access to the ‘Maintain Stock’ section of the Application User Facilities.
Refer to this section above for further details.
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Select Key Definition
Whenever you press <F4-Select> against an application database within the stock system the
details displayed can be configured to show the details you require. This is done via the ‘Select
Key Definition’.

As you select this option the system displays each of the ‘system’ databases used within the stock
application in turn asking you to select the items, up to ten, that you wish to display. You are also
asked:

LIFO Sequence
The details listed when using <F4-Select> depend on the item searched upon. If search on the
prime-index (which for the stock file would be the stock code) then items are listed in stock code
order, if enter a search on a secondary index (for the stock file this could be the stock description)
then items are listed in the order they were created. Setting this option reverses this sequence so
that details are listed in either reverse prime-index or reverse entry order.

Auto-Sort Column
Auto-Sort Descending
As an alternative to the above you could set the records to be listed in a set sequence. This could
include, in the case of the stock file, the stock code or physical quantity. The item you sort on
must be one of the list items you have set to be displayed and, here you select the column number
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of the data item you wish to sort upon and whether the records are to be sorted in descending
order (leave blank for ascending order).
Note: these items only affect the items displayed in the list when selected within Stock Control;
they do not affect the items you can filter on (i.e. the header selection inputs). These are the
prime and secondary indexes of the databases concerned.

Recall Standard Text
Recall Standard Text allows you to attach a word or phrase to a specific key combination (such as
<Shift> + <F1>). For example you might have a series of standard texts to use for the transaction
descriptions – i.e. ‘Damaged Stock’ or ‘Returned to Supplier’ for adjustments.
Up to fifteen phrases can be entered and these are available for update into a text field throughout
the Stock application.
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Database Profiles
Database Profiles are the interface between the program and the databases, allow the program to
read/update the data and interpret the values contained within. The data item profiles for Stock
Control are detailed below.

Stock Mandatory
Data Item

Type

Notes

STOCK CODE

X (16)

The prime index of the stock file holding the Stock
Code itself and, in the case of location stock, the
first few characters identify the stock location code.
In Premier systems the stock code can be up to 32
characters in length.

STOCK DESCRIPTION

X (30)

Holds the first line of description for the stock item.
An optional second item is profiled later.

UNIT OF ISSUE

X (6)

Holds a descriptive issue unit – i.e. EACH, GROSS
etc.

ON-ORDER QTY

K, L, M

Primarily the quantity ordered from suppliers
through purchase order processing it can include
purchase order transactions entered via Stock
Control and the quantity of the finished item
awaiting build within Bill of Materials.

PHYSICAL QTY

K, L, M

The quantity held in stock.

RESERVED QTY

K, L, M

Primarily the quantity ordered by customers
through Sales Order Processing it can include
reservation transactions entered via Stock Control
and the quantity of components awaiting issue to
Bill of Materials.

FREE QUANTITY

*

A calculation of Physical plus On-Order less
Reserved.

PICK QTY (OPT)

K, L, M

An optional item that holds the quantity waiting to
be ‘picked’.
A Sales Order Processing
acknowledgement increases this value, a delivery
note decreases it.

FIRST-TRANSACTION

Y (6)

Holds the record number of the first stock
transaction for this stock item.
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LAST-TRANSACTION

Y (6)

Holds the record number of the last stock
transaction for the stock item.

B/F STOCK QTY

K, L, M

Updated at period end with the current value of the
physical quantity (or Physical less Forward if
forward stock processing in use).

COST PRICE

K, L, M

Holds the cost price of the stock item used for
valuation (unless FIFO in use) and cost-of-sales.
This cost will be used as the next purchase order
cost unless overridden by matrix entries or last
order price.

LAST TRANS DATE

D, E

Holds the date of the last entered transaction for the
stock item.

LAST SALE DATE

D, E

Holds the date of the last sales issue

LAST PURCHASE DATE

D, E

Holds the date of the last goods receipt

Stock Prices
SELLING-PRICE 1-9

K, L, M, * Up to nine different selling prices can be held for a
stock item (5 on Professional Systems, 3 on
Compact). Whilst different prices can use different
types they should be set to keep the same number of
decimal places – i.e. can use K, L and 2dp
calculated fields but not K and M.

PROMOTION-PRICE

K, L, M, * Cross Referencing one of the nine selling prices this
price is used, overriding the which price set for an
account or discount matrix, whilst this stock item is
on promotion the promotion price is used within
Sales Orders.

PROMOTION-APPLY

?

UNIT-PRICE (PACKS)

K, L, M, * Cross-Referencing one of the nine selling prices
this is used when an item is sold in packs and the
quantity ordered, within Sales Order Processing, is
less than a full pack.

OMIT DISCOUNT

?

Flag to identify whether an item is on promotion
and, therefore, to use the promotion price for sales
orders.

If customer has a set ‘line’ discount then this is
applied to each line on sales order entry. Setting
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this option omits the line discount for the stock
item. Applies to Windows systems only.

Stock Demand
DEMAND-YEAR

K, L, M

Quantity sold so far this year

DEMAND-PERIOD

K, L, M

Quantity sold so far this period

DEMAND-WEEK

K, L, M

DEMAND PERIOD 1-13

K, L, M

Quantity sold so far this week (only applicable if
using weekly period control)
Holds the demand for stock periods 1-13. These are
updated only be the period end procedure – if
running period end for period 4 then the existing
period 4 value (from last year) is overwritten.

Stock Optional 1
SALES-ANALYSIS

N, T

Default sales analysis code used on sales issues.
Also used as analysis code for sales order
processing and invoicer.

PURCHASE-ANALYSIS

N, T

Default purchase analysis code used on purchase
orders.

NOMINAL SALES CODE

X (10)

Default sales nominal code used on sales issues.
Also used as the nominal code for sales order
processing and invoicer.

NOMINAL PURCHASE

X (10)

Default purchase nominal code.

SUPPLIER-CODE

X (10)

Used primarily for reference, this holds the supplier
code for that stock item. This code is transferred to
the sales order detail as the supplier for use on
back-2-back orders.

DESCRIPTION-2

X (30)

Optional second line of stock description.

MINIMUM-STOCK

K, L, M

Used by the potential out of stock report to report
stock items where physical/free stock falls below
this value (if non-zero).

ESTIMATED-USAGE

K, L, M

Estimated Usage is the value of stock used in a
given ‘period’ (this is the period as set in the Stock
System Profiles rather than the stock period itself).
This can be calculated as part of the period end
processes from demand or you can maintain your
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own values. Again this is used on the potential outof stock report.
LEAD-TIME

N

Number of periods (again as defined in the Stock
System Profiles not the stock period itself) between
order of the stock item and receipt.

IDEAL-BUYING-QTY

K, L, M

Typically used for convenience on the (potential)
out of stock reports, it is also the default quantity
for purchase order used within back-2-back order
processing (when not simply purchasing the sales
quantity).

ASSY-NO (non DFD)

N, T

FIRST-ACTIVE-TRANS

Y (6)

Used for the old-style assembly maintenance, no
longer used.
Holds the record number of the first transaction
generated for this stock this period.

DATE SET-UP

D, E

Holds the system date the stock record was created.

DEFAULT TAX CODE

X (1)

Default VAT code used on stock issues for ‘UK’
customers within Sales Order Processing and
Invoicer. Also used for the calculation of tax value
on transactions generated within stock itself.

PACK QUANTITY

N

Holds the number of items in a pack for this stock
item.

PRICE PER QUANTITY

N

Stock sales prices can be set per n items i.e. £3 per
10.

NON-STOCK ITEM

?

Flag to identify items for which you do not want to
track quantities.

MEMO-REFERENCE

Y (6)

Holds the reference number of any memo attached
to the stock item. The filename of the memo being
STnnnnn.XXX (replacing nnnnnn with the number
held here and XXX with the company id)

LAST-ORDER PRICE

K, L, M

The price used on the last purchase order for this
item and offered by default as the cost on the next
purchase order. This item is not normally invoked
in a foreign currency configured system unless
stock items are exclusively purchased in one
currency.

Stock Optional 2
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STOCK-GROUP

N, T, &

Categorises stock items into groups and is used as
an option within the Discount Matrix facilities.

ALT-EC-VAT CODE

X (1)

Default VAT code used on stock issues for ‘EC’
customers within Order Processing and Invoicer.

COST-PER-QTY

N

Similar to Price Per above but for the cost price.

PACK MULT

N, K

Used where selling prices and quantity are quoted
in different units. E.g. Prices for paint could be
quoted per litre whereas stock is held as 1 5-litre
tin. This option should not be used on a stock item
for which price per is in use.

CURRENCY-COST

K, L, M

CURRENCY-CODE

X (3)

Used within Purchase Order Processing when an
order is placed for a supplier and the currency of the
supplier matches that of the currency code on this
stock item.
The Currency Code in which the currency cost is
quoted.

PER-B/F-QTY

K, L, M

Set as part of the Recalculation of Costs for Stock
Valuation procedure this is the physical quantity
that ‘would’ have been available at the start of the
period.

PER-B/F-COST

K, L, M

This is the cost price as at the start of the period.

PER-END-QTY

K, L, M

This is the physical quantity as of the last run of the
Recalculation procedure.

PER-END-COST

K, L, M

This is the cost price as at last run.

DELETE AT YEAR END

?

Flag to identify whether stock item should be
removed as part of the year end processes.

CROSS-STOCK 1-5

X (16)

Up to five alternate stock codes can be offered
during sales order entry when the quantity required
for the initially selected item isn’t available.

CROSS-MESSAGE 1-5

X (30)

Optional message displayed when offering the
alternate stock items. E.G. could read ‘Same
product but in Silver colouring’.

Stock Optional 3
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AUTO CROSS-REF

X (16)

Used within Order Processing if an order is entered
for the ‘main’ stock item then any auto cross-ref
code is automatically substituted. This could be
used where orders are placed using the customers
own stock code, provided you don’t require to print
this code on the documentation; you could add this
code to your stock database and set the auto crossref to your standard code.

OPT PURCHASE GROUP

N, T

If using the Supplier Matrix options then this is the
purchase stock group. If left blank then uses the
sales group if this configured.

PURCH PRICE FROM/TO

K, L, M

Allows up to nine purchase prices, configured
consecutively within the stock database, to be used
within purchase order processing in a similar
manner to the nine selling prices.

UNIT-PRICE (PACKS)

K, L, M

Cross Referencing one of the nine purchase prices
above this is the price used when purchasing less
than the pack quantity of the set item.

BATCH-TYPE (BSMT)

X (1)

Holds the type of batch/serial tracking. B-Batch, SSerial Number, M-Matrix (size/colour), T-Template
(batch/size/colour).

FIRST-BATCH

Y (6)

Holds the record number of the first batch record
for this stock item.

LAST-BATCH

Y (6)

Holds the record number of the last batch record for
this stock item.

BATCH-FORMAT

X (30)

You can specify the specific code format of the
batch/serial details for any given stock item. If left
blank the generic format set within the Application
Code Formats is applied.

PREFIX W/STK CODE

?

Set to ‘Y’ the batch number is prefixed by the stock
code – this is required where the same batch
number could be assigned to different stock codes
when the batch number is assigned by the supplier
rather than yourself.

BATCH-HEADING

X (30)

When physical stock is to be updated for a batch
tracked item you are asked to enter the ‘batch code’.
Setting this option replaces this title with one that

Batch / Call-Off
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may be more meaningful to the operator for this
stock item. If left blank the standard title is used.
GENERATE BATCH-NO

?

If assigning batch numbers internally and the batch
format is primarily numeric then setting this option
allows the system to generate the batch numbers for
you.

LAST-GEN BATCH NO

X (30)

If auto-generating batch numbers this item holds the
last batch code generated as the basis for the next in
sequence.

MATRIX LOOKUP CODE

X (16)

Holds the reference of the matrix of ‘colour/size’
combinations available for the stock item.

SEQ-NO FORMAT (T)

X

Holds the ‘batch number’ part of the format for
template stock items.

SALES ORDER QTY

K, L, M

PURCH ORDER QTY

K, L, M

Holds the quantity entered against a call-off
schedule/template in Sales Order Processing.
Holds the quantity entered against a call-off
schedule/template in Purchase Order Processing.

STOCK CALL-OFF

Stock FIFO 1
FIFO COST 1-9

K, L, M

Holds the last n cost prices for which goods were
received at. This is used within the Stock Valuation
report as appropriate.

FIFO DATE 1-MAX

D, E

Holds the last n dates for which goods were
received. Referencing these items allows the Stock
Valuation Report to show the dates the FIFO
batches were received plus to maintain these details
in date sequence rather than the order they were
entered. NB: You must have an equivalent number
of FIFO date fields as for the FIFO cost/quantity
fields however unlike cost/quantity the dates must
be consecutive within the database structure.

FIFO QTY 1-9

K, L, M

Holds the last n purchase quantities for the stock
item.

ASSEMBLY CODE

X (32)

Holds the assembly code of the ‘kit’ used to build
this item (if any)

Stock FIFO 1 / Assy
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APPLY BUILD WASTAGE

?

Flag read in assembly build as to whether the
assembly wastage factor is to be applied to this
stock item when used as a component.

EXTRA STOCK WASTAGE

K, L, M

As an alternate to the wastage factor set on the
assembly, a wastage value can be set on the stock
record which is applied whenever this item is used
in a build. For example, if an assembly required
100 units and it had a wastage factor of 10% then
110 units are taken from stock for every 100 units
used in the build.

COMPONENT COST

K, L, M, * The cost of using an item in an assembly build may
not be its normal re-stock cost as it may require
extra processing for use in the build. Referencing
this item means that, if value non-zero, this is the
cost used for assembly build rather than the
standard cost.

BOM ON-ORDER QTY

K, L, M

BOM RESERVED QTY

K, L, M

For an assembly item this is the quantity currently
being built within Bill of Materials. Note that this
quantity is also included within the standard onorder quantity as well.
For a component item this is the quantity being
processed within Bill of Materials. Again this
quantity is also included within the standard
reserved quantity.

Stock Sale Values
VALUE FOR YEAR

K, L

Holds the value of year-to-date sales

VALUE FOR PERIOD

K, L

Holds the value of period-to-date sales

VALUE PERIOD 1-13

K, L

Holds the sales value for stock periods 1-13.
Updated as part of the period end routine, for
example as you run the period end for period 4 the
value from PERIOD-SALES is moved into
PERIOD-4-SALES overwriting the value from
period 4 last year.

COST FOR YEAR

K, L

Holds the cost-of-sales for year-to-date

COST FOR PERIOD

K, L

Holds the cost of sales for period-to-date

Stock Cost Values
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COST PERIOD 1-13

K, L

Holds the cost of sales value for stock periods 1-13.
Updated as per demand/sales value above.

Stock Take / Forward
NON-STOCK-TAKE

?

Flag to identify items as being excluded from the
stock take process.

DATE-COUNTED

D, E

Last date a stock count was done for this item.

COUNTED-QTY

K, L, M

The ‘physically’ counted quantity entered for the
stock item

COMPARE-QTY

K, L, M

The quantity recorded by the computer as the
Physical quantity when the stock take procedure is
begun (initialised).

DISCREP-QTY

*

The difference between the counted and compare
quantities.

STATUS

X (1)

Holds flag for where in the stock take process the
item is. ‘ ‘ shows either not in the stock take process
or is completed, ‘I’ shows the stock take has begun
for the item, ‘E’ shows the item has been counted
but any required adjustment not yet made.

REFERENCE

X (6)

Holds the reference entered when the counted
quantity was recorded.

F/ORDER-RESERVED

K, L, M

Sales Order Processing allows an ‘F-Forward’
Order Status for where orders are entered but are
not yet required for shipment. This value shows the
quantity required for these orders – when the order
is made active the quantity is moved from here into
the standard reserved quantity item.

F/ORDER-ONORDER

K, L, M

As above but for Purchase Order Processing.

NB: The previous values refer to the Forward Order Status; the following refer to transactions
entered within the forward stock period.
FORWARD DEMAND
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Stock demand for transactions entered with a date
in the next period. This value is moved into
PERIOD-DEMAND as part of the period end.
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FORWARD SALES

K, L

Sales Value for transactions entered with a date in
the next period. This value is moved into PERIODSALES as part of the period end.

FORWARD COSTS

K, L

Cost of Sales Value for transactions entered within
the next period. This value is moved into PERIODCOSTS as part of the period end.

FORWARD PHYSICAL

K, L, M

The net effect on Physical of transactions entered
for the next period (unlike the values above
physical has also been updated for these
transactions).

FORWARD RESERVED

K, L, M

The net effect on Reserved of sales orders entered
for the next period.

FORWARD ONORDER

K, L, M

The net effect on On-Order of purchase orders
entered for the next period.

TRANSACTION-TYPE

X (1)

Identifies the type of transaction

TRANSACTION DATE

D, E

Holds the date the transaction was entered ‘as at’.

STOCK CODE

X (16)

Holds the stock code the transaction was entered for

QUANTITY

K, L, M

Holds the quantity the transaction was entered for.

COST PRICE

K, L, M

Holds the cost
issued/received at

SELLING PRICE

K, L, M

Holds the selling price of sales issues (and assembly
builds where sold at cost)

ANALYSIS

N, T

Used as the basis of the transaction analysis report.

REFERENCE

X (6)

Holds the transaction reference.

DESCRIPTION

X (30)

Holds the transaction description (as opposed to the
stock description the transaction is for).

NEXT-TRANSACTION

Y (6)

Holds the record number of the next transaction for
this stock record.

STOCK-RECORD-NO

Y (6)

Holds the record number in the Stock file of the
stock item this transaction is for.

Trans Mandatory

price

the

transaction

was
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WHICH-PRICE

X (1)

The Which Price / Price No used for this
transaction.

OLD COST/PRICE

K, L, M

Recorded on Cost/Price Change transactions this is
the price prior to the change. The ‘new’ price is
recorded in cost price or selling price as
appropriate.

COST-RECALC

?

Flag set when transaction has been used in
calculating the Period B/F Values as part of the
Recalculation of Stock Cost Values procedure.

ORDER REFERENCE

X (16)

Holds the sales/purchase/works order reference (as
appropriate) that was used to generate this stock
transaction.

ORDER ENTRY-NO

N

Holds the entry number of the sales/purchase/works
order that generated this stock transaction.

Transaction Optional
SL/PL-ACCOUNT

X (10)

Holds the sales/purchase account code for which
this transaction was generated.

NOMINAL CODE

X (16)

Holds the nominal code. Typically this is the sales
(or purchase depending on type) nominal code
recorded on the stock record unless amended via the
Order Processing/Invoicing system.

USER-1

Any

Stock Transaction Header item (see System
Profiles)

USER-2

Any

Stock Transaction Detail item (see System Profiles)

TAX-CODE

X (1)

Holds the VAT code for the generated transaction.
Usually the default code recorded on the Stock file
unless amended via the Order Processing/Invoice
systems or overridden with EC/Exempt codes based
on the customer/supplier.

TAX-AMOUNT

K, L

Holds the tax amount applicable for the transaction.

PACK-QUANTITY

N

Holds the pack quantity of the stock item (copied
from stock record at time of transaction generation).

DISCOUNT-RATE

K, L

Holds the (line) discount rate applied to this
transaction when generated within the order
processing / invoicing systems.
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DISCOUNT-AMNT

K, L

Holds the (line) discount value given for this
transaction within the order processing / invoicing
systems.

TFR-STOCK CODE

X (16)

A Stock Transfer generates two type ‘7’
transactions per transfer. This item contains the
‘other’ side (either from/to depending on
negative/positive state of the qty value) of the
transfer for enquiry. For assembly transaction then
the component type ‘9’ transactions have the
assembly stock code recorded here.

PRICE-PER-FACTOR

N

Holds the price per (or cost per on goods in) at
which the stock item was issued (received).

CURRENCY-CODE

X (3)

If generated via the Order Processing/Invoicing
systems and the Foreign Currency accessory is in
use then this is the currency than the stock
transaction was generated in.

CURRENCY-RATE

M

This is the exchange rate the transaction was
generated at.

CURRENCY-COST/PRICE

K, L, M

This is the currency value the transaction was
generated at.

PERIOD-NUMBER

N

WEEK-NUMBER

N

This is the period number the transaction was
generated in.
This is the week number (if appropriate) the
transaction was generated in.

Location File
LOCATION CODE

X (10)

Holds the stock location code

LOCATION NAME

X (30)

Holds the location name

Retail Stock (1 and 2) and Retail Transactions
Only applicable for the Retail Stock Accessory
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Assembly Items
ASSEMBLY-NO

X (16)

Holds the Assembly Code

STOCK-CODE

X (16)

Holds the Stock Code of the completed item.

BUILD-QTY

K, L, M

Holds the qty of the completed item to be built.

FIRST-DETAIL

Y (6)

Holds the record number of the first component for
this assembly.

LAST-DETAIL

Y (6)

Holds the record number of the last component for
this assembly.

LAST-BUILD-NO

X (6)

Holds the reference of the last build.

LAST-BUILD-DATE

D, E

Holds the date of the last build.

LAST-BUILD-QTY

K, L, M

Holds the quantity of the last build.

NOTES

X (20)

Holds brief text note on the assembly

BUILD-WASTAGE-%

K, L

Wastage multiplies the quantity of components
required by this percentage for the percentage
wastage of the components during the build
process.

ASSEMBLY
ASSEMBLY-RECNO

X (16)
Y (6)

Holds the assembly this component relates to
Holds the record number of the assembly record

STOCK-CODE

X (16)

Holds the component stock item

STOCK-QTY

K, L, M

Holds the qty of the component required for the
assembly

NEXT-DETAIL

Y (6)

Holds the component file record number for the
next component for this assembly.

FIRST-ALT-STOCK

X (16)

Holds an alternate item for this component if the
main component is out of stock. This is the first in
a series of up to ten alternate stock items (number
of alternates defined in system profiles)

Component Items
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FIRST-ALT-QTY

K, L, M

Holds the quantity of the alternate component
required. Again this is the first in the series of up to
ten items.

NOTES

X (20)

Narrative Notes for the component

ENTRY TYPE

X (1)

Flag to identify whether component entry is for a
stock item (S), a comment (C) or build instruction
notes (N)

TEXT FROM / TO

X (48)

A range of text items (maximum of 10) for entry of
comments and build instructions. You reference the
first and last of the range of items.

Copy Item Facilities
Copy Items allow you to copy information from a record in one database to a record generated in
another when a link between the two databases exists. There are various copy item options in
Stock Control, these are:
Copy Stock to Trans

Ten copy items from the Stock File to the Stock Transactions file. These
copy items are actioned wherever a stock transaction is generated from.

Copy Ass to Stock

Ten copy items from the Assembly file to the Stock file. These are
actioned whenever an assembly definition is created/updated or built.
This option is used to record the Assembly Number on the Stock record.

Copy Ass to Stx

Ten copy items from the Assembly file to the Stock Transactions file.
These are actioned whenever an assembly is built within Stock.

Copy Stk to Ass

Ten copy items from the Stock file to the Assembly file. These are
actioned whenever an assembly definition is created/updated or an
assembly is built.

Copy Stk to Com

Ten copy items from the Stock file to the Components file. These are
actioned when the component is added to the assembly or when the
assembly is built. The copy items are from the component record on the
stock file not the finished item.

Copy Ass to Com

Ten copy items from the Assembly file to the Component file. These are
actioned when the assembly is created/updated and built.
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Chapter 4
Batch Tracking
Introduction
Batch Tracking is an application accessory available on the Diamond and Premier Product levels.
It adds batch tracking facilities to the stock, invoicing, order processing and job costing
applications, keeping a note of all batches and serial numbers for those stock items designated to
have this level of attention.
Batch tracking is implemented in the Datafile Software system by adding a batch and a batch
transaction file. The batch file holds a record of each batch and of each serial number recorded in
the stock system. The batch file is a detail file to the stock master file, but is itself prime-indexed
to ensure unique numbers for both batch and serial numbers. The batch transaction file records
the movements of serial numbered items and of items in batches. This file structure is illustrated
below.

Stock items can be marked as either tracked by batch, serial or not at all. Where a stock item is
batch tracked then the batch or serial number used can be pre-formatted like a stock code and
each stock item can set its batch codes to be in an individual format. The batch/serial number for
stock items can be automatically generated by the system for stock items where you assign the
number (as opposed to set batch/serial item for goods from a supplier). This is controlled by a
flag on the stock record.
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Every time a physical quantity of a flagged stock item is moved the system asks for the
batch/serial code and generates the appropriate transactions.
Batch Tracking is supported for stock transactions generated in the following applications:







Stock Control
Invoicer (excluding Matrix / Template Items)
Job Costing (excluding Matrix / Template Items)
Sales Order Processing
Purchase Order Processing
Bill of Materials

It is not supported for stock transactions generated directly through the sales/purchase ledgers or
via stock batch update.
The application of Batch Tracking to Stock Control has been discussed were appropriate in the
previous chapters, this is covered again here for completeness before going on to cover the Batch
Tracking enquiry and reporting options and the implications for other applications such as Order
Processing (although batch processing also covered in these application manuals as well were
appropriate).

Stock Control
Marking a Stock Item as Batch/Serial Tracked
For a stock item to record batch/serial details it must be flagged accordingly, typically this is done
when you add a stock item either through the stock maintenance screen or via a stock extra
maintenance screen. Note that you cannot mark an existing stock item as batch/serial tracked
whilst it has a non-zero physical quantity.
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Batch Type (BSMT)
This item, when set, controls the type of batch tracking applied to the stock item.


B – Batch Tracked is used where several items are part of the same batch and a code is
assigned for that batch.



S – Serial Number Tracking is used where each single item has a serial code recorded for
it.



M – Matrix Tracking is used where an item is not ‘batch-tracked’ as such but instead is
available in different configurations. For example, a particular type of shoe may be
available in different colours and sizes. The Matrix defines the colours and sizes available
(up to three factors can be defined) and as stock is updated you select the matrix’s
appropriate.



T – Template is used where a combination of matrix tracking and batch tracking is
required inserting the batch code between the stock code and the matrix factors.

Matrix Lookup (MT)
Only applicable for Matrix/Template stock items this option allows you to select the matrix of
available combinations appropriate for this item.
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Batch Heading
Whenever physical stock is updated a pop-up form asks for the batch/serials to be updated
typically asking for the batch code and quantity. This option allows you to enter a heading to
replace the heading ‘Batch Code’ with a description that is more meaningful for the stock item.

Prefix Stock Code
The batch tracking details are held in a separate database and only one batch can have a particular
batch/serial number. With differing suppliers for different stock items it is possible that the same
serial number may be used on more than one product. When set to ‘Y’ the batch code is prefixed
with the stock code so that the combination of stock/batch code is unique.

Auto Gen Batch No
If assigning batch numbers internally then, provided the format is primarily numeric, the batch
numbers can be automatically incremented on goods receipt.

Sequence Format (T)
Only applicable for template batch types this option asks for the code format to be appended to
the matrix format for the batch number. As with standard code format settings you can use Alpha
or Numeric formats – i.e. A999 has the batch code of one letter followed by three numbers.

Batch Format
Automatically set for you on Matrix and Template batch types, for Batch and Serial types you can
set the code format that batches/serials must be entered to match. Again the format can be any
combination of alpha and numeric characters up to thirty characters in length. If this item is left
blank then the format as set in the Code Formats defined in the Installation section is used
instead.

Last Batch Code
If set for automatic generation of batch codes then the last batch code is recorded here – on initial
set-up you may set this but should be left unchanged once in use.

Entering Stock Transactions
When entering stock transactions through the Stock application the system prompts for the
batch/serial details where appropriate for the stock item and the transaction type. Within stock
control only transactions that result in a physical movement of stock will prompt for batch serial
details – so reservations, entry of purchase orders and cost/price changes do not prompt for batch
details but sales issues, goods received, adjustments, etc. do.
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Stock Issues
For batch/serial flagged items then after confirming the transaction update description for the
transaction line you are asked for the batch/serial items to be issued.

The quantity of batch/serial items selected must equal the transaction issue quantity entered – you
cannot complete this line until this is the case. The system can default to issue the batch/serial
details in either a FIFO or a user-defined sequence such as an expiry date, you can select the
batch/serial item manually by pressing <F4-Select> on the batch number input, or you can
enter/scan in the batch code manually. For serial items the quantity is automatically set to ‘1’, for
batch items the quantity defaults to the maximum physically available or the balance of the
transaction qty remaining whichever is the smaller. Where issuing on a FIFO/user-defined
sequence you can press <End> on the batch number input to automatically accept the default
batch details.
In addition to the batch/serial number and quantity the system can give extra items from the batch
record for display and/or input. Up to five extra items can be defined (subject to screen
limitations) per transaction option via the Batch Tracking System Profiles.
For ‘matrix’ flagged items after entering the stock code you are asked to confirm a ‘pre-selector’
(one of the dimensions of the matrix such as colour) and then the available ‘batches’ are listed for
you to scroll up/down entering the quantities required. When you exit from the list the transaction
qty is set as per the total batch quantity entered.
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For Template items then after confirming the transaction update description you are prompted for
the templates ‘pre-selector’ and then asked to select from the batches for that ‘pre-selector’.
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Purchase Deliveries / Goods Received
For batch/serial items then after inputting the transaction update description you are prompted for
the batch/serial details received. As with issues these can be manually entered or scanned – for
serial items the quantity defaults to 1 and you have to enter sufficient numbers that the quantity of
serials received equals the transaction qty entered. For batch items the quantity defaults to the
transaction qty entered though can be overtyped – again the total quantity of entered batches must
equal the transaction quantity. Alternatively, if set to auto-generate batch numbers these will
default for you to confirm/amend as required, with the <End> key available to auto-accept.
Matrix items operate in the same manner as per stock issues – you are prompted for the preselector and then the available ‘batches’ are listed for you to enter the quantity received against.
Pressing the <End> key completes batch input and the transaction quantity is set for you to match
the total batch quantities entered.
For Template items you are also asked for the pre-selector on input of the stock code and the
system then lists the batches for that item (together with the next sequence number) for you to
enter the quantity received against. Pressing the <End> key completes the batch input, defaulting
the transaction quantity to the total entered batch quantity, and then continuing to prompt for the
remaining transaction detail.
As with Stock Issues you can prompt/display up to five extra items from the batch file for the
receipt.

Stock Adjustments
For batch/serial items if you enter a positive transaction quantity, i.e. you are increasing the
physical quantity of stock, then the system allows you to create new batch/serial items on entry of
batch details (and if auto-generate enabled will default to this). For serial number items you could
press <F4-Select> or manually enter an existing serial provided it has a 0 physical quantity, for
batch items you can add to any existing batch.
If you have entered a negative transaction quantity, i.e. you reducing the physical quantity of
stock available, then you can select from the existing serial/batch items as per the stock issue
process.
For matrix items after entry of stock code you confirm the ‘pre-selector’ and the system then lists
the available ‘batches’ for entry of the adjustment quantity against. Once complete pressing
<End> updates the transaction quantity as per the total entered quantity for the ‘batch’ details.
For template items you enter the quantity and then confirm the pre-selector and select the
appropriate ‘batch’ code to adjust.

Transfers / Location Transfers
When transferring from a non-batch item to a batch/serial tracked item then after confirmation of
the ‘to’ stock item the system asks for the serial/batch numbers to be updated/created as it does on
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a goods receipt, auto-generating the numbers if required. Similarly if transferring from a
batch/serial tracked item to a non-batch item the system asks you to select the batch/serial items to
be transferred after input of the transfer quantity, issuing on a FIFO/user-defined sequence if
configured accordingly.
When transferring from matrix items to a non-batch item the system asks you to confirm the ‘preselector’ and the system then lists the available batches to enter a transfer quantity against. When
transferring to a matrix item from a non-batch item the system again asks you to confirm the preselector and lists the available batches to enter a transfer to quantity against.
When transferring from template items to a non-batch item the system asks you to confirm the
‘pre-selector’ and then allows selection of the batch to transfer. When transferring to a template
item the system asks for the pre-selector and then allows input/selection of the batches to update.
Special restrictions apply when transferring from one batch tracked item to another batch tracked
item to maintain batch traceability.
Generally speaking when transferring to a batch item only one ‘to-batch’ can be updated at a time
– the exception to this is where transferring between identically configured items (such as same
stock item within different locations) where if transferring the whole of the batch then the system
can ‘retain’ the same batch number on the ‘to’ stock item.
When transferring from/to serial items then the system will offer, for identically configured stock
items, to retain the same serial number on transfer. Where they are not identical (or you elect not
to retain) the system will offer to default the serial number on to ‘to-item’ for you to amend to
match the ‘to-stock’ items format. Alternatively you can select/enter the serial numbers required
for the ‘from’ item.

Stock Take
For Stock Take processing, when entering the counted quantity for the stock item then allows you
to enter the counted quantity for each of associated serial/batch/matrix/template items. If you
have counted a batch/serial item that isn’t recorded for that stock item you can enter the code and
use the <F7-Option> key to create this item on the ‘unknown’ batch code warning. As an
alternative to selecting the stock item and then the batch details, you can (via the F7-Option key
on stock code input) enter the counted quantity details of the batch items which will be
accumulated for the counted details on the stock item.
If perform the adjustments automatically then the system will generate the adjustments for the
discrepancy between the counted and compare quantities on the appropriate batch/serial items. If
performing the adjustments manually the system will default the batch adjustment details ensuring
that the total adjusted batch details matches that of the stock adjustment quantity.
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Stock Assemblies
Where a batch-tracked item is used as a component within an assembly then on build of the
assembly you will be prompted for the serial/batch details to be issued, the standard options of
F4-Select and issuing in FIFO/user-defined sequence being applied.
Where a batch-tracked item is to be built then you will be prompted for the batch/serial to be
updated as part of the build process – defaulting to the next in sequence where appropriate.

Batch Tracking
With the processes of batch generation and issue being performed via Stock Control and other
applications the Batch Tracking facilities are primarily for reporting and enquiry processes.

Batch Code Enquiry
The Batch Code Enquiry option allows you to select a batch code and view its quantity, sales and
purchase information.
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On selection of the option you will be asked for the batch code to enquire upon. F4-Select is
available as usual to search or you can manually enter the code required. Details are displayed
from the batch record and typically include the batch quantities – physical, reserved and on-order
– plus the goods in and goods out reference and order number details.

Reports
The Reports option allows up to eight reports to be defined against the batch file, one of which is
pre-defined for you as a batch ‘listing’ report. On selection of the Reports option you will be
presented with the list of available reports for you to select, where only one report is defined this
is selected for you. After selecting the report you will be presented with a list of optional
parameters that can be set (discussed below) before printing the report.
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Date of Report
It is usual to print today’s date on the report. You can overtype this with another valid date.

Report ‘As At’ Date
Whilst the date above represents the date on which the report it is printed, it is helpful to know up
to what date the stock file has been processed. Often these are the same but it could be that stock
transaction entry is some way behind if the Datafile system is not the primary instigator of stock
movements. The report ‘as at’ date therefore is the date up to which transactions have been
entered.

Note
The ‘As At’ date is a memo only – it has no effect on the details reported.

Location Code (blank for all)
Only applicable if using the multi-location facility, this allows you to limit this report to batches
for a specific stock location. If you leave it blank then all locations are included. You can use
<F4-Select> to check your location codes.
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From Stock Code
To Stock Code
You may be interested the batch details for just a group of stock codes, in which case these
prompts allow you to enter a range of codes. The From and To codes give you the start and end
range – and you can use the <F4-Select> key to choose the codes you want. If you leave the
From stock code blank then the system assumes you want to start the beginning of the file, if you
leave the To code blank then the system assumes you want to run to the end of the file.

Or List of Stock Codes
If not entering a range of stock codes to report the batches for you can enter a list of up to 200
stock codes to report. Selecting this item gives you a pop-up to enter these codes, <F4-Select>
available as required. Once you have entered your selected codes pressing <Enter> on a blank
input completes the entry.

Specify Any Selection Criteria
Selecting this option allows you to restrict the batch records to those that match entered criteria.

The OPTIONS Button
When you select to print an application report an OPTIONS button is available alongside the
PRINT/CANCEL buttons.
Selecting the OPTIONS button allows access to the print
configuration.
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The layout of this screen differs slightly based on whether you have set the page size (as above) or
not. Before discussing the parameters you should note the buttons available at the footer of this
parameter screen.
This option updates the individual parameters from your user default when they
are set, overwriting presets where applicable. If no user defaults are set then this
option is ‘greyed’ out and cannot be selected. To set user defaults see the appropriate section
below.
This option accepts your entered parameters for this print only, reverting to
defaults next time the report is run.
Depending on whether the user is configured as an ‘Install’ user then the next option
will be SAVE. This saves your set parameters so they are offered as default next
time this report is run (Note: this is system wide not per user). Setting the user as an ‘Install’ user
is achieved through the user configuration available under the MASTER sign-on.
This option abandons any changes made and returns you to the report screen.
The report parameters available are:


Paper Size – select the paper size the report is to be printed to (i.e. A4). You can elect to
leave this blank in which case the report is printed as per the last/default page size of the
printer, however, if you do this you can only choose fixed pitch fonts – selecting a page
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size is mandatory to use proportional fonts. If you set a page size then the options screen
re-displays with the appropriate parameters. If you leave blank then the options screen
remains as above.



Default Printer Font – a font dialog is display allowing you to select as required, the
default font to be used for this report. If you’ve sent the page size then all fonts are
available, if you haven’t set this then only fixed pitch fonts can be assigned. You can also
set bold/italic attributes and font size – note that if you haven’t set a page size then the font
size option is not applicable (font is sized as per previous rules).

Selecting the Font Size
Generally you can’t go far wrong with 10point. However, if you have a lot of data items on
your report, and are printing in portrait, 10point may be too big to fit all the required
information without overlapping fields.
The positioning of fields across the page is determined by the item size – if you imagine the
‘Purchase Details’ report this shows, by default, the batch code (30 characters), the stock
code (16), the supplier code (10), the purchase order number (10), purchase delivery number
(6), purchase date (8), and original qty (14) together with spaces between the items this gives
a total of 108 characters, or columns required, across the page (think graph paper – you have
108 ‘cells’ across the page).
Those 108 columns are split equally across the available page (page size and margins taken
into account) as starting positions for data items – so the batch code starts at column 1, the
stock code at column 32 (batch code plus 1), etc. If you select a font size too big then the
stock code may not finish printing before the description starts causing the description to
overlap the end of the stock code. If this occurs then you may need to either reduce the font
size or consider swapping the report to landscape orientation if the font size would go too
small.
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Default to Landscape – set to default the printed report to landscape, leave blank for
usual portrait orientation. You may want to set reports such as the Sales Ledger Aged
Debtors Report or the Cashbook Receipts Analysis Listing to landscape as these reports
require a large amount of detail to be printed and otherwise the font size could be too
small.



Show Time in Report Headings – set to include the printed time in the report headings in
addition to the printed date.



Include Selection Criteria – set to print any selection criteria that were applied to the
report.



Email as Text – if send this report via email this option allows you to send as a text file
attachment as opposed to, if left blank, PDF.



Omit Full Page Headings – When printing a multi-page report the system repeats the
headings for each page. Setting this option reduces the heading details for the second and
subsequent pages allowing more record detail to be printed per page.



Default Output to Spooler – Usually, when printing a report, the default printer is the last
print device used. Select this option to set the default printer as the spooler for this report.
This acts only as a default and doesn’t prevent you electing to print the report instead.



Allow Change of Printer Alias – when these options are configured then it is assumed
you are printing as ‘direct windows print’ and this is the alias set by default. Setting this
option allows you to change the default alias at run-time to one of the list of Datafile
configured printers. If you change the alias to a ‘DOS’ style alias then the page size
(length/width) and font are again picked up from the Print Style Profile, although other
settings such as ‘include time’ etc. remain from the OPTIONS display.



Print Negatives in Red – on selected reports, assuming you have a colour printer, it may
be useful to print negative values in red. This option allows this.

The next set of parameters allows you to specify formatting and margin settings. This section is
different if you set the page size earlier. If you have set the page size then you set the margins in
millimetres. If you haven’t set the page size then you set margin in ‘columns’ for both portrait
and landscape - the appropriate settings being used based on the orientation of the output selected
at run-time.

Paper Size Set


Characters Per Line – the system displays the width of the report items on the right. If
you leave this value at 0 (recommended) then the report width used in determining the start
column positions of data items (as discussed above with regards to font size) is the larger
of either the report print items or 80 columns. You can manually set a report width – from
64 to 255 columns. You may want to increase the number of columns on (say) a landscape
report with few print items to bring the fields closer together to aid in reading.
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Lines Per Page – if left at 0 (recommended) then the number of lines per page is
determined by the font and page size. Alternatively you can set a number of lines per
page, perhaps to give a greater gap between rows of data items.



Left Margin (mm) – set the size of the left hand margin (relative to page orientation in
millimetres.



Right Margin (mm) – set the size of the right hand margin.



Top Margin (mm) – set the size of the top margin.



Bottom Margin (mm) – set the size of the bottom margin.

Paper Size Not Set


Minimum Characters Per Line – the system displays the width of the report items to the
right. If you leave this value as 0 then the report width is the larger of either the report
print items or 80 characters. You can manually set a report width – from 64 to 255
characters wide – but if you set a width less than the items actually printed then this is
overridden by the report width at run-time.



Maximum Lines Per Page – if left at 0 then when printing a report the system will
determine the number of lines per page based on the report width and the printable area of
the page up to a maximum of 72 lines per page in portrait mode or 50 lines per page in
landscape mode. Alternatively you can set the number of lines per page, from 16 to 255,
and this is then taken into account when deciding font size to ensure that number of lines is
printed. If left at 0 then when sending to the spooler the lines per page is assumed to be 72
in portrait mode and 50 in landscape. If you require an identical print from the printer and
the spooler then a maximum number of lines should be set.



Left Margin – set the number of characters to be used as a margin from 1 to 64. If you
require a margin then when entering the value you need to take into account the report
print width – a margin of 4 characters on an 80-character report will be bigger than a
margin of 4 characters on a 132-character report. If left at 0 no left margin is applied.



Right Margin – if you require a margin to be applied on the right of the report set the
number of characters accordingly (again 1-64), if leave as 0 then no right margin is
applied.



Top Margin – set the number of lines to leave as a margin at the top of the page (1-32
lines). If left at 0 then no top margin is applied.



Bottom Margin – set the number of lines to leave as a margin at the bottom of the page
(1-32 lines). If left at 0 then no bottom margin is applied.

Finally, you can set default options that are used when you send the report to print or e-mail.
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Print Device – if using a stand-alone Datafile system then you can set a default printer to
output to. This option only applies when sending to a print device; if last printer was
spooler or fax then this remains the default. If using a networked Datafile system then you
can still set this where you are printing to a networked printer – provided all terminals have
a consistent device path. If the print device isn’t valid then the normal printer is offered
instead.



E-mail Address – if the report is sent to email then here you can enter an email address
that is to be used by default for this report – though it can be amended at run-time.

Once you’ve set the desired parameters select the ACCEPT option to apply the settings for this
print or, if available, the SAVE option to apply for this and future prints.

Statements
The Statements allows up to eight reports – these can be reports based on the stock records
detailing the batches associated with that stock item, or based on the batch file detailing the
transactions associated with that batch. Two statement reports are pre-defined for you – the first a
stock based statement detailing the batches, the second a batch based statement detailing the
transactions.
On selection of the Statements option you will be presented with the list of available reports for
you to select, where only one report is defined this is selected for you. After selecting the report
you will be presented with a list of optional parameters that can be set before printing the report.
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In addition to the standard parameters discussed previously for batch reports, the statement
options include these additional parameters.

Exclude if no Batch Transactions
Exclude if no Batches/Serials
These two parameters – the first appearing on batch/batch transaction reports, the second on
stock/batch reports – allow you to exclude print of the stock/batch item where no details will be
reported.

Transaction Records in Range
Available on batch/batch transaction reports only this option, defaulting to 1 – highest, allows you
to restrict the range of records processed.

Transactions in Date Range
Available on batch / batch transaction reports this allows you to restrict the date range of
transactions reported.
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Specify Any Selection Criteria
Selecting this option on a stock/batch statement allows you to restrict the stock records reported,
on a batch/batch transaction statement it allows you to restrict the batch details reported.

The OPTIONS Button
The OPTIONS button allows you to configure the page size, font and margins of the printed
report and operates as discussed in Stock Reports above.

Transaction Reports
Selecting the Transaction Reports option gives you a sub-menu of batch transaction reports
available for print.

Each of the reports offers the same optional parameters that can be selected before printing the
appropriate transactions for the report.
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Date of Report
It is usual to print today’s date on the report. You can overtype this with another valid date.

Report ‘As At’ Date
Whilst the date above represents the date on which the report it is printed, it is helpful to know up
to what date the stock file has been processed. Often these are the same but it could be that stock
transaction entry is some way behind if the Datafile system is not the primary instigator of stock
movements. The report ‘as at’ date therefore is the date up to which transactions have been
entered.

Note
The ‘As At’ date is a memo only – it has no effect on the details reported.

Specify Any Selection Criteria
If you wish to restrict the transactions reported (say) for a particular date range or batch code then
setting this option allows you to enter criteria.
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Maintain Matrix Templates
The ‘Matrix’ options are an add-on to the Batch Tracking facilities for were items are not serial or
batch tracked but are available in different configurations. One option would be to have one stock
item per configuration but this can make stock reporting and enquiry more cumbersome, this
option uses a batch ‘matrix’ where you have one stock item with the configurations held as
batches. The key to the option chosen would usually be stock description and price detail – if
they are consistent across all configurations then the matrix is an appropriate solution.
For example – if selling shoes then these may be held in rolls of differing colours and sizes. You
could define a matrix which lists these pre-defined options and as stock is bought and sold the
system updates the appropriate batch record for that combination. If these variations had no effect
on the price/cost price used (which is recorded on the stock record) then the matrix would be a
valid solution, if the pricing did vary then separate stock items for each combination would be
more appropriate.
This option allows you to define the matrix of configurations the item is available in – up to three
‘factors’ can be defined in the matrix, with up to ten variations per factor. Using the shoe
example you could use two factors – a first factor of colour allowing blue, black, brown, etc., and
a second factor for the sizes of shoe.
Selecting the option ‘Maintain Matrix Templates’ allows you to define the matrix set-up.
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All the options available – Add, Update, View and Delete – use the same screen layout. On
selection of the appropriate action you are asked for the matrix code. Select an existing or enter a
new code as appropriate.

Description
Enter the description for the matrix template.

Heading
This is (possibly) the same as the description – the heading is updated as the ‘Batch Heading’
when a matrix is linked to a stock record, the batch heading being an alternative prompt to ‘batch
code’ when asked to select the batches for issue/receipt.

Delimiter
The ‘batch’ code for each configuration of the stock item is made up of the stock code, batchnumber (for templates), factor-1, factor-2 and factor-3. This prompt asks for the delimiter
between these items, this is usually a ‘/’ but could be another character such as ‘.’ or ‘-‘. The
value entered must not exist as part of a stock code or one of the factor variables.

Pre-Selector
When issuing or receiving stock into a matrix linked stock item then all possible configurations of
that item are listed for you to scroll up/down entering the quantities required. The pre-selector
offers you a list of the variations for one of the factors as an initial selection to restrict the
configurations displayed. Enter the factor of 1, 2 or 3 as appropriate – if only one factor defined
for this matrix then this option is not appropriate and you should enter ‘0’

Factor ‘Name’
This is a descriptive title for the factor – i.e. colour, size etc.

Factor ‘Format’
This asks for the format of the factor, the options entered matching this format. This offers the
same flexibility as code formats – i.e. UUUUUU allows entry of up to six characters be they
letters, numbers or symbols, 999 restricts this to three characters that must be numbers.

Factor ‘Options’
These prompts ask for the options, or variations, for this factor – i.e. if the factor is ‘colour’ then
these could include ‘black’, ‘brown’, ‘blue’, etc.
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Updating a Matrix Entry
If you update a matrix entry that is already linked to a stock item then new ‘batch’ records
may need to be created, the batch records are normally only created when adding a stock
item. On update of the matrix definition the system will offer ‘Update Batch Lists for Stock
Items that Use This Matrix’ – you should respond ‘Yes’ to this.

Matrix Enquiry
The Stock Ledger Enquiry allows you to view a list of the batches available for each stock item
showing physical quantities etc., and the batch code enquiry allows you to see the quantity details
for individual batches. Where you have a matrix item this option allows you a snapshot table
enquiry of all the batches for an individual stock item.
Selecting this option asks for the stock code to enquiry upon and then asks how you want the
table to be displayed, and then the quantity to view.

Stock Code
Select the stock code to be enquired upon; <F4-Select> is available if required. Only stock codes
that are flagged as matrix / template items will be accepted.

Factor to Display in Rows
Factor to Display in Columns
Factor to Display per Screen
These parameters ask how to configure the enquiry – which of the factors is to be displayed
across the screen, down the screen and which (for a three-factored matrix) is to be displayed on
subsequent screens. On entry on the stock code the factors defined for that item are displayed for
reference.

P) Phys, O) On-Order, R) Res or F) Free
This parameter asks which of the stock quantities you wish to enquire upon.
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Once these details have been entered / confirmed then the matrix enquiry is displayed.

Here the first selected factor (colour) is displayed across the screen, the second selected factor
(size) is displayed down the screen and the quantities are displayed as a grid – pressing <Enter>
or the Zoom button will list the batch item(s) for that combination. For a three-factored matrix
enquiry pressing <Page-Down> and <Page-Up> allows you to display the third factors variations.

Clear Down Batch and Batch Transactions
The batch tracking clear down procedures allow you to remove old (long) issued batches and / or
transactions that are no longer required for enquiry purposes. On selection of this item you are
asked to enter details of the batches/transactions to remove.
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Cleardown Batch/Serial Records
Select to remove old batch / serial records. If set then only those with a zero physical, reserved,
on-order and free quantity are removed - subject to additional criteria set below.

Delete up to date last used
Enter date, validated against the issue date, to remove batch/serial items last issued before this
date. This option is only applicable when removing batch records.

Selective Batch/Serial Records
Enter criteria to remove batch/serial records for. This option is only applicable when removing
batch records.

Cleardown Batch Transactions
Only applicable when not removing batch records this option asks if you want to clear down
transactions only. If removing batch records then transactions are removed but only for the batch
records that are removed. If removing transactions on their own then transactions are cleared
regardless of the active status of the batch record.

Delete up to transaction date
Enter date up to which to remove transactions (applicable when removing transactions only).
After batch and batch transaction records are removed, the batch and batch transaction databases
are compacted (freeing up space) and pointer audit processes between the stock/batch and
batch/batch transaction files are run. This process may take some time on larger systems.

System Status
This option displays a summary of the current status of the batch files; showing company details,
file sizes and stock period dates.
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Invoicer
Invoice and Credit Documents
On complete of the line entry input Invoicer will prompt for the serial/batch details to be issued,
as with sales issues in stock control you cannot complete acceptance of the serial / batch details
unless the total quantity selected matches the invoice quantity. <F4-Select> is available if
required, for Sales Issues the batches/serials to be issued can be defaulted on a FIFO / userdefined sequence (set in Batch Tracking System Profiles), for Purchase Invoices the batch/serial
numbers will be automatically generated were required.

Note
Invoicer does not support the use of matrix or template stock items.
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Job Costing
Stock Issues
On complete of the line entry input for a stock issue the system will prompt for the serial/batch
details to be issued, as with sales issues in stock control you cannot complete acceptance of the
serial / batch details unless the total quantity selected matches the invoice quantity. <F4-Select>
is available if required, for Stock Issues the batches/serials to be issued can be defaulted on a
FIFO / user-defined sequence (set in Batch Tracking System Profiles).

Note
Job Costing does not support the use of matrix or template stock items.
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Sales and Purchase Order Processing
Order Entry
As batch details are only prompted for a physical movement of stock then order entry, which will
only reserve or place stock on-order, would not normally prompt for batch details. However, if
configured accordingly, the system can prompt for serial/batch details as part of the order entry
process and will mark the items as reserved/on-order as appropriate.

After input of the order quantity (or at the end of the detail depending on configuration) the
system will prompt for the batch/serial details to be reserved. It is not mandatory, as no physical
movement takes place, to enter any batch details here. For matrix / template items the system will
prompt for the ‘pre-selector’ factor (if any) before asking you to select the ‘batch’ codes.

Notes
Batch details are only prompted where configured to do so (see configuration details later)
and only where the order is set to reserve stock.
If set to prompt for batch details after input of quantity then the system will still prompt at
the end of the detail were Back-2-Back Order Processing is in use.
If pre-allocate batch details then they can be printed on the acknowledgement document
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Order Acknowledgement
The Order Acknowledgement document can print the batch details that have been pre-allocated as
part of the order entry process. Alternatively the system can be configured to prompt for batch
details on the acknowledgement and reserve the selected batch details – this is only applicable
where not pre-allocating on order entry.

After confirming the action quantity a pop-up allows you to input/select the batch details.

Delivery / Goods Received Note
The delivery note (or invoice where no delivery note) always prompts for the batch details to be
issued / received and the quantity processed must match the ‘action’ quantity entered. After
inputting the action quantity a pop-up allows you to select the batch details.
For Sales Order Processing the system will default to any pre-allocated serial numbers or issue on
a FIFO/user-defined database (if configured). If pre-allocated the system can be set to autoaccept and not prompt these details for confirmation.
For Purchase Order Processing the system will also default to any pre-allocated batch details, or
where configured, will default to the next auto-generated serial/batch number. Again, if preallocated, the system can be set to auto-accept and not prompt for batch details.
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Notes
If a delivery note (goods received note) is in use then an invoice document that doesn’t
update stock cannot print the batch details.
If batch tracking in use then the alternate stock updating options, where you can order 1 item
but update stock for 10 (say), are not applicable – factor between the order quantity and stock
order quantity must be ‘1’.
If using Back-2-Back Order Processing then the system will allow generation of new
serial/batch numbers on sales order entry where set to generate a purchase order, these batch
details can then be transferred to the purchase order.
SOP / POP Batch Update does not support the reservation of batch details – subsequent
delivery note processes will, of course, prompt for the appropriate details.

Bill of Materials
Works Order Entry
As batch details are only prompted for a physical movement of stock then works order entry,
which will only reserve or place stock on-order, would not normally prompt for batch details.
However, if configured accordingly, the system can prompt for serial/batch details as part of the
order entry process and will mark the items as reserved/on-order as appropriate.
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On completion of the Works Order Header details then the system will prompt for the batch/serial
details of the items being built, followed by the batch details of the component stock items. The
items being built are placed on-order, the items being issued are reserved. Where a sub-assembly
item is being both built and issued (i.e. 10 are required, 4 available in stock, 6 need to be built)
then the system asks firstly for the build batch details and then the issue details.
If pre-allocate batch details then the Works Order Acknowledgement can print the batch/serial
details.

Note
If pre-allocating batch/serial details then the build document cannot recalculate sub-assembly
explosion requirements based on current stock levels – i.e. if order entry detects that need to
build 6 of 10 sub-assembly items then the build document has to build 6 and cannot
recalculate the build requirement based on current stock levels.

Build Document
As part of the build document process the system will prompt for the batch/serial details as the
‘action’ quantities are processed. If the build item is serial/batch tracked and any one of the
component items is batch/serial tracked then only one serial/batch can be built at a time to
maintain traceability.
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Chapter 5
Configuring Batch
Tracking
The Batch Tracking accessory has a wide range of possible facilities, and you can undertake a
great amount of structuring so that it suits your particular operation. This section describes how
to use the Installation program to set up the batch tracking accessory and link it to the other
applications.
You can use the program for the batch requirements of many companies, and each may have a
different configuration and its own set of data files. For each company specified the stock
parameter file is written to disk which holds details of the stock and batch configuration. Each
company is identified by a three-letter code such as “DEM”.
When you select the Installation option a menu will be displayed that contains the installation and
configuration options – only operators with the highest authority level (0) are allowed to process
any of the options within this menu.
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The Installation options are covered generally within the Configuration Guide manual; however
where specific Batch Tracking configuration options are available these are covered here.
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Lock Out All Systems
When making changes to the Batch Tracking system then that application has to be locked
out. To lockout you select the option ‘Lock Out All Systems’. Firstly, you are prompted to
lock out all systems – it can sometimes be easier to lock all systems as you may have to
change settings in other applications at the same time – if you respond ‘Yes’ then all
applications are locked, if you respond ‘N’ then you can select to lock just the applications
required.

Set Application Code Formats
This option allows you to set the prime index format for each of the application databases
including the batch and batch matrix files.

The default format for the batch file is UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU – this allows codes to
be any combination on letters and numbers. This format is used within the Batch Enquiry
function in batch tracking or where the batch format is blank on the stock record. If using a
global sequence number for batch/serial generation (discussed within System Profiles later) then
this format should be set as 99999999 (eight numbers). The default format for the matrix file is
AAA999 – this allows three letters followed by three numbers.
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The ‘Company Name’ displayed here is used as the name in all reports including the batch and
transaction reports.

System Profiles
System Profiles (1/4)

Batch Tracking Installed for Stock
Set to use batch tracking within this company, leave blank to omit the use of batch tracking.

Prevent Negative Stocks
This is normally set for Batch Tracking. Although serial tracked items automatically prevent
negative stock (a physical of 0 or 1 only allowed), you could allow negative stocks for batch,
matrix or template items if required.
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Issue Batches/Serials on FIFO basis
OR by Sorting into User Defined Sequence
Either one of these items may be set (not both). If left blank then the user is prompted for
batch/serials and must key/scan in manually or select using the <F4> key. If set to issue on a
FIFO basis then batch/serial details are issued based on the order the batch record was created on
the system. If set to issue on a user-defined sequence then a pop-up form allows you to select up
to four sorting items and whether to process these in ascending or descending sequence – this
could be used on (say) expiry date or purchase date so the oldest dates are issued first.

Log Batch/Serial Movements to Batch Transaction File
This is normally set for enquiry purposes, but if using serial numbers exclusively then the batch
record would record the purchase and sale details and it may be an unnecessary duplication of
detail to generate batch transactions also.

Scan Batch/Serial Goods In (Do Not Offer Default)
Scan Batch/Serial Goods Out (Do Not Offer Default)
When set these two prompts would override any default batch/serial number when issuing or
receiving stock. This is useful when using bar code scanners to read batch numbers.

Confirm OK before updating Batch/Serial stock take
When entering stock take counted quantities the system is recording these details direct on the
stock / batch records. This parameter adds an extra confirmation prompt before updating the
input details on to the batch record – it is not normally set.

Default for “Batch Format”
Default for “Heading”
Default for “Prefix with Stock Code”
Default for “Generate Batch No”
These parameters ask for default values to be applied to the stock record when you first mark it as
a batch/serial item; this is useful where stock items are generally set with the same batch
parameters.
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System Profiles (2/4)

Pre-Allocate Batches/Serials in Sales Order Entry
OR P/Alloc Batches/Serials in Picking Document
OR Suggest Batches/Serials in Picking Document
Only one of these options can be in use per application company. The first, if set, optionally
prompts for the batch/serial details during order entry and reserves where appropriate. The
second, if set, prompts for the batch details on the sales order acknowledgement, stores the
entered batch/serial details against the order and updates the batch reserved quantity. The third
option allows the acknowledgement to ask/print the batch details but doesn’t record the details
against the order or reserve them to the order.

Maximum Batches/Serials per Sales Order Detail
If pre-allocating batches against a sales order, either via order entry or an acknowledgement, then
the batch numbers are recorded on the sales order detail record. This parameter asks for the
maximum number of batch codes that can be stored on the sales order detail record – the
maximum possible is 50, but should be set to the maximum number of consecutive batch codes
that have been defined on the SOD database which is likely to be less.
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Request Batches/Serials Immediately After Quantity
If pre-allocating batches on sales order entry then the batch details are prompted on update of the
order detail unless this parameter set, where it then prompts for the details after confirmation of
the order quantity. Note, that if back-2-back order processing in use then batch details are always
prompted on update of the order detail regardless of this setting as the system needs to know
whether the sales order is to generate a purchase order before asking for the batch detail.

Pre-Allocate Batches/Serials in Purchase Order Entry
OR P/Alloc Batches/Serials in Picking Document
OR Suggest Batches/Serials in Picking Document
Only one of these options can be in use per application company. The first, if set, optionally
prompts for the batch/serial details during order entry and places the batch on-order where
appropriate. The second, if set, prompts for the batch details on the purchase order
acknowledgement, stores the entered batch/serial details against the order and updates the batch
on-order quantity. The third option allows the acknowledgement to ask/print the batch details but
doesn’t record the details against the order or mark them as on-order. You are only likely to set
any of these options were the assignment of a batch/serial item is done ‘in-house’ and not detailed
as part of the goods themselves.

Maximum Batches/Serials per Purchase Order Detail
If pre-allocating batches against a purchase order, either via order entry or an acknowledgement,
then the batch numbers are recorded on the purchase order detail record. This parameter asks for
the maximum number of batch codes that can be stored on the purchase order detail record – the
maximum possible is 50, but should be set to the maximum number of consecutive batch codes
that have been defined on the POD database which is likely to be less.

Request Batches/Serials Immediately After Quantity
If pre-allocating batches on purchase order entry then the batch details are prompted on update of
the order detail unless this parameter set, where it then prompts for the details after confirmation
of the order quantity.

Pre-Allocate Batches / Serials at Works Order Entry
If using Bill of Materials this prompt asks whether you want the option of selecting batch/serial
details as part of the Works Order entry processes. If set then batch details are prompted as
component lines are generated.

Maximum Batches/Serials per Works Order Header
Maximum Batches/Serials per Works Order Detail
If pre-allocating batches against a works order then the batch numbers for the item being built are
recorded on the works order header record, the batch numbers for the components being used are
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recorded on the works order detail record. These parameters asks for the maximum number of
batch codes that can be stored on the works order header/detail records – the maximum possible is
50, but should be set to the maximum number of consecutive batch codes that have been defined
on the WOH/WOD database which is likely to be less.

Request Batches/Serials Immediately After Quantity
If pre-allocating batches on works order entry then the batch details are prompted on update of the
order detail unless this parameter set, where it then prompts for the details after confirmation of
the order quantity.

Request Batches/Serials during Assembly Build
This prompt asks if the item being built is a batch tracked item to prompt for the batch details
during works order entry. Set as appropriate.

System Profiles (3/4)

When prompting for batch / serial details the system asks you for the batch code and quantity.
These parameters allow you to prompt for display/input up to five extra items from the batch
record – you may want to display/input an expiry date for example.
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This parameter screen allows you to set the extra input items for use in individual stock, sales
order and purchase order processes. When an option is set a pop-up allows you to select the items
from the batch file.

Batch Item
Select the data item on the batch file to be displayed / input

Input
Set whether the extra item is to allow input, leave blank to
display the existing value only.

Remember
If allowing input of the extra item, set whether the entered value is to be offered for default where
more than one batch/serial required to be processed on this issue/receipt.

System Profiles (4/4)

This parameter screen allows you to set the extra input items for use in individual works order
entry processes. When an option is set a pop-up allows you to select the items from the batch file.
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Match “Heading” Value to View/Extra Items
When marking a stock item as batch/serial tracked you have the option to enter a ‘heading’ that is
displayed instead of ‘batch number’ when prompting for the batch/serial details of that stock item.
If this option is set then where this heading matches the data item number then that extra item is
suppressed.

Use Global (System Wide) Batch / Serial Numbers
If auto-generating batch numbers then a sequence is maintained per stock code for the batch/serial
numbers generated. This option allows a stock item to be set to auto-generate batch/serial
numbers but to use a system wide (i.e. not only cross stock code but also cross-company)
sequence number. The ‘last reference’ is held in a file DFCONST.DEF; this is a profiler file and
is therefore only applicable where the Profiler accessory has been purchased. If set the code
format for batches set within the Application Code Formats should be set to 99999999 (8
numbers).
For a stock item to use the global sequence number then the following values must be set against
the batch data items on the stock record:




Pre-Fix with Stock Code - blank
Auto-Generate - set to Y
Batch Format – blank

System Control Slot for Batch / Serial Number
If using the global batch/serial number then this asks for the ‘slot’ number held in the
DFCONST.DEF to use for this sequence. Slot numbers range from 1-to-16.

Application Manager
Selecting the Application Manager (Diamond and Premier only) menu option gives a further subset of actions. The options available on this menu are discussed in their own selections later on
where appropriate for the Batch application.

Controls and Audit Manager
The Controls and Audit Manager contains all the utility routines used to check the integrity of the
database files and to undertake various housekeeping actions.
The tools supplied allow:




Audit Application Database Pointers
Check integrity of the databases (audit) and rebuild their index’s
Define the auto-expand parameters for databases
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Check and reset application values
Recover Unused Space.

After selecting the ‘Controls & Audit Manager’ menu option you are prompted to select the
application and then you are presented with the Controls & Audit options for that application.

Audit Pointers: Batch to Stock
Audit Pointers: Batch to Transactions
These options check and reset the relationships between the files concerned. On selection you are
asked whether you want to perform the check for all master records or for individual codes – in
practice you would choose do to this for all codes as there would normally be little difference in
the time taken (the majority of the time being taken with reading the transactions).

Edit System Status Display
Each application has a ‘System Status’ option that summarises the key facts about it, such as files,
their sizes, how full they are, the current period number and period dates. Batch Tracking doesn’t
have any reference details that would usually be amended via this option, so this option is
primarily for display purposes showing current stock period.

Database Audit
Use this option to check the internal integrity of any of the Batch Tracking application files. If
you’re sure that a particular record is in the file but you cannot select it via the indexes then you
might want to use this option on that file.
Really the only events liable to disturb the integrity of a database are power/hardware failures or
an attempt to process a database in an outside program. The database audit checks every record in
the file to make sure it is genuinely active and rebuilds its indexes from scratch.
When you choose this option all the Batch Tracking application databases are listed for you to
select from – it is recommended that if you have the need to do one of the databases within the
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application you should probably do them all and follow it up with both the ‘Audit Pointers’
options.

Compact & Audit Database
The internal processing of databases does not necessarily re-use the space occupied by records
that have been deleted (particularly in master files such as the Batch file). New records are
always added to the end of the file. Therefore, over a period of time, it is possible a file may
appear full but there could be gaps in the middle where records were deleted. Using this option
consolidates the active data and frees up space.
This option effectively re-arranges all the active records so you must run both the ‘Audit Pointers’
functions after using this option. In practice you are unlikely to use this option unless you have
manually removed batch records or transactions – the clear down processes within batch tracking
running the compact process.

Set Auto Expand Data Files
Datafile reserves a fixed space for database files and you need to expand that space should the file
become full. This option allows you to set internal system parameters sot that it automatically
attempts to enlarge a file that is becoming full. The file is expanded when a user opens the file
provided no-one else is already using that file, typically it would occur at the start of the day when
the first user accesses an application.

Expand By
Enter the number of records by which you wish the system to expand the file when triggered.
Strike a balance between too small a number, meaning that it would happen to frequently, and too
large a number which would mean it would take a long time to expand and take up unnecessary
disk space.

When Less
This represents the quantity of free records which when below will trigger the automatic
expansion when a user has exclusive access to the file.
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Minimum Spare
This is an important parameter for files where batches of records are added – it represents the
minimum quantity that must be free at all times. It would normally be less than the ‘When Less’
setting and if this setting reached implies that no user has had exclusive access to the file since the
‘When Less’ quantity was reached. You should set the minimum to be the largest number that
can be added through an automatic update.

Expand Data Files
If not setting the auto-expand options then this option allows you to manually expand the data
files as necessary.

Security and User Manager
The Security and User Manager allows you to set authority levels and passwords on specific
application options and to define any user authority overrides. After selecting the application two
screens of options are allowed for security checks.

In the first screen you may attach a password and/or an authority level for each of the main stock
control options. If Premier and logging options have been enabled then you can log operators
who attempt to enter password/authority protected areas and fail. You can also nominate
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operators, who are nominally blocked from this company by their authority level, to be allowed
into this application. On the second screen you are allowed to specify passwords/authority-levels
for more specific transactions and record maintenance options.

Document Design Manager
The Document Design Manager is available on the ‘Application Manager’ sub-menu. Whilst
Batch Tracking has no documents of its own – the document options for Stock, Invoicer, Order
Processing and Bill of Materials all allow the print of batch/serial details. The Document Design
options for Stock Control have been discussed earlier in this manual, and the batch tracking print
options are covered in the manuals for each of the other applications, however a brief guideline
for these applications is given below.

General Details
A document is split into three sections – a header, detail and footer area. In, for example, sales
documents the header area could be used to print the customer details plus the transaction date
and document references. The detail section shows, line-by-line, the stock transactions generated.
The footer area shows any document totals.
The batch details are printed in the detail section, if the transaction line is for a batch tracked item
then the batch details are printed underneath that entry (leaving a blank line between stock and
batch details were set).

Invoicer Documents
If the Invoicer document is linked to Stock Control then you may need to print the batch details.
The positioning of the print items for the batch detail can be configured from the document mask,
using the category Batch Details, but a parameter screen ‘Batch Tracking Printing’ is also
available.
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Print Batches
Set to print batch details, where appropriate, on the invoicer document.

Space a Line Before
Set to leave a blank line between the end of the stock description detail and the first batch/serial
item to be printed.

Quantity: Column Before
Quantity: Column After
Quantity: Print Decimal Point
These parameters control the print of the batch/serial quantity issued. Usually set via print items
from the document mask you can set manually via this parameter screen. ‘Column Before’ asks
for the starting column position of the significant portion of the batch quantity, ‘Column After’
asks for the starting column for the decimal portion of the batch quantity, and ‘Print Decimal
Point’ asks whether you want to print the decimal point.
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Print Batch Item
Column
These parameters control the print of additional items, including the batch code itself, for the
batches issued. Again these are usually set via the document mask.

Max Across Page
Repeat Col Offset
Batch/Serial Numbers are normally printed one per document line. These options allow you to
configure the print of more than one batch item per document line. You set the number to print
and the offset value, to the set printing positions, for second and subsequent batch print per line.

Sales / Purchase Order Processing
On documents that update stock, usually the delivery note but if no delivery note in use then the
invoice, you can print the batch details issued/received. In addition where pre-allocating
batch/serial details the acknowledgement document can be configured to print the batch detail.
The positioning of the print items for the batch detail can be configured from the document mask,
using the category Batch Details, but a parameter screen ‘Batch Tracking Printing’ is also
available.
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Auto Accept
If batches pre-allocated during order entry then setting this option doesn’t ask to re-confirm these
details were the quantity processed equals the batch/serial quantities pre-allocated.

Skip Not Issued
If processing the delivery document automatically, then this option, when set, will omit the order
where sufficient serial/batch stock is not available to match the document action quantity (usually
outstanding delivery). This option is only applicable where stock is issued on a FIFO/userdefined sequence.

Print Batches
Set to print batch details, where appropriate, on the document.

Space A Line Before
Set to leave a blank line between the end of the stock description detail and the first batch/serial
item to be printed.

Or Start on Line
This option allows you to start the print of the batch detail on the same line as the stock detail
rather than after the stock detail.

Quantity: Column Before
Quantity: Column After
Quantity: Print Decimal Point
These parameters control the print of the batch/serial quantity issued. Usually set via print items
from the document mask you can set manually via this parameter screen. ‘Column Before’ asks
for the starting column position of the significant portion of the batch quantity, ‘Column After’
asks for the starting column for the decimal portion of the batch quantity, and ‘Print Decimal
Point’ asks whether you want to print the decimal point.

Print Batch Item
Column
These parameters control the print of additional items, including the batch code itself, for the
batches issued. Again these are usually set via the document mask.
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Max Across Page
Repeat Col Offset
Batch/Serial Numbers are normally printed one per document line. These options allow you to
configure the print of more than one batch item per document line. You set the number to print
and the offset value, to the set printing positions, for second and subsequent batch print per line.

Omit Stock Prefix
If the stock item is flagged to prefix the batch codes with the stock code for internal purposes then
this option allows you to omit the print of the stock code prefix from the batch code.

Accept Batch Qty
When entering details you input the action quantity and then the batches / serials you select have
to total this quantity. Setting this option allows you to enter less than this quantity and, on a
warning, use the <F7-Option> key to set the action quantity as per the selected batch / serial
details. If set an optional password can be configured that must be input on use of the override.

Bill of Materials
On the build documents you can print the batch details issued and built. In addition where preallocating batch/serial details the acknowledgement document can be configured to print the batch
detail. The positioning of the print items for the batch detail can be configured from the
document mask, using the category Batch Details, but two parameter screen ‘Batch Tracking
Printing (Detail) and ‘Batch Tracking Printing (Header)’ are also available.

Batch Tracking Printing (Header)
This parameter screen controls the print parameters were the items being built are batch/serial
tracked.
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Print WOH Batches
Set to print the batch/serial details of items being built.

Start on Line
End on Line
The batch details for items being built are printed either in the header or footer of the document.
Set the line numbers where the first batch built will be printed and where the last batch can be
printed. Where the number of items built exceeds this range then these details are not printed.

Quantity: Column Before
Quantity: Column After
Quantity: Print Decimal Point
These parameters control the print of the batch/serial quantity built. Usually set via print items
from the document mask you can set manually via this parameter screen. ‘Column Before’ asks
for the starting column position of the significant portion of the batch quantity, ‘Column After’
asks for the starting column for the decimal portion of the batch quantity, and ‘Print Decimal
Point’ asks whether you want to print the decimal point.
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Print Batch Item
Column
These parameters control the print of additional items, including the batch code itself, for the
batches built. Again these are usually set via the document mask.

Max Across Page
Repeat Col Offset
Batch/Serial Numbers are normally printed one per document line. These options allow you to
configure the print of more than one batch item per document line. You set the number to print
and the offset value, to the set printing positions, for second and subsequent batch print per line.

Batch Tracking Printing (Detail)
This parameter screen controls the print of the batch/serials details for the component lines.

Print WOD Batches
Set to print batch details, where appropriate, on the document.
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Space A Line Before
Set to leave a blank line between the end of the stock description detail and the first batch/serial
item to be printed.

Quantity: Column Before
Quantity: Column After
Quantity: Print Decimal Point
These parameters control the print of the batch/serial quantity issued. Usually set via print items
from the document mask you can set manually via this parameter screen. ‘Column Before’ asks
for the starting column position of the significant portion of the batch quantity, ‘Column After’
asks for the starting column for the decimal portion of the batch quantity, and ‘Print Decimal
Point’ asks whether you want to print the decimal point.

S/Ass Quantity: Column Before
S/Ass Quantity: Column After
Where the component item being issued is a sub-assembly that has to be built then this option
asks for the printing position of the build quantity for the sub-assembly.

Print Batch Item
Column
These parameters control the print of additional items, including the batch code itself, for the
batches issued. Again these are usually set via the document mask.

Max Across Page
Repeat Col Offset
Batch/Serial Numbers are normally printed one per document line. These options allow you to
configure the print of more than one batch item per document line. You set the number to print
and the offset value, to the set printing positions, for second and subsequent batch print per line.

Other Parameters
Two additional parameters within BOM documents relate to Batch Tracking. On the parameter
screen ‘Optional Features during Printing / Updating’ is the following option:

Assemble More Than One Item per Serial Build
Where the item being built is serial tracked and one or more components are also batch tracked
then, for traceability purposes, only one serial item can be built at a time. This option, when set,
automatically re-processes the works order until all are built. If not set then you are asked
‘Another Document’ and you can elect to re-process.
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On the parameter screen ‘Selection Criteria / Auto Run’ is the option:

Auto Accept Batches Input at Order Entry
Where pre-allocating batch details input at works order entry then this option skips the
confirmation of batch details were the processed ‘action’ quantity equals the total quantity preallocated.

Application User Facilities
The Application User Facilities allows configuration of the individual options within Batch
Tracking menu.

Maintain Batch Matrix
This option allows you to define the screen used when creating/amending a matrix template.
Screen design processes are general throughout the system:


To display a data item, position the cursor and right-click with the mouse, choose the data
item to display from the list and then confirm whether the item is to be view-only,
mandatory or should force input to uppercase. Up to forty-eight items can be displayed on
screen.



To display text, position the cursor and type the required text on screen.



To draw a screen border choose the option on the Tools pull-down menu.



To draw vertical/horizontal lines switch to line mode (again on Tools pull-down) and then
use mouse to click the line starting position and then drag the cursor to where you want it
to end.
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To amend the sequence in which you process the data items then choose the Tools option
‘Sequence’. Select the item you want to move from the list and then select the item you
wish to process it after.



To amend the database the screen is based on, in this case the Matrix file; choose the DBRestructure option from the Tools pull-down.

Batch Enquiry
This option allows you to define the screen displayed when you perform a Batch Enquiry within
the Batch Tracking menu.

Batch Reports
Here you define how the batch reports, based on the batch records file, are to print. For each
report the parameters you must give include the print style (type of printing), the data items to
print, and any sorting sequence for the final report.

The set-up for each report follows a standard pattern as illustrated by the ‘List/Batch Serials’
report. Firstly, it asks for the report title, enter as appropriate, and then the system displays the
report set-up parameters.
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Print Control
Up to eight report styles can be defined on your system through the CONFIG user (see the
Configuration Guide). These control the length/width of page to print. The styles available are
listed at the bottom right of the screen.

Data Items
Here you can select up to ten items to print across the page for each report. The data items
available for selection are listed to the right of the screen – you can also, however, use the F4Select key to select items for the report.

Sorting Sequence
Reports are normally printed in batch code order. You may specify a different sorting sequence
for a report here by giving the item numbers in the file of the data item on which you wish to sort.
The first item chosen is the senior sort item, with each subsequent one being junior.
You have the option to choose an ascending sort sequence (normal choice) or descending value.
You might use descending value if sorting on a numeric value.
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The OPTIONS Button
Selecting the OPTIONS button allows access to the print configuration – page size, margins and
fonts.

The layout of this screen differs slightly based on whether you have set the page size (as above) or
not. Before discussing the parameters you should note the buttons available at the footer of this
parameter screen.
This option updates the individual parameters from your user default when they
are set, overwriting presets where applicable. If no user defaults are set then this
option is ‘greyed’ out and cannot be selected.
This saves your set parameters so they are offered as default next time this report is
run

This option abandons any changes made and returns you to the report screen.
The report parameters available are:


Paper Size – select the paper size the report is to be printed to (i.e. A4). You can elect to
leave this blank in which case the report is printed as per the last/default page size of the
printer, however, if you do this you can only choose fixed pitch fonts – selecting a page
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size is mandatory to use proportional fonts. If you set a page size then the options screen
re-displays with the appropriate parameters. If you leave blank then the options screen
remains as above.



Default Printer Font – a font dialog is display allowing you to select as required, the
default font to be used for this report. If you’ve sent the page size then all fonts are
available, if you haven’t set this then only fixed pitch fonts can be assigned. You can also
set bold/italic attributes and font size – note that if you haven’t set a page size then the font
size option is not applicable (font is sized as per previous rules).

Selecting the Font Size
Generally you can’t go far wrong with 10point. However, if you have a lot of data items on
your report, and are printing in portrait, 10point may be too big to fit all the required
information without overlapping fields.
The positioning of fields across the page is determined by the item size – if you imagine the
‘Purchase Details’ report this shows, by default, the batch code (30 characters), the stock
code (16), the supplier code (10), the purchase order number (10), purchase delivery number
(6), purchase date (8), and original qty (14) together with spaces between the items this gives
a total of 108 characters, or columns required, across the page (think graph paper – you have
108 ‘cells’ across the page).
Those 108 columns are split equally across the available page (page size and margins taken
into account) as starting positions for data items – so the batch code starts at column 1, the
stock code at column 32 (batch code plus 1), etc. If you select a font size too big then the
stock code may not finish printing before the description starts causing the description to
overlap the end of the stock code. If this occurs then you may need to either reduce the font
size or consider swapping the report to landscape orientation if the font size would go too
small.
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Default to Landscape – set to default the printed report to landscape, leave blank for
usual portrait orientation. You may want to set reports such as the Sales Ledger Aged
Debtors Report or the Cashbook Receipts Analysis Listing to landscape as these reports
require a large amount of detail to be printed and otherwise the font size could be too
small.



Show Time in Report Headings – set to include the printed time in the report headings in
addition to the printed date.



Include Selection Criteria – set to print any selection criteria that were applied to the
report.



Email as Text – if send this report via email this option allows you to send as a text file
attachment as opposed to, if left blank, PDF.



Omit Full Page Headings – When printing a multi-page report the system repeats the
headings for each page. Setting this option reduces the heading details for the second and
subsequent pages allowing more record detail to be printed per page.



Default Output to Spooler – Usually, when printing a report, the default printer is the last
print device used. Select this option to set the default printer as the spooler for this report.
This acts only as a default and doesn’t prevent you electing to print the report instead.



Allow Change of Printer Alias – when these options are configured then it is assumed
you are printing as ‘direct windows print’ and this is the alias set by default. Setting this
option allows you to change the default alias at run-time to one of the list of Datafile
configured printers. If you change the alias to a ‘DOS’ style alias then the page size
(length/width) and font are again picked up from the Print Style Profile, although other
settings such as ‘include time’ etc. remain from the OPTIONS display.



Print Negatives in Red – on selected reports, assuming you have a colour printer; it may
be useful to print negative values in red. This option allows this.

The next set of parameters allows you to specify formatting and margin settings. This section is
different if you set the page size earlier. If you have set the page size then you set the margins in
millimetres. If you haven’t set the page size then you set margin in ‘columns’ for both portrait
and landscape - the appropriate settings being used based on the orientation of the output selected
at run-time.

Paper Size Set


Characters Per Line – the system displays the width of the report items on the right. If
you leave this value at 0 (recommended) then the report width used in determining the start
column positions of data items (as discussed above with regards to font size) is the larger
of either the report print items or 80 columns. You can manually set a report width – from
64 to 255 columns. You may want to increase the number of columns on (say) a landscape
report with few print items to bring the fields closer together to aid in reading.
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Lines Per Page – if left at 0 (recommended) then the number of lines per page is
determined by the font and page size. Alternatively you can set a number of lines per
page, perhaps to give a greater gap between rows of data items.



Left Margin (mm) – set the size of the left hand margin (relative to page orientation in
millimetres.



Right Margin (mm) – set the size of the right hand margin.



Top Margin (mm) – set the size of the top margin.



Bottom Margin (mm) – set the size of the bottom margin.

Paper Size Not Set


Minimum Characters Per Line – the system displays the width of the report items to the
right. If you leave this value as 0 then the report width is the larger of either the report
print items or 80 characters. You can manually set a report width – from 64 to 255
characters wide – but if you set a width less than the items actually printed then this is
overridden by the report width at run-time.



Maximum Lines Per Page – if left at 0 then when printing a report the system will
determine the number of lines per page based on the report width and the printable area of
the page up to a maximum of 72 lines per page in portrait mode or 50 lines per page in
landscape mode. Alternatively you can set the number of lines per page, from 16 to 255,
and this is then taken into account when deciding font size to ensure that number of lines is
printed. If left at 0 then when sending to the spooler the lines per page is assumed to be 72
in portrait mode and 50 in landscape. If you require an identical print from the printer and
the spooler then a maximum number of lines should be set.



Left Margin – set the number of characters to be used as a margin from 1 to 64. If you
require a margin then when entering the value you need to take into account the report
print width – a margin of 4 characters on an 80-character report will be bigger than a
margin of 4 characters on a 132-character report. If left at 0 no left margin is applied.



Right Margin – if you require a margin to be applied on the right of the report set the
number of characters accordingly (again 1-64), if leave as 0 then no right margin is
applied.



Top Margin – set the number of lines to leave as a margin at the top of the page (1-32
lines). If left at 0 then no top margin is applied.



Bottom Margin – set the number of lines to leave as a margin at the bottom of the page
(1-32 lines). If left at 0 then no bottom margin is applied.

Finally, you can set default options that are used when you send the report to print or e-mail.
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Print Device – if using a stand-alone Datafile system then you can set a default printer to
output to. This option only applies when sending to a print device; if last printer was
spooler or fax then this remains the default. If using a networked Datafile system then you
can still set this where you are printing to a networked printer – provided all terminals have
a consistent device path. If the print device isn’t valid then the normal printer is offered
instead.



E-mail Address – if the report is sent to email then here you can enter an email address
that is to be used by default for this report – though it can be amended at run-time.

Once you’ve set the desired parameters select the SAVE option to apply for future prints of this
report.

Batch Statements
The Batch Statement option allows you to define eight ‘statement’ style reports. These statements
are made up of a master file – either the stock or batch file – and a detail file. The detail file is the
batch or batch transaction file where the master file is the stock file, or the batch transaction file
where the master file is the stock file.
When you define a report you are asked for the title and then asked to select the master and detail
database. Once selected you are able to define the items to be printed.
The master (or header) file items are configured over two parameter screens ‘Left Header’ and
‘Right Header’. Each screen allows print of five items from the master file. In addition the ‘Left
Header’ allows selection of the print style.
The detail file items are configured within the parameter screen ‘Detail Columns’ and allows
selection of up to ten items for print from the detail file.
The Options button is available to configure the page size, margins and font of the printed output.

Batch Transaction Reports
Here you define how the transaction reports, based on the batch transactions file, are to print. For
each report the parameters you must give include the print style (type of printing), the data items
to print, and any sorting sequence for the final report.
The set-up for each report follows the standard pattern of:

Print Control
Up to eight report styles can be defined on your system through the CONFIG user (see the
Configuration Guide). These control the length/width of page to print. The styles available are
listed at the bottom right of the screen.
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Data Items
Here you can select up to ten items to print across the page for each report. The data items
available for selection are listed to the right of the screen – you can also, however, use the F4Select key to select items for the report.

Sorting Sequence
Reports are normally printed in transaction entry order. You may specify a different sorting
sequence for a report here by giving the item numbers in the file of the data item on which you
wish to sort. The first item chosen is the senior sort item, with each subsequent one being junior.
You have the option to choose an ascending sort sequence (normal choice) or descending value.
You might use descending value if sorting on a numeric value.

The OPTIONS Button
The options button is available to configure the printed output of the transaction listing – page
size, font and margins. For more details see discussion above within Batch Reports.

Batch Cleardown
System Status
Neither of these options currently have any user-definable features and are here as ‘placeholders’
for any future development.

Application Screen Layouts
This option allows access to the screen designs for Batch Tracking, firstly the Batch Matrix
maintenance screen and then the Batch Enquiry screen. These are discussed within the
Application User Facilities discussed above.

Select Key Definition
Whenever you press <F4-Select> against an application database within the batch tracking
application the details displayed can be configured to show the details you require. This is done
via the ‘Select Key Definition’.
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As you select this option the system displays each of the ‘system’ databases used within the batch
tracking application in turn asking you to select the items, up to ten, that you wish to display.
You are also asked:

LIFO Sequence
The details listed when using <F4-Select> depend on the item searched upon. If search on the
prime-index (which for the batch file would be the batch code) then items are listed in batch code
order, if enter a search on a secondary index (for the batch file this could be the stock code) then
items are listed in the order they were created. Setting this option reverses this sequence so that
details are listed in either reverse prime-index or reverse entry order.

Auto-Sort Column
Auto-Sort Descending
As an alternative to the above you could set the records to be listed in a set sequence. This could
include, in the case of the batch file, the batch code or physical quantity. The item you sort on
must be one of the list items you have set to be displayed and, here you select the column number
of the data item you wish to sort upon and whether the records are to be sorted in descending
order (leave blank for ascending order).
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Note: these items only affect the items displayed in the list when selected within Batch Tracking;
they do not affect the items you can filter on (i.e. the header selection inputs). These are the
prime and secondary indexes of the databases concerned.

Recall Standard Text
Recall Standard Text allows you to attach a word or phrase to a specific key combination (such as
<Shift> + <F1>). For example you might have a series of standard texts to use for the transaction
descriptions – i.e. ‘Damaged Stock’ or ‘Returned to Supplier’ for adjustments.
The Batch
Tracking accessory shares the same settings for the Stock application.
Up to fifteen phrases can be entered and these are available for update into a text field throughout
the Stock and Batch Tracking accessory.

Database Profiles
Database Profiles are the interface between the program and the databases, allow the program to
read/update the data and interpret the values contained within. The data item profiles for Batch
Tracking are detailed below.

Batch Mandatory
Item Name

Type

Description

BATCH NUMBER

X (32)

The prime index of the batch file holding the
batch code itself.

STOCK CODE

X (32)

Holds the stock code that the batch/serial item
belongs to.

STOCK RECORD NO

Y (6)

Holds the record number within the stock
database of the stock code that the batch/serial
item belongs to.

NEXT BATCH

Y (6)

Holds the record number of the next batch/serial
item for the stock code that this batch item
belongs to.

ORIGINAL QUANTITY

K, L, M

Holds the quantity originally purchased/built
when this batch record created.

PHYSICAL QUANTITY

K, L, M

Holds the
available.
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ON-ORDER QUANTITY

K, L, M

Holds the quantity on-order through Bill of
Materials and Purchase Order Processing.

RESERVED QUANTITY

K, L, M

Holds the quantity reserved through Bill of
Materials and Sales Order Processing

FREE QUANTITY

*

A calculation of Physical plus On-Order less
Reserved

COST PRICE

K, L, M

Holds the cost price the batch was received/built
at

PREV BATCH

Y (6)

Holds the record number of the previous
batch/serial item for the stock code that this
batch item belongs to

SUPP CODE

X (10)

Holds the account code of the supplier, where
appropriate, whom the batch was purchased
from.

PURCH ORDER REF

X (16)

Holds the purchase order number, where
appropriate, the batch was purchased on.

PURCH DELIVERY REF

X (6)

Holds the purchase delivery number, where
appropriate, the batch was received on.

PURCH DATE

D, E

Holds the date of delivery the batch was
received on

CUST CODE

X (10)

Holds the account code of the customer the
batch has been issued to.

SALES ORDER REF

X (16)

Holds the sales order number,
appropriate, the batch was issued on.

SALES DELIVERY REF

X (6)

Holds the sales delivery number the batch was
issued on.

SALES DATE

D, E

Holds the date of delivery the batch was issued
on

TRANSFER CODE

X (32)

Where the batch code has been created from a
transfer (or transferred to another stock code)
this option contains the stock code it was
transferred from / to.

Batch Optional 1

where
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FIRST TRANSACTION

Y (6)

Holds the record number of the first batch
transaction for this item.

LAST TRANSACTION

Y (6)

Holds the record number of the latest batch
transaction for this item

EXPIRY DATE

D, E

Holds the expiry date for this batch item. This
is for memo purposes only – it is not used in
validating on issue of the batch and can only be
viewed/updated via the extra batch items
defined in the System Profiles.

BOM ON-ORDER QTY

K, L, M

Holds the quantity on-order through Bill of
Materials

BOM RESERVED QTY

K, L, M

Holds the quantity reserved through Bill of
Materials

Batch Optional 2

WORKS ASSEMBLY
WORKS ORDER REFERENCE X (16)

Where the batch record was built through Bill of
Materials this item contains the works order
number it was built on.

WORKS BUILD REFERENCE

X (6)

Where the batch record was built through BOM
this contains the build reference.

WORKS DATE

D, E

Where the batch record was built through BOM
this contains the build date.

WORKS COMPONENT
WORKS ORDER REFERENCE X (16)

Where the batch record was issued through
BOM this contains the works order number.

WORKS BUILD REFERENCE

X (6)

Where the batch record was issued through
BOM this contains the build reference

WORKS DATE

D, E

Where the batch record was issued through
BOM this contains the build date.

Batch Optional 3
POP CREDITS
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PURCH ORDER REFERENCE

X (16)

If referenced then when a goods returned
process is generated through POP then instead
of updating the purchase order number
referenced in Optional 1, the order number is
updated here.

PURCH DELIVERY REF

X (6)

If referenced then on a goods return through
POP the return document reference is updated
here rather than the purchase delivery reference
set in Optional 1

PURCH DATE

D, E

If referenced then on a goods return through
POP the return date is updated here rather than
the purchase date set in Optional 1.

SALES ORDER REFERENCE

X (16)

If referenced then when a goods returned
process is generated through SOP then instead
of updating the sales order number referenced in
Optional 1, the order number is updated here.

SALES DELIVERY REF

X (6)

If referenced then on a goods return through
SOP the return document reference is updated
here rather than the sales delivery reference set
in Optional 1

SALES DATE

D, E

If referenced then on a goods return through
SOP the return date is updated here rather than
the sales date set in Optional 1.

DATE COUNTED

D, E

Last date a count was done for this batch record

COUNTED QUANTITY

K, L, M

The ‘physically’ counted quantity for this batch
record

COMPARE QUANTITY

K, L, M

The quantity recorded by the system as the
physical quantity when the stock take procedure
is begun (initialised)

DISCREP QUANTITY

*

The difference between the counted and
compare quantities.

STATUS

X (1)

Holds key for where in the stock take process
the item is. ‘ ‘ shows that the item has been
through or is outside the stock take, ‘I’ shows

SOP CREDITS

Stock Take
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the stock take has begun, ‘E’ shows the item has
been counted but any adjustment has not been
processed.
REFERENCE

X (6)

Holds the reference number of the stock take the
counted quantity was entered on.

ASSY BUILD NO

X (6)

If batch record built through the Stock Control
‘Assembly’ processes then this option contains
the assembly build reference.

ASSY BUILD DATE

D, E

If batch record built through the Stock assembly
process then this contains the build date.

COMP BUILD NO

X (6)

If batch record issued through the Stock
assembly process then this contains the build
reference issued on.

COMP BUILD DATE

D, E

If batch record issued through the Stock
assembly process then this contains the build
date issued on.

TRANSACTION TYPE

X (1)

Holds the type of transaction.
1 – Sales Issue
3 – Purchase Delivery
4 – Goods Received
5 – Adjustment
7 – Transfer
8 – Stock Take Adjustment
9 – Assembly Transaction

TRANSACTION DATE

D, E

Holds the date of the transaction

BATCH CODE

X (32)

Holds the batch code the transaction is for

QUANTITY

K, L, M

Holds the quantity the transaction is for

NEXT TRANSACTION

Y (6)

Holds the record number of the next transaction
for this batch item.

BATCH RECORD NO

Y (6)

Holds the record number within the batch file of
the batch code this transaction is for.

Stock Assembly

Trans Mandatory
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Trans Optional
S/L P/L ACCOUNT

X (10)

Holds the sales or purchase account (as
appropriate) that the transaction was generated
for.

S/L P/L ORDER REF

X (16)

Holds the order number that the transaction was
generated from.

S/L P/L DELIVERY REF

X (6)

Holds the document number / reference that the
transaction was generated from.

S/P CREDIT ORDER REF

X (16)

If referenced, then if a credit document process
(SOP/POP) generated the transaction then the
order reference is updated here instead of above.

S/P CREDIT DELIV REF

X (6)

If referenced, then if a credit document within
SOP/POP generated the transaction then the
document number is updated here instead of
above.

TFR BATCH CODE

X (32)

Holds the batch code the batch record for which
this transaction is for is being transferred
from/to.

STOCK CODE

X (32)

Holds the stock code the batch code this
transaction was generated for belongs to

STOCK RECORD NO

Y (6)

Holds the record number within the stock file
for the stock code that the batch code this
transaction was generated for belongs to

EXPIRY DATE

D, E

Holds the expiry date recorded on the batch
record as of this transaction being generated.

REFERENCE

X (6)

Holds the reference number of the stock
transaction that generated this batch transaction

DESCRIPTION

X (30)

Holds the description of the stock transaction
that generated this batch transaction

WORKS ORDER REF

X (16)

Holds the works order number of the BOM
works order that generated this transaction

WORKS BUILD REF

X (6)

Holds the build number of the BOM build that
generated this transaction.
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Batch Matrix
MATRIX CODE

X (10)

Holds the prime index of the matrix template
file.

DESCRIPTION

X (30)

Holds the description of the matrix template

HEADING

X (30)

Holds the description updated as the ‘batch
heading’ for stock items that the matrix template
is applied to.

DELIMITER

X (1)

Holds the character used as a delimiter in the
construction of the batch code for matrix items.

PRE-SELECTOR

X (1)

Holds the factor number to be offered as an
initial selection when generating stock
transactions for items using this template.

FACTOR 1 NAME

X (10)

Holds the description for the first factor – i.e.
‘Colour’, ‘Size’, etc.

FACTOR 1 FORMAT

X (10)

Holds the ‘code’ format for the first factor – i.e.
UUUUUU or 9999 etc.

FACTOR 1 FROM

X (10)

Holds the first variable for factor 1 – i.e. if
colour then holds the first colour for the matrix
template

FACTOR 1 TO

X (10)

Holds the last value for factor 1. Data Items
must be consecutive within this range with a
max. of ten items

FACTOR 2 NAME

X (10)

Holds the description for the second factor

FACTOR 2 FORMAT

X (10)

Holds the code format for the second factor

FACTOR 2 FROM

X (10)

Holds the first variable for factor 2

FACTOR 2 TO

X (10)

Holds the last variable for factor 2.

FACTOR 3 NAME

X (10)

Holds the description for the third factor

FACTOR 3 FORMAT

X (10)

Holds the code format for the third factor

FACTOR 3 FROM

X (10)

Holds the first variable for the third factor

Matrix Factors
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FACTOR 3 TO

X (10)

Holds the last variable for the third factor

Copy Item Facilities
Copy Items allow you to copy information from a record in one database to a record generated in
another when links between the two databases exist. There are various copy item options in
Batch Tracking, these are:
Copy SOD to Batch

Allows copy items from sales order detail to the batch record.
Copy items are actioned whenever a batch record is updated
from SOP (pre-allocation, sales deliveries and credits).

Copy POD to Batch

Allows copy items from purchase order detail to the batch
record. Copy items are actioned whenever a batch record is
updated from POP (pre-allocation, goods receipt and returns).

Copy STK to Batch

Allows copy items from stock record to the batch record.
Copy items are actioned whenever a batch record is updated
from stock, invoicer, job costing, sales order processing,
purchase order processing and bill of materials.

Copy STX to Batch

Allows copy items from stock transaction to the batch record.
Copy items are actioned whenever a stock transaction is
generated for the batch from stock, invoicer, job costing, sales
order processing, purchase order processing and bill of
materials.

Copy BAT to BTX

Allows copy items from batch record to batch transaction.
Copy items are actioned whenever a batch transaction is
generated. NB: Copy items updating the batch record are
processed first so they are available for subsequent copy to
batch transaction.

Copy WOH to Batch

Allows copy items from works order header to the batch
record. Copy items are actioned whenever a batch record is
updated for the finished stock item (pre-allocation, build and
de-kit)

Copy WOD to Batch

Allows copy items from works order detail to the batch record.
Copy items are actioned whenever a batch record is updated
for the component stock item (pre-allocation, build and dekit).
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Other Applications
Stock Control, Sales Order Processing, Purchase Order Processing and Bill of Materials all have
database profiles settings for batch tracking parameters. Stock Control, discussed earlier in this
manual, records the marking of stock items as batch tracked and must be referenced. The Order
Processing and Bill of Materials applications require database profiles only where pre-allocating
the details on order entry.

Sales (Purchase) Order Processing – Detail Optional 3
FIRST BATCH/SER ITEM

X (32)

Asks for the data item number for the first in a
consecutive series of data items that will hold
the pre-allocated batch codes. The no. of
consecutive items is set in Batch Tracking
System Profiles (max 50).

FIRST BATCH/SER QTY

K, L, M

Asks for the data item number for the first in a
consecutive series of data items that will hold
the order quantity for the pre-allocated batch
code.

Bill of Materials – Header Optional 1
FIRST BATCH/SER ITEM

X (32)

Asks for the data item number for the first in a
consecutive series of data items that will hold
the pre-allocated batch codes for the header.
The no. of items is set in Batch Tracking System
Profiles (max 50).

FIRST BATCH/SER QTY

K, L, M

Asks for the data item number for the first in a
consecutive series of data items that will hold
the order quantity for the pre-allocated batch
code.

Bill of Materials – Detail Optional 3
FIRST BATCH/SER ITEM

X (32)

Asks for the data item number for the first in a
consecutive series of data items that will hold
the pre-allocated batch codes for the detail. The
no. of items is set in Batch Tracking System
Profiles (max 50).

FIRST BATCH/SER QTY

K, L, M

Asks for the data item number for the first in a
consecutive series of data items that will hold
the order quantity for the pre-allocated batch
code.
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